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Disclaimer
The information contained in this manual is the property of Sifos Technologies, Inc., and is furnished for use by recipient
only for the purpose stated in the Software License Agreement accompanying the user documentation. Except as
permitted by such License Agreement, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted, in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Sifos Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in the user documentation is subject to change without notice and does not represent a
commitment on the part of Sifos Technologies, Inc. Sifos Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility or liability for any
errors or inaccuracies that may appear in the user documentation.
Warranty
Sifos Technologies Inc., warrants to recipient that hardware (“Hardware”) and the tangible media on which it supplies
Software will be free from significant defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 12 months from the date of
delivery (the “Warranty Period”), under normal and intended use and conditions. Sifos also warrants that during the
Warranty Period, the Software that it supplies will operate substantially in accordance with the specifications supplied by
Sifos for such Software. Sifos does not warrant that the functions contained in the Software will meet a specific
requirement or that the operation will be uninterrupted or error free. Sifos shall have no warranty obligations whatsoever
with respect to any Software which has been modified in any manner by any third party.
Defective Product under warranty shall be, at Sifos’ discretion, repaired or replaced or a credit issued for an amount equal
to the price paid for such Product provided that: (a) such Product is returned to Sifos Technologies after first obtaining a
return authorization number and shipping instructions, freight prepaid, to Sifos’ location in the United States; (b) Recipient
provides an explanation of the defect or Software failure claimed; and (c) the claimed defect actually exists and was not
caused by fault, neglect, accident, misuse, improper storage, improper installation, improper repair (other than by Sifos or
its agents), fire, flood, lightning, power surges, earthquake or alteration (unless such alteration performed by Sifos or its
agents). Sifos will ship repaired Products to recipient, freight prepaid, within ten (10) working days after receipt of
defective Product. Except as otherwise stated, any claim on account of defective materials or for any other cause
whatsoever will conclusively be deemed waived by recipient unless written notice thereof is given to Sifos Technologies,
Inc. within the Warranty Period. Product will be subject to Sifos Technologies’ standard tolerances for variations.
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED, AND THE LIABILITY OF SIFOS, IF ANY FOR DAMAGES RELATING TO ANY
ALLEGEDLY DEFECTIVE PRODUCT SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID BY THE PURCHASER FOR
SUCH PRODUCT. IN NO EVENT WILL SIFOS TECHNOLOGIES BE LIABLE FOR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, LOST PROFITS, OR ANY SPECIAL DIRECT, INDIRECT,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE SALE AND/OR LICENSE OF PRODUCTS OR SERVICES TO RECIPIENT EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL
PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
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1.

About the PowerSync Device Analyzer Instruments

1.1.

The PDA-600 Family

The PDA-600 Powered Device Analyzer has been designed to enable comprehensive testing of IEEE802.3at Powerover-Ethernet (PoE) Powered Devices (PD). The first member of the PDA-600 family is the PDA-602, which supports
2-pair testing. The PDA-604 will be the first member of the PDA-600 family that supports 4-pair PD testing including
802.3at and 802.3bt conforming PD’s. (The PDA-604 will be available starting in late 2018.)
PDA-602 – supports 2-pair testing, Type 1 and Type 2 (optional - see Section 1.5) PDs
PDA-604 – supports 2-pair and 4-pair testing, Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, and Type 4 PDs

1.2.

Reference Manual Conventions

All references to PDA-600 in this manual cover instrument features that are common to all members of the PDA-600
family. References to PDA-602 in this manual are pertinent to all hardware versions of the PDA-602 including the
PDA-602A and PDA-602B. References to the specific hardware version, for example PDA-602B, will be made in any
case where a feature unique to that hardware version is described. In many instances, PDA-600, PDA-602, and PDA602B can be used interchangeably.

1.3.

Application

1.3.1.

Power-over-Ethernet PD Testing with PDA-600 Instruments

The PDA-602 is designed to test IEEE 802.3at Powered Devices (PD’s). PD’s are generally devices which receive
DC Power from Ethernet Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE’s), typically endspan switches and routers or midspan
injectors that deliver DC Power superimposed on 10/100/1000BaseT LAN connections.
PDA-600 instruments must mimic, under program control, certain attributes and states of Power Sourcing Equipment
(PSE’s) while also performing measurements on Power-over-Ethernet-related signals and power levels. Additionally,
with the advent of IEEE 802.3at PoE LLDP protocols, PDA-600 test ports can be optionally configured to flexibly
emulate layer 2 PoE LLDP protocol behaviors of new generation PSE’s.

1.4.

Standard Features

PDA-600 test instruments from Sifos Technologies have standard features that include:
 An instrument controller with embedded controller firmware and a High Speed USB control port. The instrument
controller supports a single user connection.
 One RJ-45 port labeled “PD” that should connect to a device-under-test (DUT).
 A second RJ-45 port labeled “LAN” that may be used to pass network traffic to and from the DUT.
 Host computer software (“PDA Software”) to operate the test instrument consisting of a graphical user interface,
PDA Interactive, an interactive script automation shell, PowerShell PDA, and a binary Application Programming
Interface (API) Library that can be used from any language capable of calling Win32 API functions.
 PDA-600 software is supported on Microsoft Windows platforms including Win10, Win8, Win7, Windows Vista,
and Windows XP SP2.
 PowerShell PDA Software includes Tcl/Tk scripting language.
PDA-600 test instruments are exclusively controlled using the USB control port. A low level proprietary protocol is
utilized by PDA-600 host-based software to communicate with PDA-600 test instruments. There is no support for a
text-based Command Line Interface (CLI) on the USB control port. A PowerShell PDA Tcl Console is the only CLI
supported by the instrument.
Up to 8 PDA-600 Instruments may be connected simultaneously to a single host, but only one instrument can be
controlled at a time.
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1.5.

Optional Features

The following features are optional, and can be installed when the instrument is purchased, or possibly at the end user’s
location (depending on whether or not the specific PDA-600 model being used supports that feature).
Feature/Option

PDA-602

PDA-604

Description

Type-2

PDA-602-TYPE2

Standard

Enable Type-2 (25.5W) PD Powering and Analysis Using
2-Event Classification.
Enable Type-2 PD testing (excluding LLDP cases) by the
802.3at PD Conformance Test.

802.3at PD
Conformance
Test

PDA-602-CT-AT

PDA-604-CT-AT

Enable Automated PD Conformance Testing of 802.3at
PD’s including Type-1 PD’s and Type-2 PD’s if Type-2
feature is licensed.
Enable Streaming Traces and the PD Load Monitor for
Type-1 PD’s and and Type-2 PD’s if Type-2 feature is
licensed.

LLDP Emulation
for 802.3at

PDA-LLDP-AT

PDA-LLDP-AT

Enable PD Powering and Analysis Using 802.3at LLDP.
Enable 802.3at LLDP testing in the 802.3at PD
Conformance Test.
Requires Type-2 feature license.

4-Pair Powering

Not Available

Standard

Enable 4-Pair PD Powering up to over 100 watts along
with 1, 2, or 3 Event Classification.

Type-3/4

Not Available

PDA-604-TYPE34

Enable 802.3bt 4 and 5 Event Classification Required to
Power and Test Class 5-8 and Class 5 (Dual) PD’s.
Enable Type 3/4 Streaming Traces and Load Monitor if
the 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature is licensed.

802.3bt PD
Conformance
Test

Not Available

PDA-604-CT-BT

Enable Automated PD Conformance Testing of 802.3bt
PD’s including Type-3 PD’s and Type-4 PD’s.
Requires the 802.3at PD Conformance Test license and
the Type-3/4 feature license. (Available in late 2019.)

LLDP Emulation
for 802.3bt

Not Available

PDA-LLDP-BT

Enable Type-3 and Type-4 PD Powering and Analysis
Using 802.3bt LLDP.
Requires LLDP Emulation for 802.at Feature.

PDA-600 features can be inspected using PDA Interactive (see section 4.6.2) or PowerShell PDA (see section 6.2.2).
Optional features may be purchased and then enabled by users with instrument-specific key codes provided by Sifos
Technologies.

1.6.

Installation and Setup Procedures

1.6.1.

Host PC Requirements









IBM Compatible PC running Microsoft Windows 8, Windows 7 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, or Windows XP SP3.
Microsoft Excel 2007 or later is required for standard report generation associated with the PDA Conformance
Test Suite, PDA Trace Waveforms, and LLDP Protocol Reporting.
2.0GHz or higher processor clock speed recommended. Minimum 20MB Drive space and 500MB RAM required
for PDA Software.
SVGA Color Monitor, Mouse, CD Rom Drive, a High Speed USB port.
Sifos PDA-600 Software and PDA-600 USB Driver.
Tcl/Tk Version 8.4.5 – 8.6.9. Tcl/Tk 8.6.9 is provided as part of the Microsoft Windows installer application for
PDA software.
Adobe Acrobat Reader (to allow .pdf documents to be loaded from PDA-600 Interactive).

1.6.2.

Package Contents

PDA-600 Powered Device Analyzers are shipped with the following items:






PDA-600 test instrument
PDA-600 Software Installation CD
AC power supply cord
USB Cable
Technical Reference Manual (paper and on CD)
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1.6.3.

Safety Precautions

TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT REMOVE THE COVER OF THE PDA-600 INSTRUMENT. NO
USER SERVICEABLE PARTS ARE INSIDE. SERVICE SHOULD BE REFERRED TO QUALIFIED
PERSONNEL.
THE PDA-600 INSTRUMENTS ARE FOR CONNECTION ONLY TO THE INTERNAL BUILDING ETHERNET
NETWORK. IT IS NOT FOR CONNECTION TO THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK. THE PDA-600
INSTRUMENTS ARE FOR INDOOR USE ONLY.
THE PDA-600 INSTRUMENTS SHOULD BE POWERED VIA THE SUPPLIED AC POWER CORD, WHICH
INCLUDES AN EARTHING CONDUCTOR. THE GROUND TERMINAL OF THE PLUG SHOULD NOT BE
MODIFIED, SINCE THIS COULD RESULT IN A PRODUCT THAT IS NOT PROPERLY EARTHED. WHEN
PLACING THE EQUIPMENT IN ITS FINAL CONFIGURATION, THE EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE PLACED
SUCH THAT IT IS EASY TO ACCESS THE POWER CORD; THIS WILL ALLOW THE CORD TO BE PULLED
OUT OF THE UNIT IN THE EVENT THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO REMOVE POWER.
IF THE PDA-600 INSTRUMENT IS USED IN A MANNER NOT SPECIFIED IN THIS MANUAL, THE
PROTECTION PROVIDED BY THE EQUIPMENT MAY BE COMPROMISED.
THERE ARE VENTILATION HOLES ON THE SIDE AND FAN VENT HOLES ON THE BACK OF THE PDA600 INSTRUMENTS. THESE SHOULD NOT BE BLOCKED OR OTHERWISE OBSTRUCTED.
1.6.4.

1.
2.
3.

Connect the supplied AC cord to the back of the chassis, and then to a properly grounded AC outlet (see “Safety
Precautions”).
Turn on the power switch on the back of the chassis. The Power LED next to the PD port should light, and other
LED’s may flash or turn on as well.
Connect the USB cable between the computer and the USB connection on the back of the instrument. The green
LED labeled USB on the front panel should light. At this point, the instrument should be detected by the host
computer, and will be available for control by the computer.

1.6.5.

1.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Hardware Installation/Connections

Software Installation from CD to Microsoft Windows

Put the PDA-600 Installation CD in the drive and wait for the installation wizard to open up. The PDA software
installer, PDA600_Installer_#.#.#.exe, should automatically run. (#.#.# is the PDA software version number.)
Click Install. On Windows Vista or newer Windows versions, you will normally be challenged with a User
Account Control (UAC) dialog that asks “Do you want to allow the following program to make changes to this
computer?”. If so, answer Yes to allow the software to be installed. Note that the UAC prompt should list Sifos
Technologies, Inc. as the Verified Publisher.
If Tcl/Tk version 8.6.9 or later is not already installed, a dialog box will appear, asking if you want to install
Tcl/Tk. This version of Tcl/Tk or later is required in order to use the PowerShell PDA Software. Accept the
License terms and click Install to proceed. NOTE: If an appropriate version of Tcl is detected, this prompt will
not be displayed, and the installation will proceed with step 4.
A dialog box for the PowerShell PDA Software installation will appear. Accept the License terms and click Install
to proceed.
In the event that the PDA-600 USB driver is not already installed* from an earlier installation of PDA-600
Software, a Device Driver Installation Wizard will appear after the PowerShell PDA files have been written to the
PC. Click on Next to allow the wizard to install the PDA-600 USB Driver, then Finish to complete the
installation.
Note! On Windows XP, installation of the PDA-600 USB driver will result in a challenge indicating that the
driver has not passed Windows Logo testing. When this dialog appears, always select Continue Anyway. This
will only occur on the first installation of PDA-600 software to a Windows XP computer.
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1.6.6.

Software Installation from Sifos Website

From time to time, users may benefit from obtaining the most recent PDA Software version. This can be obtained by
registering on the Sifos Technologies website, www.sifos.com, and then accessing the product download page for the
PDA-600 family.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Download the PDA software installer, PDA600_Installer_#.#.#.exe from www.sifos.com.
Execute the installer and click Install. On Windows Vista or newer Windows versions, you will normally be
challenged with a User Account Control (UAC) dialog that asks “Do you want to allow the following program to
make changes to this computer?”. If so, answer “Yes” to allow the software to be installed. Note that the UAC
prompt should list Sifos Technologies, Inc. as the Verified Publisher.
In the event that Tcl/Tk version 8.4.20 was not previously installed, a dialog box will appear, asking if you want to
install Tcl/Tk. This version of Tcl/Tk or later is required in order to use the PowerShell PDA Software. Accept
the License terms and click Install to proceed. NOTE: If an appropriate version of Tcl is detected, this prompt
will not be displayed, and the installation will proceed with step 4.
A dialog box for the PowerShell PDA Software installation will appear. Accept the License terms and click Install
to proceed.
In the event that the PDA-600 USB driver is not already installed* from an earlier installation of PDA-600
Software, a Device Driver Installation Wizard will appear after the PowerShell PDA files have been installed.
Click on Next to allow the wizard to install the PDA-600 USB Driver, then Finish to complete the installation.
Note! On Windows XP, installation of the PDA-600 USB driver will result in a challenge indicating that the
driver has not passed Windows Logo testing. When this dialog appears, always select Continue Anyway. This
will only occur on the first installation of PDA-600 software to a Windows XP computer.

* NOTE! If the PDA-600 USB driver is installed during the PDA Software installation, then PDA Software (PDA
Interactive or PowerShell PDA) should not be opened until the PDA-600 instrument is powered on and connected, via
USB, to the host PC for approximately 30 seconds to allow for the system to complete USB driver installation and
discover the connection. This only applies to the first instrument connection following installation of the USB driver.
On many systems, Windows will notify the user that the USB connection has been discovered and the driver has been
installed. At that point, PDA Software can be opened.
On Windows XP systems, the first connection to the PDA-600 instrument may also reproduce a challenge indicating
that the driver has not passed Windows Logo testing. When this dialog appears, always select Continue Anyway.
This will only occur on the first connection of PDA-600 software to a PDA-600 instrument.
1.6.7.

PDA-600 Firmware Installation

There may be occasion to update the firmware to the PDA-600 instrument from time to time. Firmware is readily
updated using PDA Interactive. See Section 4.6.1 for further information.
Firmware updates do take considerable time on the order of many minutes.
While many versions of PDA software will interact with various versions of PDA-600 firmware, there is a stipulation
that PDA version 1.13 (and later) software will require updated PDA-600 firmware.
Sifos strongly recommends keeping both software and instrument firmware up to the current version in order to get the
benefits of the latest improvements to both.
PDA Software Version

Minimum PDA-602B, PDA-604
Firmware Version

Minimum PDA-602A
Firmware Version

1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17, 1.18, 2.0

2.04
2.04
2.05
2.05
2.07

1.09
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.09
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2.

IEEE 802.3at Powered Devices

2.1.

PoE Overview

Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) involves the distribution of DC power from various Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE’s) to
Powered Devices (PD’s). Standardized PoE is governed by the IEEE 802.3 standard, primarily Clause 33. The
original IEEE standard for PoE was referred to as IEEE 802.3af (2003) and has since been replaced by IEEE 802.3at
(2009). A future IEEE standard, 802.3bt, will further extend PoE powering capabilities.
PSE’s exist in several form factors including end-span Ethernet switches and routers and mid-span single or multi-port
power injectors. PSE’s are able to layer DC power onto an Ethernet LAN connection by injecting DC power into the
primary center taps of differential pair transformers such that the DC voltage appears as a common mode voltage to the
differential Ethernet LAN signals and therefore (ideally) has no detrimental impact to the transmission of those signals
from a transmitter to a receiver. Similarly, PD’s can extract the DC power from the primary center taps on their
Ethernet transformers and utilize that power in place of an alternative power supply.
Unlike AC Power from an outlet, PoE Power is a form of “smart power” where power is only applied after a PSE
recognizes that a PD has been connected and the PSE may, for various reasons, refuse power, remove power, or in
certain cases, actually negotiate with the PD to allow a particular power load.
The IEEE 802.3at standard imposes many rules on both PSE’s and PD’s to assure they will interoperate properly over a
wide range of circumstances including cabling distances of up to 100 meters between PSE and PD. Within these rules
however, PSE’s are given a wide range of implementation discretion and in fact, there are many variations today in
how PSE’s actually carry out their various responsibilities with regard to PD power delivery.
With the advent of 802.3at, PSE’s and PD’s are segregated into two types: Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 PSE’s and
PD’s are restricted to power levels ranging from ~0.4 to 13 watts (or 15.4 watts at the PSE interface). Type 2 PD’s
may draw up to a maximum of 25.5 watts (or 30 watts at the PSE interface). However, Type 2 PD’s may not draw
more than 13 watts until a (Type 2) PSE grants them permission to do so. Type 2 PSE’s may utilize either physical
signaling or a Link Layer Discovery Protocol message to grant this permission. Type 2 PSE’s and PD’s must be fully
backward compatible with older 802.3af (and Type 1) equipment – that is a Type 1 PSE must tolerate the connection of
a Type 2 PD and a Type 2 PD must accept the power limitations of a Type 1 PSE. Finally, Type 1 PSE’s can source
from 44 to 57 VDC while Type 2 PSE’s must source between 50 and 57 VDC when powered.
IEEE 802.3bt will likely add two more PD “Types” (Type 3 and Type 4), with DC Power levels more than doubled
compared to 802.3at limits.
PDA-600 instruments are designed to test many of the critical attributes of a Powered Device such that the Power
Device will have a very high likelihood of successfully interoperating with the wide variety of PSE’s and network
connection circumstances.

2.2.

2

PD Detection

ALT A

MDI MDI-X

+

-

DC VOLTS

+
ALT A 3
A PSE only furnishes power to a PD after determining that a PD
Pair
has been connected. Type 1 and Type 2 PD’s must be
ALT B MDI MDI-X
1
constructed to accept power from either of two different TIA
+ ALT B 4
Category 5 cable pair-sets: ALT-A consisting of TIA pair 2
+
(orange) and 3 (green), the 10/100BaseT transmit and receive
pairs, or ALT-B consisting of pair 1 (blue) and 4 (brown).
Figure 2.1 IEEE 802.3at PoE Powering Options
Additionally, PD’s must be constructed to accept either positive
or negative voltage polarity from the incoming powered pairs (see
figure 2.1). In total, this represents 4 different power input
Powered Pair 1
scenarios or “quadrants” that a compliant PD must process.
Diode Bridge
10.1VDC
The IEEE 802.3at standard requires that a PD present a resistive
“signature” (R_detect) in the voltage band of 2.7 Volts to 10.1
R_detect
C_detect
25KW
Volts. This 25kWkW resistance must appear on the same
.085mF
pair-set that will be powered by the PSE and must be seen common
mode, that is, it should be connected between center taps of
Ethernet transformer primary coils. This is depicted in figure 2.2.
2.7VDC

Return Pair 2
Figure 2.2 PD Detection Signature
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about the resistance characteristic below 2.7 volts, it must perform an AC
Resistance measurement to resolve the PD “detection signature”. PSE’s
utilize a wide variety of methods to perform this measurement in the voltage
band between 2.7 and 10.1 volts.
One design detail that can impact the delivery of PoE is the EMI
termination often used by Ethernet ports to suppress high frequency noise
and common mode surges. Traditionally, EMI terminations involved
coupling transformer primary center taps to ground through a small
resistance. With PoE, the center taps of those transformers must be DC
isolated from ground. PSE’s and PD’s must therefore implement EMI
terminations with capacitive coupling in order to isolate ground from PoE
power and to DC isolate the termination resistances in those center tap
connections. (see figure 2.3)

Figure 2.3 EMI Terminations

The selection of values for EMI termination resistance and capacitance can have some bearing on the detection
signature resistance and shunt capacitance measured by the PSE during detection. PSE’s are given the discretion to
invalidate a detection signature if is found to be greater than 0.15mF (C_detect) (see figure 2.2). To complicate things
further, the exact method used by the PSE to measure both R_detect and C_detect can affect the “perceived” impact of
the EMI termination circuits in contributing to those measurements. PD’s are required to present a minimum C_detect
of 0.05mF in order to help prevent confusion with EMI termination circuits.

2.3.

PD Classification
The IEEE PoE standard provides a means by which PD’s can
communicate to a PSE the level of power draw the PD will add
when powered by the PSE. This process is referred to as PD
Classification. A PD is required to draw a fixed DC current
(I_class) when the incoming voltage from the PSE ranges
between 14.5VDC and 20.5VDC (see figure 2.4). The amount of
DC current flowing to the PD then signals back to the PSE the
desired PD power draw. This scheme is not very granular and it
allows for PD’s that draw zero current in the classification
voltage band to be fully ambiguous (Class 0) about their power
requirements.
The IEEE 802.3at Classification signaling scheme works
according to the following table:

Figure 2.4 PD Classification Signature

PD Class Signature

PD Class

Expected Maximum PD
Power Load

0 to 4 mA
9 to 12 mA
17 to 20 mA
26 to 30 mA
36 to 44 mA

0
1
2
3
4

0.50
0.50
3.84
6.49
13.00

to 13.00 Watts
to 3.84 Watts
to 6.49 Watts
to 13.00 Watts
to 25.50 Watts

Classification is an optional process for Type 1 PSE’s and a mandatory process for Type 2 PSE’s. Classification
measurements are completed typically in less than 75 msec.
Under the second generation IEEE 802.3at standard, classification
functionality was extended so that a classification measurement could
potentially signal to a Type 2 PD that the PSE is capable of providing
Type 2 power levels (up to 25.5 watts at the PD). This is achieved by
having the Type 2 PSE repeat the classification measurement a second
time, a process referred to as Two-Event Classification (see figure 2.5).
In order for this scheme to work, all Type 2 PD’s are required to
internally discharge the classification voltage immediately following each
classification measurement (or “event”) so that the two distinct
classification pulses can be discerned by the PD. (The PSE voltage will
typically drop to between 7 and 10 volts during this time interval.)
The Type 2 PD must apply a Mark Event load current in the range of 0.25
to 4 mA to facilitate this discharging after each class event. This in turn
February 2, 2022
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allows the Type 2 PD to discriminate the two-event classification so that it can draw power beyond 13 watts following
power-up. In short, the two-event classification serves as a full Type 2 power “grant” from the PSE to the PD.
Type 2 PSE’s have the option to utilize Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) as an alternative to providing two-event
classification for the purpose of granting power levels beyond 13 watts to the Type 2 PD. Many Type 2 end-span
PSE’s will in fact choose to use LLDP instead of two-event classification because LLDP offers much better power
management granularity. LLDP is described below in section 2.5.
Type 2 PSE’s also have the freedom to utilize two-event classification with all PD’s, not just Type 2 PD’s. This is
because older 802.3af (Type 1) PD’s are insensitive to the occurrence of repeated classification measurements
preceding a power-up.

2.4.

Power Application & Overload Conditions

PSE’s will apply DC power to a PD only if PD Detection completes successfully and if the PSE has sufficient power
available as determined through PD Classification and/or knowledge of available power resources. Power is provided
with a DC voltage ranging from 44V to 57V at the PSE end of the connection. Because of resistive cable loss,
voltages present at the PD input can range from 37V to 57V. Type 1 and Type 2 PDs will receive this DC power from
either the ALT-A or ALT-B pair-sets (see Section 2.2) and
accept either positive or negative polarity. Future Type 3
and Type 4 PDs will receive power from both ALT-A and
ALT-B pair-sets.
During initial power-up, a PD may draw a surge current to
charge power supply capacitances. Surge loads must be
tolerated by the PSE for up to at least 50 msec (Tinrush),
during which the PSE will limit maximum current to less
than 450mA. PD’s are responsible for regulating surge
current to 400mA or less if they present load capacitance
in excess of 180mF. Capacitive charging “energy” can be
expressed as the product of power and time so a 48V PSE
Figure 2.6 Powered PD Loading Requirements
supplying 400mA for 50msec furnishes 0.96 watt-sec of
charging energy to the PD.
Following the Inrush interval, PD’s are required to restrict their 1 second moving average power draw to a level below
PClass_PD, the maximum average power allowed for the specified PD Class. The PD may briefly exceed this power
level with load transients up to the value of PPeak_PD, so long as those load transients do not exceed a duration of TCUT
min, or 50msec. These requirements are depicted graphically in figure 2.6. Values for PClass_PD and PPeak_PD are
shown in the table below.
PD Class

LLDP Usage

PClass_PD

PPeak_PD

0

Non-LLDP
LLDP
Non-LLDP
LLDP
Non-LLDP
LLDP
Non-LLDP
LLDP
2-Event Grant
LLDP Grant

13.00 W
PD Requested Power
3.84 W
PD Requested Power
6.49 W
PD Requested Power
13.00 W
PD Requested Power
25.50 W
PD Requested Power

14.40 W

1
2
3
4

5.00 W
8.36 W
14.40 W

A peak power violation occurs
when a PD instantaneously draws
more power than specified by
PPeak_PD for that PD Class. A
class power violation occurs when
a PD exceeds PClass_PD for more
than TCUT min (see figure 2.6).
Any violation may lead to power
removal by a PSE.

28.31 W
1.11 X PD Req.Pwr

PSE’s are allowed very wide discretion in monitoring and reacting to class
and peak power violations. Many Type 1 PSE’s will treat all Type 1 PD’s
as Class 0 meaning Class 1 or 2 power violations are completely ignored.
Many other PSE’s use more conservative thresholds than PClass_PD and
PPeak_PD meaning they will tolerate PD’s that over-draw power relative to
their specified classification. LLDP capable PSE’s may use granted power
values for PClass_PD. For these reasons, PSE’s are not useful as test vehicles
for assessing PD power compliance.
IEEE 802.3at places a special requirement on Type 2 PD’s that restricts
initial start-up power draw to Type 1 levels (13 watts or less) until either the
PSE is assured that the initial Inrush period is completed or until an LLDP
February 2, 2022
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negotiation is completed. If the PSE provides two-event classification as a means to grant Type 2 power to a Type 2
PD, then the PD must wait for at least 80 msec (Tdelay) before stepping up to a power draw in excess of 13 watts (see
figure 2.7). If a Type 2 PSE does not provide two-event classification, then the PD may need to wait up to tens of
seconds to start a link layer LLDP negotiation with the PSE and subsequently may need to wait indefinitely for a power
grant from the PSE authorizing power draw in excess of 13 watts. So generally, Type 2 PD’s must have an “idle” state
where they draw less than 13 watts until allowed by the PSE to exceed that threshold.

2.5.

Link Layer Discovery Protocol

Type 2 PD’s are required to support a PoE-specific Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) whereby a powered PD
must negotiate with a PSE for a specific power level if that power level exceeds 13 watts at the PD. LLDP is an
industry standard (IEEE 802.1) protocol historically used to allow network management software to “discover” the
topology of a LAN including all end-terminal devices. As a MAC layer protocol, LLDP exists only on a single link,
for example, between an Ethernet switch port and a PC LAN interface. Information gleaned from LLDP is then
typically stored in SNMP MIB objects for access by management software.
Under the 802.3at standard, LLDP was extended to define 802.3 PoE LLDP protocol message fields and associated
SNMP MIB’s. These fields are used both for mutual identification of PSE and PD traits as well as for an
asynchronous protocol to negotiate a power level by the PD. This represents an unorthodox use of LLDP since LLDP
for PoE is a “stateless” handshake based protocol that requires Requests and Allocations in order for the PSE and PD to
agree on a power level.
A big advantage of LLDP is that it allows power load specification to 0.1 watt. This in turn allows PSE’s to budget
shared power resources across many switch ports with 0.1 watt granularity per port. A second advantage of LLDP is
that it allows re-negotiation of PD power requirements after a PD is powered. This allows PSE’s and PD’s to make
more refined decisions about power-saving modes and power priorities across many powered devices. LLDP is only
available to endspan PSE’s since midspan PSE’s do not terminate Ethernet connections. Type 2 midspan PSE’s must
therefore use two-event classification and grant the full 25.5 watts to each Type 2 PD that connects.
Type 2 endspan PSE’s that deploy LLDP to grant higher power levels to a PD will generally NOT use two-event
classification since these PSE’s will want to restrain PD power draw to 13 watts or below until the negotiation for
power is completed. Type 1 endspan PSE’s and Type 1 PD’s are allowed, but not required, to incorporate LLDP for
PoE.
The PDA-600 can be configured to apply two-event classification or one-event classification and LLDP for Type 2
power grants, depending on instrument feature licenses. PDA-600’s licensed for LLDP receive and transmit
LLDPDUs on the PD port, and do not pass them to the LAN port. All other Ethernet protocols, broadcast and unicast,
will be passed between the PD port and the LAN port.

2.6.

Disconnects and Power Removal

When a PD is disconnected from a PSE, the PSE is required to withdraw power. Power will not be restored until that
PSE port successfully detects a new PD connection.
A PSE detects that a PD has been disconnected in one of two ways:
DC MPS method or AC MPS method. The DC MPS method
involves a constant monitor of load current to the PD. If the PSE
using DC MPS method determines that load current has dropped
below 10mA for TMPDO (300 - 400 msec), the PSE will withdraw
power immediately. Naturally, a disconnected PD will draw 0 mA,
so shutdown occurs 300 to 400 msec after disconnect.
The AC MPS method involves constant monitor of an impedance
signature similar to a valid detection signature. An AC
Figure 2.8 DC MPS Requirements
measurement is made so that it can be superposed from a high
impedance source on the DC supply voltage. PSE’s are given wide discretion on how this measurement is performed
during the powered-on state. A powered PD is required to present an impedance across the powered pair-set that
combines 26.3kW or less in parallel with at least 0.05mF.
In reality, since PD’s can’t know which method any PSE is using, the more constraining case is DC MPS. A PD
drawing 10mA for example will present to an AC MPS PSE as an effective impedance of no higher than 5.7 kW(57V
/10mA). This will easily satisfy an AC MPS signature measurement that maintains power for any impedance below
26.3kW. The DC MPS scheme allows for PD’s to drop below 10 mA on a periodic or intermittent basis to save power.
A PD that behaves this way may operate below 10mA for up to 250msec out of every 325msec and remain powered by
the DC MPS method PSE (see figure 2.8).
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3.

PDA-600 System Overview

PDA-600 instruments are operated under control of PDA Software hosted on a PC. PDA Software and a PDA-600
USB Driver must be installed prior to instrument operation (see Section 1.6.5 Software Installation above).
The instrument may be controlled either with the supplied graphical user interface PDA-600 Interactive, from a
PowerShell PDA Tcl Console, or from a user supplied application that utilizes the binary Application Programming
Interface (PDA-600 API) furnished with the PDA-600. The various software components are described below in
section 3.4.

3.1.

PDA-600 Interfaces

3.1.1.

Front Panel

The PDA-600 is designed to connect to a
single PD via the PD port. Generally, this
connection should be through a short Cat5e or
Cat6 patch cable. This is the only connection
required to perform stand-alone instrument
testing of the PD.
The LAN port is connected to an internal
Ethernet switch that provides bridging between
the LAN and the PD ports. The PDA-600 will
support 10BaseT, 100BaseT, and 1000BaseT
links on both the LAN and PD ports.

Figure 3.1 PDA-602 Interfaces

The PD interface supports the IEEE 802.3at
LLDP protocol, provided the LLDP_AT feature is enabled, and will function as a user-described PSE in any power
negotiation with an LLDP-capable PD. LLDP traffic used for power request and allocation exists on the link between
the PDA-600 and the PD under test and is not bridged to the LAN port.
3.1.2.

Rear Panel

PDA-600 instruments are equipped with a USB Type B jack, which is internally connected to a USB 2.0 High Speed
interface. It is important that a USB interface cable rated for USB 2.0 High Speed be used to connect the instrument to
the host. The instrument’s USB interface is powered by the host.

3.2.

LED Indicators

Port LED Indicators - Each Ethernet port connector includes 2 LED indicators. These LED’s provide an indication of
link status and rate, which is described on the front panel between the connectors. Activity is indicated by blinking.
■
■
□

■
□
■

1000 Mbps
100 Mbps
10 Mbps

USB LED - The USB LED is lit when the host PC is connected via USB to the PDA-600. The PDA-600 need not be
powered on for this LED to turn on.
LLDP LED - The LLDP LED blinks when LLDP is enabled, and an LLDPDU is received from the PD under test.
LLDP power negotiation requires that the PDA-600 is enabled for IEEE 802.3at LLDP.
COM LED - The COM LED blinks when communications occur between the host PC and the instrument.
PD Power Status LEDs - The PD Power Status LEDs are illuminated when power is being supplied to the PD under
test. There are separate LED’s for the Alt A and Alt B pair-sets. The LED for the pair-set that is actively furnishing
power will be illuminated.
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3.3.

Hardware Overview

Figure 3.2 PDA-602 Block Diagram
3.3.1.

Alt and Polarity Select

The PDA-602 can be configured to perform detection, classification, and to furnish power on any of the four quadrants
defined above in Section 2.2, PD Detection. This allows the instrument to emulate any 2-Pair PSE, with the DC source
configured for either positive or negative polarity at the PSE output Physical Interface (PI).
3.3.2.

Detection Meters

The Rdet Meter measures detection signature resistance on any of the four quadrants defined above in Section 2.2.
The meter is optimized to measure a nominal PD detection resistance (25KΩ) in the presence of semiconductor-based
full wave bridging and 0.1uF or parallel capacitance over the range of 3KW and 50KW.
When the measured resistance falls below the supported range, the value 0Ω will be returned by the meter, and when
the measured value falls above the supported range, the meter returns 99KΩ. Rdet measurements performed on the
powered pair-set will initially assure that the DC Source is turned off. Rdet measurements can be directed to an
unpowered pair-set to verify that a non-valid signature is being presented on the PI while the DC Source is powering
the powered pair-set (or quadrant).
The Cdet meter measures detection signature capacitance on any of the four quadrants defined above in Section 2.2.
It is optimized to measure a nominal PD detection capacitance (0.1uF) in the presence of semiconductor-based full
wave bridging and a 25kΩ parallel resistance.
Measurements over the range of 0.05mF to 2mF are supported and with reduced accuracy, the meter can range up to
10mF. Cdet measurements will tolerate wide variation in parallel Rdet values and will initially assure that the DC
Source is turned off and that there is no residual voltage on the PD interface before the connection is made.
Both the Rdet and Cdet meters support multiple measurement cycles whereby readings can be averaged to improve
accuracy and repeatability. Multiple measurement cycles also can mimic power-managed PSE’s that sequence
detection measurements over a period of time while power allocation decisions are made.
The PDA-602B Rdet Meter also supports an Rdet Margin measurement where the PD detection signature is
characterized in the vicinity of 2.7VDC and 10.1VDC, the outer bands for sensing PD detection signatures. This
measurement then complements the standard Rdet measurement by improving confidence that the PD will interoperate
with the full range of possible PSE implementations.
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From a command line, the Rdet Meter can also be configured to perform a Classification measurement immediately
after each Rdet measurement cycle. Combined with a flexible detection cycle back-off control, the PDA can emulate a
variety PSE’s that cycle both detection and classification repeatedly under power management control prior to enabling
a power-up. In this multi-cycle mode, readings can either be averaged or selected from the final cycle of detectionclassification thus emulating what the PSE will measure on the PD interface.
3.3.3.

Class Meter

The Class Meter measures PD classification signatures (mA) that may also include Mark current loads between multievent signatures. Like detection signature measurements, Class measurements can be performed on any of the four
quadrants defined above in Section 2.2. Single Event and 2-Event classification can be performed, though the PDA602 must be enabled for the Type2 feature in order for 2-Event classification to be available.
Classification measurements are fully independent of Detection measurements, that is, they are performed when
initiated and not preceded by any Detection cycles. The Class Meter will first assure that the DC Source is turned off
prior to completing a measurement.
The PDA-602B Class Meter also supports a Class Margin measurement where PD classification signature is
measured at the voltage band extremes, 14.5V and 20.5V, associated with PD classification. This measurement
improves confidence that the PD will interoperate with the full range of possible PSE implementations.
3.3.4.

DC Source

The DC Source provides DC power with configurable voltage levels to the PD in any of the four quadrants defined
above in Section 2.2. DC voltage settings between 28VDC and 57VDC may be specified so the full input voltage
range for a Type-1 PD of 37VDC to 57VDC is covered. The PDA-602 is capable of sourcing well in excess of the
802.3at 13W Type-1 PD and 25.5W Type-2 PD power levels.
The DC Source can be turned on immediately or it can be sequentially stepped from 28V to a user defined level and
then back down to 28V. The stepped mode, in conjunction with voltage and current metering, enables measurements
of PD Von and Voff voltage thresholds.
3.3.5.

DC Meters

The PDA-602 can measure applied DC voltages, DC current load, and DC power draw in any of the four quadrants
defined above in Section 2.2. These measurements primarily pertain to a PD while being powered, though the ability is
provided to measure DC voltage on the unpowered pair-set when assessing back-feed voltage (BackfeedV) from a PD.
DC Voltage sensing assures that DC power measurements are more accurate and are independent of PDA-600 DC
sourcing and current sensing characteristics. DC Meters can format measurements as:





Scalar values of voltage, current, or power with configurable averaging.
Single-shot waveform traces of voltage, current, or power with configurable trace lengths, sampling rates, and
event triggering options.
Continuously streaming measurement of voltage, current, and power combined including comparisons to power
limits established by PD classification.

3.3.6.

10/100/1000Base-T Ethernet Switch

The PDA-600 contains an internal Ethernet switch which provides bridging between the LAN port and the PD port.
The PDA-600 will support 10BaseT, 100BaseT, and 1000BaseT links on both the LAN and PD ports. PDA port link
speed may be user configured to enable assessments of PD power draw under differing link states.
3.3.7.

LLDP Subsystem

The PDA-600, when equipped with the LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature license (see Section 1.5),, supports
802.3at LLDP protocol, and is capable of processing power requests received from a PD and allocating power by way
of transmitting LLDPDU’s containing a Power-via-MDI TLV’s as defined in IEEE 802.3 clauses 33 and 79.
LLDP traffic used for power request and allocation is supported only between the PDA-600 PD port and the PD Under
Test, and is never bridged to the LAN port. PSE LLDP message timing and message content behaviors may be
flexibly emulated by the LLDP Subsystem.
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3.4.

Software Overview

3.4.1.

Components

PDA Software furnished with the PDA-600 contains the following components.
PDA Interactive: A Graphical User Interface built from Tcl/Tk. This software is the topic of Section 4
PowerShell PDA: A PDA-600 specific Tcl command extension. This software is the topic of Section 6.
PD Conformance Test: A fully automated test suite for evaluating 802.3at PD’s for specification compliance. This
software is the topic of Section 5.
PDA-600 Binary API – a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) that
exposes a binary Application Programming Interface for the
PDA-600. This is the topic of Section 7.
PDA-600 USB Driver: Host software required to manage
up to eight PDA-600’s connected via USB interfaces.
The relationship between the different software components
is depicted in Figure 3.3. PowerShell PDA is an example of
a “User Program” that relies on the PDA-600 Binary API to
manage the PDA-600 instrument.
User Applications may be constructed in Tcl/Tk using
PowerShell PDA or they may be constructed in any software
environment capable of calling Win32 API functions within
dynamically linked libraries (DLL’s).
Tcl/Tk is a powerful scripting environment offering the
advantages of interpreted real-time commands, easy
debugging, and a choice of two consoles, Tcl Shell and
Wish Shell. The Tcl Shell console is built upon the
Windows Command shell while the Wish Shell console
shares features associated with many Windows editors and
is also a syntax-knowledgeable shell supporting Tk
graphical user interface commands.
3.4.2.

Figure 3.3 PDA-600 Software Components

Directory and File Organization

When PDA Software is installed, file and directories are placed on the host computer according to the following tables.
Root path: C:\Program Files\Sifos\PDA600 (32-bit system)
C:\Program Files (x86)\Sifos\PDA600 (64-bit system)
Directory

Contents

bin
docs
drivers
include
lib
tcl

All .exe and .dll files
PDA-600 Technical Reference, PDA-600 API Reference .pdf files
USB driver files and installer application
Header files related to the PDA-600 API
Library files related to the PDA-600 API (for linker input, ex. for a C or C++ application)
Tcl Console runtime configuration, libraries, Tk application

Root path: C:\Users\Public\Sifos\PDA600
Directory

Contents

contrib
env
examples
results

Tcl files that will be automatically loaded during Tcl initialization
Dynamically managed PDA-600 Tcl/Tk related configuration files
Example applications (C, C#, VB.NET, Tcl, LabView)
Conformance Test and Trace Excel template workbooks, directory per instrument for test data

A directory is created under ….\results for each connected instrument when tests are performed. The name of the
directory is created using the serial number of the instrument.
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3.4.3.

Environment Variables

The following Windows environment variables are defined during installation. They should not be changed or deleted,
as various software components rely on them:



PDA600_HOME=C:\Users\Public\Sifos\PDA600



PDA600_ROOT=C:\Program Files\Sifos\PDA600 (32-bit system)
or
PDA600_ROOT=C:\Program Files (x86)\Sifos\PDA600 (64-bit system)



The following Windows environment variable can be defined to override the default number of rows that will be
displayed for a stream trace by the pda600_trace_report.xlsm template. If the variable does not exist, the template will
display up to 150 seconds (30,000 rows). The value can be set anywhere in the range 30,000 to 1,048,400 (the
relationship is 1 second = 200 rows at a 5ms/sample period).



PDA_STREAM_REPORT_ROWS

3.5.

PDA-602 Technical Specifications

3.5.1.

Input/Output

Interface

PD Port

Parameter
Connections
PoE Signaling and Supply Modes
Data Rates and Signaling
Impedance

LAN Port

Connections
Data Rates and Signaling
Impedance

USB Port

Connections
Type
LED's

User Interface

3.5.2.

Specification
RJ45
ALT-A MDI, ALT-A MDI-X, ALT-B MDI, ALT-B MDI-X
10/100/1000Base-T
100 W, Balanced
RJ45
10/100/1000Base-T
100 W, Balanced
USB Standard-B
USB 2.0 High Speed
USB: connected, host is furnishing 5VDC
LLDP: blinks on to indicate LLDPDU received
COM: blinks when I/O from host occurs
ALT A: DC Power Applied to Alt A pairs
ALT B: DC Power Applied to Alt B pairs

Source Specifications

Source

DC Supply

PD Detection Resistance
PD Detection Capacitance
PD Classification

February 2, 2022

Parameter
Voltage Range
Voltage Accuracy (50mA load)
Voltage Resolution
Source Resistance (typical)
Maximum Continuous Source Current
Method
Probing Voltage (typical)
Method
Probing Voltage (typical)
Modes: Standard PDA-602
Modes: PDA-602 with PDA-602-TYPE2
Classification Probing Voltage (typical)
Classification Probing Voltage (margin test)
Classification Probing Event Duration (typical)
Mark Region Voltage (typical, ≤ 6mA load)
Mark Region Duration (typical)

Sifos Technologies

Specification
28 VDC to 57 VDC
± (0.75% + 60 mV)
0.1 Volt
1.6 W
1000 mA
V / I
4.4 V – 8.8 V
Slew Time
~4 V – 8 V
One-Event Classification
One-Event and Two-Event Classification
~17.5 V
14.5 V, 20.5 V (PDA-602B only)
30ms nominal
~7- 9 V
Mark 1: 10 msec, Mark 2: Selectable, 25 to 375 msec
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3.5.3.

Measurement Specifications

Measurement
Detection Resistance

Parameter
Range

Specification
3 KW to 50 KW
± 1%

Accuracy (19 KW to 26.5 KW
Accuracy (Full Range)

Detection Capacitance

± 2.5%

Detection over Voltage (PDA-602B only)

Band 1: 2.7 V to 4.2 V
Band 2: 7.0 V to 10.0 V

Range

50nF-10mF
± (2.5% + 6 nF)

Accuracy (0.05..2 mF)
Classification

Accuracy (2.1..10 mF)
Classification Range
Classification Accuracy (1..15 mA)

± (10% + 6 nF)
0 mA to 50 mA

Classification Accuracy (16..50 mA)

± (1.5% + 400 mA)
1 (standard), 1 or 2 with Type-2 license
0.5 to 5 mA

± (2.5% + 600 mA)

Events Measured
Mark Region Range
Mark Region Accuracy
Power

Load Current

Port Voltage
802.3at Backfeed Voltage
Trace

Classification over Voltage (PDA-602B only)
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Range
Resolution
Accuracy (1..15 mA)

± (1.85% + 600 mA)

Accuracy (51..100 mA)

± (1.0% + 500 mA)

Accuracy (101..1000 mA)

± (0.75% + 800 mA)
0 VDC to 57 VDC
0.1 V
± (0.75% + 100 mV)
Voltage, Current, Power, Voltage & Current
Immediate, Class (leading edge of first event),
Source (ON or OFF transition),
Transient (Current or Power) with Selectable
Threshold and Selectable Pre-Trigger Sample Count
PDA-602B: 0.05 – 20 msec / sample (1-2-5 pattern)
Voltage, Current also support 0.025 msec/sample
PDA-602A: 0.1 – 20 msec / sample (1-2-5 pattern)
Transient Triggering (PDA-602A & PDA-602B):
0.2 – 20 msec / sample (1-2-5 pattern)
PDA-602B: Selectable up to 5120 points
PDA-602A: Selectable up to 1280 points
PDA-602B: Selectable up to 2560 points
PDA-602A: Selectable up to 640 points
Voltage, Current, Instantaneous Power, Avg. Power
5 msec or 10 msec
≤ 1048400 samples (< 5242 seconds)

Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Types
Trigger Modes

Trace Length (Voltage, Current)
Trace Length (Power, Voltage+Current)

3.5.4.

± (2% + 600 mA)

Accuracy (16..50 mA)

Sample Rate (Voltage, Current, Power, V+I)

Streaming Trace

± (2% + 100 mA)
14.5 V and 20.5V
0 to 56 Watts
0.01 W
± (2.0% + 0.1 W)
0 to 1000 mA
0.1 mA

Parameters Included
Sample Rate
Trace Length (5 msec period)

802.3at LLDP

Interface

PD Port
(with PDA-LLDP-AT feature
license)

Parameter
Receive

Transmit
Trace

LAN Port

February 2, 2022

Specification
In-board Ethernet switch is configured to filter for LLDPDUs. Normally
parsed to extract the IEEE 802.3at conformant Power-via-MDI TLV;
entire raw frame is available for analysis.
LLDPDU containing an IEEE 802.3at conformant Power-via-MDI TLV
with programmatically controlled alloc value.
Continuous (once started by the user), stores and optionally displays
802.3at Power-via-MDI TLV content.

No LLDP support.

Sifos Technologies
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3.5.5.

Physical and Environment

Category
Physical

Characteristic
Width
Height
Depth
Weight
Power
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Operating Humidity
Altitude
Pollution Degree

Environmental

3.5.6.

Value
7.5"
3.0"
10.0"
3.2 lbs
100VAC – 240VAC, 50-60 Hz, 1.3A Max.
0°C to 40°C
-20°C to 85°C
5% to 95% RH, Non-Condensing
2000 Meters
2

Certifications

Category
Safety

Emissions

European Commission

Specification
CSA Listed (CSA22.2
No. 61010)
FCC Part 15, Class A
(Industrial Equipment
emissions, USA)

EN61010-1 (Test & Measurement Equipment Safety Standard)
EN55011:2016 (Industrial, Scientific Equipment RF emissions, Europe)
EN 61326-1:2013 (Immunity)
VCCI (Information Technology Equipment emissions, Japan)
AS/NZS 3548 (Information Technology Equipment emissions, Australia/N.Z.)
Low Voltage Directive (2014/35/EU)
Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (2014/30/EU)
ROHS Compliance Directive (2011/65/EU)
CE Marking Directive (93/68/EEC)

FCC Statement:
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of
the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the
equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to
radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in
which case the user will be required to correct the interference at their own expense.
Patents: U.S. Patent 10,060,965

February 2, 2022
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4.

PDA Interactive

The PDA-600 is controlled exclusively via software running on a host PC. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) called
PDA Interactive is furnished with the instrument, and can be used to control the instrument and perform various
measurements. In many respects, PDA Interactive is the virtual front panel for the PDA-600 instrument.

4.1.

Starting the Application
PDA Interactive is launched from the Windows desktop by clicking on the PDA Interactive icon
shown in Figure 4.1. PDA Interactive can also be launched from the Windows Start menu by
selecting the menu item Start -> All Programs -> Sifos -> PDA-600 Interactive.
Because the PDA-600 is a single-user instrument, only one session of PDA Interactive may be open at
any one time on the host PC. Additionally, PDA Interactive cannot be opened if PowerShell PDA is
already opened on the host PC.

Important! Before opening PDA Interactive, the PDA600 instrument must be connected by USB cable to the
host PC and the PDA-600 instrument must be powered on. If PDA
Interactive cannot discover a connected and powered PDA instrument, the
software will not
open and the
Figure 4.2 No PDA found warning
warning message
in Figure 4.2 No PDA found warning will appear.

Figure 4.1

While PDA Interactive opens, the splash screen shown in
Figure 4.3 PDA Interactive splash screen will appear. During
this time, PDA Interactive will upload numerous settings and
calibrations from the PDA-600 instrument. This one-time
process can take between 20 to 25 seconds to complete per
connected PDA-600 instrument.
PDA Interactive is a tabbed dialog graphical user interface with
three tabs: Analyze for performing manual testing and analysis
of a PD, 802.3at CT for running the automated 802.3at PD
Conformance Test Suite, and LAN/LLDP for performing
802.3at LLDP protocol analyses on a PD. The 802.3at CT
menu will only be functional if the connected PDA-600
Figure 4.3 PDA Interactive splash screen
instrument is enabled for the Conformance Test (Conf_Test)
feature while the LLDP controls will only be functional if the PDA-600 instrument is enabled for the LLDP-at feature
option. Each of these tab menus will be the subject of the following manual sections. The 802.3bt CT tab menu is not
functional in a PDA-602 instrument.

4.2.

Analyze Tab Menu

The Analyze tab menu (see Figure 4.4) provides
access to all of the source control and metering
resources of the PDA-600. This powerful set of
capabilities enables comprehensive analysis and
troubleshooting of powered devices.
The Analyze tab menu is subdivided into four
functional areas: Front End Config, Source
configuration, Metering, and Trace analysis. In
addition, the menu includes controls to select a
PDA-600 instrument, to view current PDA
instrument configuration, and an Exit button that is
used to close PDA Interactive software. PDA
configuration is discussed in section 4.6.
4.2.1.

Select PDA

PDA Software allows up to 8 PDA-600 instruments
to be managed from a single host PC. If there is
more than one PDA-600 instrument connected via
USB links to the host PC, PDA Interactive will
February 2, 2022

Figure 4.4 Analyze tab menu
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initially connect to the instrument with the lowest serial number. A different PDA
instrument is then selected from the drop down list under Select PDA.
In Figure 4.5, PDA Interactive discovers two PDA-600 instruments that are
connected via USB and are powered on. At this point, either instrument can be
selected for control by PDA Interactive.
4.2.2.

Figure 4.5 PDA List

Front End Configuration

Using the Front End Config sub-menu (see Figure 4.6) The PDA-602 can source
power and perform measurements in one of four possible configurations:
1. ALT A pairset, MDI polarity
2. ALT A pairset, MDI-X polarity
3. ALT B pairset, MDI polarity
4. ALT B pairset, MDI-X polarity
These fundamental attributes of PoE are explained in section 2.2. The PDA-602
supports 2-pair connections to power either the Alt A or Alt B pairset. (A 4-pair
powering option is only available to the PDA-604.) Each of these pairsets, when
connected, may be configured for MDI or MDI-X polarity using the Polarity
radio buttons.

Figure 4.6 Front End Setup

4.2.3.

All power sourcing and all measurements performed using the Analyze tab will
be performed using the presently selected Front End Config. This affects
which wire pairs at the PD interface are energized as well as the direction of
electrical current through that PD interface.

Source Configuration and Control

The PDA-602 includes a programmable DC power supply, or source, that feeds power to a PD through the front end
configuration described in section 4.2.2. This resource is managed in the Source sub-menu (see Figure 4.7). The
Vport Level setting controls the voltage level of the DC source when the source is
activated. Users may select values in 0.5V steps between 28V and 57V.
Generally, when the source is turned on or turned off, it will activate or deactivate
instantaneously much like an ordinary PSE. This “default” behavior is governed by
the Immediate Power Slew selection.
Also, each time power is activated, that is turned ON, the actual power-up will be
preceded by a measurement of PD classification. The Class Events control selects if
the classification measurement will consist of 1-Event, that is a single class pulse with
no mark region, or 2-Events consisting of two class pulses and two alternating mark
regions preceding the power-up. Type-2 (> 13W) PD’s will interpret the 2-Events
classification as an authorization to draw more than 13W immediately* after the
power-up. See section 2.3 for further information regarding the process of PD
classification.
The disabled PDA-604 Settings controls in Figure
4.7 are only available to PDA-604 instruments.

Figure 4.7 Source sub-menu

When 2-Events is selected as the mode of pre-power-up classification, a Mark2
control allows configuration of the time duration of the Mark 2 region, that is, the
time from the end of the second class pulse until the power-up transition. This may
be configured to be anywhere between 25 msec and 375 msec so that Type-2 PD’s
can be evaluated with a range of PSE behavior emulations.
The 2-Events selection will only be available given that the PDA-602 is enabled for
Type-2 (PD) analysis. See section 1.5 for further information regarding PDA-602
optional features.
When 1-Event is selected, a Class-Pwr Gap control (see Figure 4.8) allows for
configuration of the time interval between the end of the single class pulse and the
power-up transition. This value can range from 0 msec to 300 msec.
Figure 4.8 Source ON state
*

Actually, Type-2 PD’s must wait until at least 80msec after power-up to draw over 13W of power.

February 2, 2022
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If either 1-Event or 2-Events is selected and the DC source is in the OFF state, the
Source button will be named Class & Pwr. Pressing this button causes the
classification and power-up sequence to occur.
Once the DC source is in the ON state, the Source button will be renamed Remove
Pwr (see Figure 4.8). Pressing Remove Pwr causes the DC source to deactivate, or
turn off.
The Ramp mode of applying power and removing power is an alternative mode of
power application and removal. In this mode, there is no classification prior to powerup and the voltage is ramped very gradually from 28V to the Vport Level setting when
the Apply Pwr button is pressed (see Figure 4.9). In the Ramp mode, the
approximate slew rate of source voltage is 2.5V/second.
Once power is applied using the Ramp mode, pressing Remove Pwr will cause power
to be removed using a gradual voltage ramp from Vport Level down to 28V before
final shut-off. In other words, the Ramp mode can only be selected and de-selected
while the DC source is in the OFF state.

Figure 4.9 Power Ramp
Mode

The Ramp mode of powering and power removal is valuable for manual assessment of
PD activation (Von) and PD deactivation (Voff) levels. In conjunction with voltage and current traces, users can
observe PD load behaviors as voltage transitions through Von and Voff threshold levels.
4.2.4.

PDA-600 Meters

The Analyze tab menu includes a Meter sub-menu (see Figure 4.10) offering a
variety of discrete measurements of interest in PD testing. All meter measurements
are performed immediately when the Measure button is pressed and the measured
value(s) is displayed in the Result area.
Each of these meters offers some degree of configuration depending upon the selected
meter. First, the DC Voltage and Current meters are used to perform immediate
readings of PD input voltage and PD load current respectively on the selected pairset,
(Alt A or Alt B) at the selected polarity (MDI or MDI-X) as dictated by the Front
End Config (see section 4.2.2). These meters may be configured for averaging (see
Figure 4.11). Averages can be configured from 1 (single sample) to 64. Each meter
sample is taken in approximately 5 msec,
so even with the maximum 64 averages,
the total sampling time is well under 1
second.
A second voltage measurement,
BackfeedV, is a specialized
measurement of voltage performed on
Figure 4.11 Voltage, Current meter
the pairset, Alt A or Alt B, that is NOT
configurations
selected in the Front End Config (see
section 4.2.2). Normally, BackfeedV is performed while the PD is receiving power
(i.e. source is ON) as an indicator of any voltage “leakage” through the front-end of
the PD interface onto the unpowered pairset.

Figure 4.10 Meter sub-menu

The DC Power meter measures PD load power (watts) at the PD
interface. This measurement can be integrated over Time (sec) intervals
ranging from 0.02 seconds to 2 seconds with granularity of 100msec
(see Figure 4.12). Generally, Power measurements are made while the
DC source is activated.

Figure 4.12 Power Meter setup

PD Detection Signatures are measured with the Rdet and Cdet meters. Rdet measures detection resistance that will
generally be in the vicinity of 25KW. Cdet measures detection capacitance that will generally be in the vicinity of
0.1mF.

February 2, 2022
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Generally, PD detection measurements require the DC source to be OFF
so these meters will initially turn the source off if it is in the ON state.
For example, if Alt A is powered and Rdet(ALT A) or Cdet is
measured, the DC source will first be shutdown.
An exception to this is the Rdet Unpwr meter that is designed to
measure detection resistance on an unpowered pairset while the opposite
pairset is powering the PD. This meter is always mapped to the pairset,
Alt-A or Alt-B, that is not providing power.
Figure 4.13a Rdet, Cdet meter setups

Prior to PDA software version 1.13, the Rdet Unpwr meter would leave
the DC source in the same state, ON or OFF, upon completion of the
measurement. Starting with version 1.13 however, if the DC source is in the ON state, the meter will initially remove
power, then restore PD power during the measurement, then remove power thereafter.
The Rdet (ALT n) and Cdet meters offer two configuration parameters (see Figure
4.13a). First, the Count parameter determines how many cycles of detection
measurements will be performed. Detection measurements may be repeated up to 64
times (or cycles). The Mode setting then determines what value is reported. Either it is
the Average of every cycle of detection measurement or it is simply the Final
measurement performed on the final cycle of detection.
Measurement of the Average is generally useful to get a more accurate reading of
actual signature value. On the other hand, measuring the Final value allows the PDA to
assess what a PSE might detect when, under power management control, that PSE
cycles detection multiple times prior to applying power. Many multi-port PSE’s do
cycle detection and classification three or more cycles prior to applying power so that
system power management can better assure the presence of a PD and assure proper
power availability for that PD.
The Rdet (ALT n) meter in the PDA-602B may also be configured to assess detection
Figure 4.13b Rdet Margin
signatures measured at the voltage extremes of the PD detection band, that is, 2.7V and
10.1V. This measurement is performed by selecting the Margin Test option (see Figure 4.13b) before performing the
Rdet measurement. PSE’s are free to assess PD detection signature using voltage steps of 1 or more volts anywhere in
the PD detection band. The Margin Test adds confidence that a valid detection signature will be measured by any
specification compliant PSE. This feature is not available to the PDA-602A.
Rdet metering can resolve between 3 KW and 50 KW of signature resistance with resolution to 10’s of ohms in the 15
KW to 32 KW band. Cdet metering can resolve 50nF to 10mF with resolution to nanofarads in the 50nF to 2mF band.
The Class meter is provided to measure the classification signature
characteristics of a PD. The classification measurement can be
configured for 1-Event or 2-Events (see Figure 4.14). With 1-Event
configuration, the Class meter returns one reading of PD classification
current. With 2-Events
configuration, the meter
Figure 4.14 Class meter configuration
returns two readings of PD
classification current and the
PD mark load current measured during
the mark 2 region following the second
class event (see Figure 4.15a).

Figure 4.15b Class Margin

February 2, 2022

The Class meter in the PDA-602B
may also be configured to assess
classification signatures measured at the
voltage extremes of the PD
classification band, that is, 14.5V and
20.5V. This measurement is performed Figure 4.15a 2-Event class measurement
by selecting the Margin Test option
(see Figure 4.15b) before performing the Class measurement. PSE’s are free to
assess PD classification signature using a voltage anywhere in the PD classification
band. The Margin Test adds confidence that a PD’s classification signature will be
properly assessed by any specification compliant PSE. This feature is not available
to the PDA-602A.
Sifos Technologies
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4.2.5.

PDA-602 Waveform Traces

The PDA-602 offers two fundamental means for visualizing and reporting
voltage, current, and/or power samples over time.
1.
2.

High Resolution Waveform Traces
Batched Streaming Traces with Limit Checking
(requires 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature license- see section 1.5)

High Resolution Waveform Traces provide a means to inspect voltage, current,
power, or the combination of voltage and current with specified sampling rates
over specified sampling durations that start either:






Immediately
Upon change in DC source state (OFF to ON or ON to OFF)
Upon start of a PD Classification (measurement or power-up)
Load Transient Triggering in ON State (see section 4.2.10)

When a trace type of Voltage, Current, Power, or Voltage+Current is selected
in the Trace sub-menu (see Figure 4.16), two controls affect sampling and
duration. The Sample Rate (ms) drop-down list allows selection of sampling
periodicity and the Trace Len. (samples) control selects total sampling duration.
The ranges of both are dependent on PDA-602 version:
Sample Rate (msec)
Trace Len. (Samples)
(steps of 32)

Meter

PDA-602A

PDA-602B

Voltage, Current
Power, V+I
Voltage, Current
Power, V+I

0.1 to 20
0.1 to 20
2 to 1280
2 to 640

0.025 to 20
0.05 to 20
2 to 5120
2 to 2560

Figure 4.16 Trace meter sub-menu

The actual Trace Duration is calculated and displayed when either Sample Rate or Trace Len are updated. The
minimum possible waveform duration for Voltage and Current waveforms is 0.05 msec given 2 samples with 0.025
msec sample rate and the maximum possible duration is 102.4 seconds given 20 msec sample rate and 5120 sample
count. Power and Voltage+Current traces can range from the same minimum to a maximum of 51.2 seconds
duration. Trace formats (fmt:) will always be 2-pair for the PDA-602 and the Mode selection will always be n/a.
Waveform traces generally offer three* triggering options within the
Trigger drop-down list (see Figure 4.17). When Immediate is
selected, the waveform will be initiated when the Start button (see
Figure 4.16) is pressed. Generally, Immediate triggered waveforms
would be collected while a PD is powered with the DC source in the ON
state. An example immediate triggered trace is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.17 Triggering options

Event-based trigger options for waveform traces
include Class and Source. When either Class or
Source triggering is selected, the Start button
will be re-titled to Arm (see Figure 4.19).
Pressing the Arm button will then arm the trace
meter so it can then trigger on the next
occurrence of the specified event.

Figure 4.19 Triggered trace Arm button
*

Figure 4.18 Immediate triggered power trace – 5.1 seconds

A fourth trigger option, Transient, is available to Current, Power, and Voltage+Current traces only when the source is
in the ON state. See section 4.2.10 for further information on Load Transient triggered traces.

February 2, 2022
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When Class event triggering is selected, the waveform trace (Voltage, Current, Power, or Voltage+Current) will
commence upon the start of a classification measurement performed by the PDA-600 on the PD. There are two ways
to start a classification measurement:
1.

8.

Performing a classification measurement with the Class
meter in the Meters sub-menu. This measurement will
initially remove PD power if source is in the ON state.
Pressing the Class & Pwr in the Source sub-menu given
that the DC source is in the OFF state.

Figure 4.20 depicts a class-triggered waveform. This
waveform captures both voltage and current measured during
a 2-event classification measurement preceding a power-up.
The Source triggering option allows waveforms to
commence when the DC source changes state. This is
initiated by pressing the Class & Pwr button when the DC
source is in the OFF state or the Remove Pwr button when
the DC source is in the ON state. (When the Power Slew is
set to Ramp, the Class&Pwr button is named Apply
Power.)

Figure 4.20 Class triggered waveform – voltage, current

One commonly used application of source-triggered waveforms is to
evaluate PD turn-on (Von) and turn-off (Voff) voltage levels. In both of these
measurements, the Source would be configured for Slow Ramp (see Figure
4.9) and the waveform trace would be configured as Voltage+Current with
low-rate sampling (e.g. 20msec) and a relatively large duration of 300 or
more samples. Figure 4.21 depicts both turn-on and turn-off voltage
measurement traces from a PD performed using the source-triggered trace
meter.
A graphical overview of waveform trace triggering is provided in Figure
4.22.

Figure 4.21 Von & Voff measurements

One additional feature of event triggered traces is
the ability to delay the start of the trace from the
trigger event. This is done using the Holdoff
Figure 4.22 Trace trigger options and triggering controls
(samples) control where a time delay, in units of
sample intervals between the trigger and the start of the trace, may be specified. The Holdoff control is enabled only
for Class and Source triggered traces.
When waveform traces are completed, they are displayed in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets * that automatically pop up
(see Figures 4.18, 4.20, and 4.21). Each waveform spreadsheet report includes a standard header table with five values
per parameter, that is, for voltage, for current or for power:

 Minimum value
 Time point for minimum value
 Average value
*

 Maximum value
 Time point for maximum value

Note! Microsoft Excel 2007 or later must be separately installed and configured to allow spreadsheet macros to run.

February 2, 2022
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All waveforms comply to a standard color convention whereby voltage traces
are blue, current traces are red, power traces are gold, and average power traces
are dark green in color. Users wishing to preserve any waveform trace may
save the spreadsheet reports to a desired location. In order to run successive
traces, each spreadsheet report should first be closed before the new trace is
run. Otherwise, users may be prompted by Excel to open each successive
report as read-only.
4.2.6.

PDA-600 Batched Streaming Traces with Limit Checking

Note! Streaming Traces require that the PDA-600 instrument be enabled for
the 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature (see section 1.5).
Under the Trace sub-menu, a second option is provided to obtain less resolved
(5 or 10 msec sampled) traces of variable durations up to almost 3 hours.
These waveform traces are referred to as streaming traces. Streaming traces
are selected with the Stream radio button under the Trace sub-menu (see
Figure 4.23) and initiated with the Start button.
Like high resolution waveform traces, streaming traces are collected and then
produced to a standard, pop-up spreadsheet report. Streaming traces open
much like Voltage+Current traces displaying the default view:
1.
2.

PD Input Voltage (in blue)
PD Load Current (in red)

Figure 4.23 Streaming Trace selection

Other views including instantaneous power draw (in gold)
and average power draw (in green) are then selectable after
the report opens (see Figures 4.24 and 4.26). The standard
streaming trace report always includes trace data for all four
of these parameters.
Streaming traces add a significant feature in that both PD
load power and load current are automatically evaluated to
relevant test limits. In particular, PD load power is
evaluated based upon PD “assigned” classification at powerup. This leads to a second unique feature of streaming
traces, namely that they must be preceded by PD
classification and power-up. For that reason, by default, a
streaming trace will initially assure the DC source is turned
OFF before commencing the classification and power-up
sequence. The classification method, 1-Event or 2-Events
and the DC source voltage (Vport Level) are determined by
the settings in the Source sub-menu when the Start (trace)
button is pressed.

Figure 4.24 Streaming Trace V+I and V+Power Views

Important! When testing Type-2 (Class 4) PD’s, the event
count governs the assigned class. 1-Event allows 13W
(Class 3) and 2-Events allows 25.5W (Class 4) to the PD.

Two views of a streaming trace report are shown in Figure 4.24. The PD Class that was measured prior to power-up is
provided in the report header along with the allowable limits for Pclass_PD and Ppeak_PD as governed by the IEEE 802.3at
standard. Separately, the header includes indicators of each of the following types of limit violations.
Parameter

Units

Description

Limit Type

Pclass_PD
Ppeak_PD
Window

W
W
n/a

Maximum (Pclass_PD_max)
Maximum (Ppeak_PD_max)
PASS / FAIL

Duty Cyc

%

MPS

n/a

MPS Duty Cyc

%

PD power consumption – 1 sec running average
Peak instantaneous power consumption
PD power consumption – Tcut_min (50msec) sliding window Fail if load power exceeds Pclass_PD_max continuously for
greater than Tcut_min
Duty cycle of instantaneous power samples exceeding
Pclass_PD_max
PD minimum current - 250 msec sliding window – Fail if load
current is below IPort_MPS_min (10mA) continuously for greater
than 350 msec
Duty cycle of instantaneous load current samples below
IPort_MPS_min (10mA)
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When the Stream trace type is selected (see Figures 4.23 and 4.25), the time duration of the streaming trace is
configured with the Stream Len. (sec) control. This control allows users to specify a stream length from 1 to 10,485
seconds (or almost 175 minutes). A key benefit of streaming traces is that they provide time for PD’s to “boot” to
particular operating states and to receive controls or messages over the Ethernet to modify operating conditions. Many
PD’s may require over 2 or 3 minutes of power application just to enter a normal operating state.
The menu also allows selection of Sample Rate (ms), that is time resolution. For
streaming traces, there are just two choices: 5 msec and 10 msec sample resolution. A 5
msec sample rate will produce twice as many samples as the 10 msec sample rate and thus
may take longer in order to fully acquire the trace.
When a streaming trace completes, the assigned class to the PD is shown in the trace menu
frame as PD Class:. The assigned class is based on the PD’s actual classification and the
Class Events (count) established in the Source menu as follows:
Actual PD
Class

Event
Count

Assigned PD
Class

Allowed Power
(Pclass_PD)

0-3

(any)

Actual PD Class

4

1-Event
2-Events

3
4

Class 0,3: 13W
Class 1: 3.84W
Class 2: 6.49W
13W
25.5W

Streaming traces leave the PD in a powered state. As mentioned above, streaming traces
initially start in an unpowered state and first classify the PD. A streaming trace, however,
may be resumed without classifying the PD by selecting the Re-use Class: option (see
Figure 4.25 Class & Power
Figure 4.25). When selected, the assigned class from the prior streaming trace (or
bypass option
alternatively from the most recent power-up using Class & Pwr) is applied to the new
trace meaning there is no need to repeat the classification and power-up process. The Reuse Class: option is disabled when power is
removed from the PD.
The Re-use Class: feature is especially useful for
evaluating PD behaviors following events that
might take place well after the PD is initially
powered up. For example, it might be useful to
run a 5 minute streaming trace on a wireless
access point PD as client users are added and
removed or are relocated to varying distances.
Finally, it should be noted that streaming traces
do not support any event triggers and hence the
Trigger control is disabled. Streaming traces are
always initiated with the Start button.
Figure 4.26 Average Power view of Figure 4.24

The streaming trace report (see Figure 4.26)
includes push button controls to alter the parameters and associated vertical scaling in the report. These controls can
be pressed at any time while the report is open. In Figure 4.26, the 1 sec Avg Power button was pressed causing just
the (1 second integrated) average power trace (green) to appear
including re-scaling of the vertical axis.
4.2.7.

Accessing Streaming Trace Sample Data

All of the collected sample data, that is time points, voltage,
current, instantaneous power, and average power are found on
the Trace Data page of the standard PDA-600 trace report
spreadsheet (see Figure 4.27). In addition, flag fields are
provided for each of the
violation types described
earlier in section 4.2.6.
These fields indicate at
which point(s) in time a
particular power or load
current violation was found.
Figure 4.27 Trace Data access
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A short excerpt of the tabular trace data is shown in Figure 4.28 (formatting added here for clarity). When a trace
report is saved from Excel, the sample data is retained with that file. The raw sample data and violation flags can also
be accessed from a CSV (.csv) file located in the Results directory path associated with the PDA serial number. The
directory path is as follows:
C:\Public\Sifos\PDA600\Results\<PDA Serial #>\pda600_trace_data.csv.
This file is volatile, that is, it will be overwritten when any new waveform or streaming trace is collected from that
same PDA-600 instrument.
4.2.8.

PDA-600 Load Monitor

Note! The PDA-600 Load Monitor requires that the PDA-600 instrument be enabled for the 802.3at PD Conformance
Test feature (see section 1.5).
Batched streaming traces, as described above in section 4.2.6, are collected and then displayed in the standard trace
spreadsheet report following collection of the complete trace. While this has the benefit of producing a fully formatted
report covering a user-specified time duration, it does not allow the user to observe PD
power load behaviors continuously in real time.
Another form of streaming trace, the Load Monitor, provides real-time charting of PD
instantaneous and average load power over potentially very long time durations. This
form of streaming trace does not display voltage or current in real time, though both may
be evaluated once the trace has been stopped.
The Load Monitor is implemented as a stand-alone graphical user interface that is
actuated by selecting both Stream and Load Monitor in the Trace sub-menu (see Figure
4.29), then pressing the Open button. (The Start button is renamed to Open when Load
Monitor is checked.)
The only configuration of the Load Monitor performed in the Analyze tab menu is the
Sample Rate (ms). There are two possible settings; 5 msec or 10 msec. Generally the
10 msec setting is advisable to limit sample counts that can be very large. The 5 msec
setting would be desirable when troubleshooting peak power violations.1
Figure 4.29 Load Monitor
access

The Load Monitor (see Figure 4.30)
provides an autonomous user interface
by which DC source voltage and
classification events are configured.
Settings in the Source sub-menu of the
Analyze tab menu have no influence
on the Load Monitor. Instead, DC
supply voltage to the PD is configured
with the Vport setting and
classification event count is governed
by the Events control. (Note: The
Events= 2 setting is only available to
PDA-602’s that are enabled for the
Type-2 feature option.)
In real time, the Load Monitor can flag
the same violations as the streaming
Figure 4.30 PDA-600 Load Monitor user interface
trace described earlier in section 4.2.6.
More specifically, Ppeak_PD violations are flagged as Ppeak_max violations while Pclass_PD , windowed power, and
power duty cycle violations all are flagged as Pavg_max violations. DC MPS and related duty cycle violation are
reported as MPS violations in the Load Monitor header. As with the streaming traces described in section 4.2.6, the
Load Monitor generally must start from an unpowered state so that the PD may be classified. PD classification then
establishes the proper thresholds for the three types of load power violations.
1

See section 4.2.10, PDA-600 Transient Triggered Trace Meter, for trapping PD load transients with more resolved
timing than is offered by the Load Monitor.
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Figure 4.31 depicts a Load Monitor trace with
three violations shown:
1.

2.

3.

Windowed (Power) Violation reported as
Pavg_Max VIOLATION: PD load power
exceeds Pclass_PD maximum of 25.5W
(class 4) for over 50msec (Tcut_min).
Peak Power Violation reported as
Ppeak_max VIOLATION: PD load
power exceeds 28.3W (class 4) maximum
peak power for one or more samples
MPS VIOLATION: PD load current
falls below Iport_mps for greater than
250 msec.

Load Monitoring is initiated by pressing the
Start button after configuration of Vport,
Events, and optionally any LLDP configuration
(see section 4.2.9 below). This will
Figure 4.31 Load Monitor trace with three violations
automatically force the DC source to the OFF
state, then will initiate PD classification and power-up. Once a Load Monitor trace has started, the Start button will be
renamed to Stop and the trace may be stopped at any time by pressing the Stop button. After the PD is classified, the
measured PD classification (Discovered Class) and the allowed power classification at power-up (Assigned Class) are
displayed.
As the Load Monitor trace runs, limit lines in red will be displayed indicating the thresholds for Pclass_PD_max and
Ppeak_PD_max (see Figure 4.31). They are labeled Pavg_max and Ppeak_max respectively. Instantaneous power is
plotted in gold while 1-second moving average of load power is plotted in dark blue. Any excursion of the gold
(instantaneous power) across the Ppeak_max limit line will be flagged as a Ppeak_max violation. Any excursion of
the average load power across the Pavg_max limit line will be flagged as a Pavg_max violation. Similarly, a
continuous excursion of the instantaneous power across the Pavg_max limit line for a time frame exceeding 50 msec
(Window violation) will be flagged as a Pavg_max violation. Finally, if greater than 5% of instantaneous power
samples cross the Pavg_max limit line, that too will be flagged as a Pavg_max violation. For further information
regarding PD load power requirements and limitations, see section 2.4 of this manual.
There is no limit line for DC MPS because that is measured in units of current (mA), not power (watts). However, the
load monitor is aware of load current and will sense if load current drops below 10mA for a time window exceeding
250 msec, in which case, an MPS violation will be flagged. Similarly, if fewer than 17% of load current samples are
above 10mA, that too will flag an MPS violation. For further information regarding PD MPS requirements and
limitations, see section 2.6 of this manual.
The Load Monitor can be configured to run continuously or to terminate automatically after one hour using the Trace
Length settings (see Figure 4.31). In addition, users may configure the Load Monitor to automatically terminate, or
“freeze” when any type of violation condition is
discovered by checking the Stop on Violation check
button prior to starting the trace. This feature is
extremely useful for observing and characterizing rare
intermittent power or load current violations.
There is also an option to terminate the Load Monitor
trace without turning off the DC source power. This is
accomplished by selecting the Keep Pwr ON when
stopping check box prior to starting the trace. Given
this setting, the Load Monitor may then be re-started
without power cycling the PD and the previous assigned
PD classification and associated limit lines will still be
in effect. It should be noted that this will reinitialize
any trace data collection by the Load Monitor. All trace
data collected prior to pressing Stop will be erased any
time the Start control is pressed.
Figure 4.33 Load Monitor of figure 4.31 exported to report
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The Load Monitor includes three scaling controls to adjust the vertical axis range. Ymax controls the upper limit and
Ymin controls the bottom limit of the vertical axis. These may be adjusted while the trace is running. The Zoom Out
button restores the original scaling.
Once a Load Monitor trace is completed, the collected trace may be exported to the standard trace spreadsheet report
(see Figure 4.33) by pressing the Display Trace button. This
opens the same report discussed earlier in section 4.2.7. Using
this data, details of any violation captured can be further
studied. Trace data including voltage and current samples are
then available in the same CSV file (see Figure 4.34)
described in section 4.2.7.

Figure 4.34 Violation detail from Trace Data page

4.2.9.

The Load Monitor is very useful for viewing PD responses to
different operating states and conditions and may be essential
to establishing PD conformance to critical IEEE 802.3
requirements. Many, if not most, PD’s will fail to present
power and current loading extremes during the relatively short
duration PD Conformance Test that is the subject of section
4.3. Many, if not most, PD’s require some sort of external
interaction or external control in order to exercise all of the
possible power draw states. For this reason, full PD
compliance testing should include both the automated PD
Conformance Test complemented by use of streaming traces
and/or the Load Monitor.

Using the PDA602 Load Monitor to Emulate LLDP Power-Granting PSE’s

Note! LLDP Emulation within the PDA-602 Load Monitor requires that the PDA-602 instrument be enabled for the
LLDP Emulation for 802.3at option (see section 1.5).
The Load Monitor offers another essential capability that is not available to the trace measurements. The Load
Monitor can emulate a PSE that allocates power to a Type-2 PD using PoE LLDP (DLL) protocols.
Type-2 PD’s are required, by IEEE 802.3, to support PoE LLDP protocol as described earlier in section 2.5. This
means that the PD must have the ability to communicate a power requirement via LLDP packets. That power
requirement, conveyed in tenths of a watt, is of interest to PSE’s that are managing power across multiple ports. So for
example, a Class 4 PD might require 18.6 watts to operate. A Type-2 PSE that utilizes PoE LLDP would receive this
as a power request from the PD and then allocate that power level, communicating that allocation (or authorization)
back to the PD. From that point forward, the PD is obligated to perform within that 18.6 watt budget rather than the
maximum 25.5 watt budget that a Class 4 PD is granted when a Type-2 PSE performs 2-Event classification prior to
power-up.
The Load Monitor is used to assess two fundamental traits of the Type-2 PD insofar as PoE LLDP is concerned:




Verify that the PD, following a 1-Event classification, maintains a power load at or below 13 watts.
Verify that after the PD receives an allocation for its requested power level, the PD average and peak power
levels, including windowed power and peak power duty cycle, comply with the allocated power.

This capability, in conjunction with the PDA-602’s ability to forward user-generated traffic to and from the PD, serves
as a powerful means to tune and verify PD power requests.
To emulate a Type-2 PSE that uses LLDP for Type-2 power
allocation, the Use LLDP check box is selected prior to starting a
Load Monitor trace (see Figure 4.35). Normally, Events should
be set to 1 because PSE’s utilizing LLDP to allocate Type-2 power
will not want to grant the full 25.5 watt Class 4 power level prior to
the LLDP negotiation. Setting to 1-Event assures that the PD will
Figure 4.35 PSE LLDP Emulation settings
be monitored for compliance to the 13W maximum power level
(Assigned Class = 3) until the emulated PSE power allocation is delivered.
Separately, the available PSE power is entered or selected in the Alloc control. Typically, this level would be 25.5
watts because regardless of the emulated PSE power capacity, the PD will be monitored to its (LLDP) requested power
level so long as that level is equal to or less than the Alloc power level. Stated another way, the PSE emulation will
grant the PD request if it is at the Alloc power level or below.
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In Figure 4.36, a Load Monitor trace depicts
a Type-2 (Class 4) PD that requests 22.3
watts to a PSE port that has 25.5 watts
available. The PSE then allocates the
requested 22.3 watts and the limit lines for
Pavg_max and Ppeak_max are adjusted to
reflect the allocated 22.3 watts. From that
point forward, any reported power violations
will be in conjunction with those adjusted
limits.
Summarizing, the Load Monitor is an
indispensable tool for those who need to
assure that Type-2 PD power requests are
fair and adequate, that is, won’t produce
unexpected overload shutdowns by a Type-2
PSE.
Figure 4.36 Load Monitor Trace with LLDP guided power limits

4.2.10.

PDA-600 Transient Triggered Trace Meter

The PDA-600 offers a Transient capture trigger mode to Current, Power, and Voltage+Current traces. This
enables single-shot capture and observation of rare current (or power) excursions beyond a user-described threshold
while the instrument is powering a PD. While the Load Monitor resolves load changes as short as 5 msec in duration,
the transient triggered trace meter resolves load excursions as short as 0.2 msec in duration. These excursions can be
either above or below a user-defined threshold and the metering will wait indefinitely to capture and display the
associated trace.
When a trace type of Current, Power, or Voltage+Current is selected in the Trace sub-menu (see Figure 4.16), the
trigger choice Transient is added to the Trigger drop-down list provided that the instrument is in the source ON state,
that is, powering a PD. When the Transient trigger is selected, clicking on the Start button in the Trace control group
will cause the PDA-602 Transient Meter dialog shown in Figure
4.37a to open. After this dialog opens, the PDA Interactive Analyze
tab menu will become disabled until the dialog is closed. The fastest
sampling rate for a Transient triggered trace is 0.2 msec, so if the last
entered Sample Rate was less than 0.2 msec, it will be automatically
adjusted to 0.2 msec when Transient is selected.
The Trigger event can be defined as the PD load rising Above or
falling Below the specified Transient Threshold level. While the
underlying meter monitors load current, the Transient Threshold may
be specified as either Current (mA) or Power (W) according to the
Trigger Units selected. When the Transient Threshold is specified as
Power, the meter automatically determines an equivalent load current
threshold based on source voltage.
The trace Type, Sample Rate, and Length are the values defined on
the PDA Interactive Analyze tab (see section 4.2.5). Unlike other
Figure 4.37a PDA-600 Transient Meter Dialog
trigger modes (Immediate, Source, Class), the Transient trigger mode
can place the event of interest anywhere between the beginning and the end of the waveform trace. In the Transient
Meter dialog, the selection of Num. Post Trigger Samples determines the amount of time that will be captured after
the transient is recognized. The range is from 0 samples to (Trace Length – 1) samples.
Once the transient trace is started (by clicking on the Start button), it will run for an indefinite period of time, and will
only stop when 1) the trigger condition occurs or 2) the Terminate button is clicked (see Figure 4.37b). If the trigger
condition occurs, the resulting trace will be immediately displayed in the Excel Trace Result templates as shown earlier
in section 4.2.5. If the Terminate button is used to stop the trace meter, no waveforms will be displayed and the
Transient Meter menu will be reactivated.
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Figure 4.38 shows a sample Power trace containing a 5msec
transient captured with the Transient triggered Trace Meter.
Because the Transient triggered Trace Meter can run for an
indefinite period of time, the PDA-600 Transient Meter dialog
(see Figure 4.37b) is configured to not allow itself to be
minimized (“iconified”). The intent is to keep the user informed
that the instrument is busy monitoring power consumption by the
PD, since this function effectively blocks any other action from
being performed with the instrument.
When use of the Transient triggered Trace Meter is completed,
the Done button (see Figure 4.37a) closes the menu and
reactivates the PDA Interactive Analyze tab menu.

Figure 4.37b Transient Trace Running

Figure 4.38 Example Trace Captured with Transient Meter
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4.3.

802.3at Conformance Test Suite Tab Menu

Note! The PD Conformance 802.3at CT menu within the PDA Interactive requires that the PDA-602 instrument be
enabled for the 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature. Type-2 (25.2W) PD testing additionally requires that the
PDA-602 instrument be enabled for the Type-2 feature. Type-2 PD testing with PoE LLDP further requires that the
PDA-602 instrument be enabled for the LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature. These options were introduced earlier
in section 1.5.
The IEEE 802.3at PD Conformance Test is an optional feature (see section 1.5) of the PDA-600 instrument that
provides highly automated analysis of critical
powered device parameters, many of which
are essential to interoperability on all
allowable network connections. Using the
802.3at CT tab menu (see Figure 4.39), in
just a few mouse clicks, comprehensive
testing and reporting is performed with test
results and associated limit analysis
appearing on a pop-up Excel spreadsheet*.
The PD Conformance Test Suite including
test parameters and associated reporting is
the topic of section 5 of this manual.
The 802.3at CT tab menu is organized into
one sub-menu for Passive Tests and a
second one for Powered Tests. Those are
addressed below in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
A Test Cycles control (see Figure 4.39)
allows all testing specified for a PD-undertest to be repeated from 2 to 10 times. This
is useful to assure the repeatability and
consistency of tested PD parameters as the
PD goes through cycles of powering and
power removal.

Figure 4.39 802.3at CT Tab Menu

The Multicycle count control allows the testing process to emulate certain real-world PSE’s that, for power
management reasons, cycle detection and classification several times prior to applying power. It is critical that PD
detection signatures, namely detection resistance and capacitance, are consistent across these repeated cycles. Users
may configure from 1 to 64 cycles of detection whereby detection signatures will be assessed for 802.3 compliance on
the first and again, on the final detection sequence.
Users may also enter DUT Info – this is a model number
and/or a serial number that will appear in the header of
each test report. It can be arbitrary text. As testing runs,
information regarding the current state of the test
sequence will appear in the Status field (see Figure
4.40) of the 802.3at CT tab menu.
The PD Conformance Test is initiated with the Start
Test button. Once testing is started, the Stop Test button
will activate and the sequence may be halted by pressing this button. Stopping the sequence will typically take several
seconds and the test report will not automatically appear.
Figure 4.40 Test Sequence Status display

The View Report button may be used to open the most recent report at any time and will open a report for a partially
completed sequence that was terminated by the Stop Test button. Finally, the Exit button will terminate PDA
Interactive.
4.3.1.

Passive Tests Configuration

Passive tests include measurements of detection signatures and classification signatures. They do not involve nor
require application of power.
*

Note! Microsoft Excel 2007 or later must be separately installed and configured to allow spreadsheet macros to run.
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802.3 compliant PD’s are required to present signatures and receive power on each of
four “quadrants”. This was explained earlier in section 2.2. Regardless of the hardware
design of a PD, to the outside world, the PD must be specification compliant in each of
these quadrants, that is, ALT-A MDI, ALT-A MDI-X, ALT-B MDI, and ALT-B
MDI-X.
Passive (and Powered) Tests can be configured to assess signatures on selected
individual quadrants, e.g. ALT A, MDI-X, or on all four quadrants by selecting All
Quadrants (see Figure 4.41). When test sequencing includes more than one quadrant,
test results will be presented on additional test report pages
named by quadrant. User’s wanting to run only the powered
tests can inhibit all passive tests by simply not selecting any
quadrants in the Passive Tests menu (see Figure 4.42).

Figure 4.41 Passive Tests

The testing will adjust to the absence or presence of the PDA-Type2 feature license.

Figure 4.42 No Passive

If the PDA-Type2 feature license is enabled, all PD’s, whether Type-1 (< 13W) or Type-2
(up to 25.5W) will be assessed with both 1-Event and 2-Event classification. This is
because 2-Event classification was conceived to be interoperable with Type-1 PD’s meaning
that PSE’s performing 2-Event classification on all PD’s should not encounter any problems
with classifying a Type-1 PD properly.

If the PDA-Type2 feature license is not enabled, testing will only be performed with 1-Event classification and certain
vital characteristics of Type-2 PD’s will not be assessed. In other words, a Type-2 PD will only be evaluated only for
interoperability with Type-1 PSE’s.
4.3.2.

Powered Tests Configuration

The Powered Tests within the PDA Conformance Test Suite produce a
series of parameters that are related to the PD both during initial power-up
and then while operating under steady-state power1. These parameters are
discussed in section 5.
The Powered Tests sub-menu is
shown in Figure 4.43. Just like the
Passive Tests sub-menu, users may
select one or more quadrants over
which the powered tests will be run. If
no quadrants are selected, then
powered tests will not be run at all (see
Figure 4.44).

Figure 4.43 Powered Tests configuration

For many PD’s, executing the powered tests in multiple quadrants will take
considerably longer and will produce marginally higher defect coverage, provided
that all four quadrants are selected and tested in Conversely, for PD’s that have
Figure 4.44 No Powered Tests
isolated signatures on ALT A and ALT B pairsets and possibly isolated loads
under each pairset, multi-quadrant powered testing is essential. It is also more important for PD’s where front-end
electrical design varies between the quadrants. Users interested in testing parameter repeatability may choose to test
multiple quadrants as a “higher coverage” alternative to selecting multiple Test Cycles.
There are three levels of test coverage provided in the test suite. These levels may be independently selected or
combined. The Type 1 Phy option is available to all instrument configurations and provides power-up and powered on
testing relevant to all Type-1 and Type-2 PD’s. In some respects, this testing requires the PDA-600 to emulate a Type1 PSE. It is important for Type-2 PD’s because those PD’s may get connected to Type-1 PSE’s and must comply with
Type-1 PD behaviors in that condition.
The Type 2 Phy option is available to all instruments enabled for the Type-2 feature. This testing is essential for
Type-2 PD’s and should be performed with Type-1 PD’s when possible. Type-2 Phy encompasses test coverage for
PD behavior in response to 2-Event classifications that grant full 25.5W power levels to Type-2 PD’s. In part, this
testing requires the PDA-600 to emulate a Type-2 PSE that provides 2-Event classification when powering any PD.
1

It should be noted that measurement of the maximum and minimum power demand of a PD may require user
interventions with that PD and may also take considerable time to assess. The PDA Conformance Test will accommodate
such user interaction as described in section 4.3.3. The Load Monitor described in section 4.2.8 is a specialized facility
for characterizing PD power demand behavior over long periods of time.
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The Type 2 LLDP license option is available to all instruments enabled for the LLDP-at feature. (These instruments
must also be enabled for the Type-2 feature option.) This testing is essential for Type-2 PD’s only and encompasses
test coverage for PD behaviors required for recognizing and responding to Type-2 PSE’s that use LLDP for initial
Type-2 power authorization and/or for ongoing power management. In some respects, this testing requires the PDA600 to emulate a Type-2 PSE that uses LLDP (DLL) to allow full power to Type-2 PD’s. Testing covers PoE LLDP
protocol and power compliance to requested and authorized power levels.
If no quadrants are selected under Powered Tests, then none of the test coverage types should be selected (see Figure
4.44). This will prevent powered tests from being sequenced.
Another configuration within the Powered Tests sub-menu is port voltage to be applied when the PD is powered.
This is the port voltage at the PD interface. The default strategy is to furnish the minimum operating voltage at the
PD’s maximum power draw and to test using a maximum operating voltage in any power-demoted modes. So by
default, a Type-1 PD would be tested using Type-1 Vport Level = 38V and a Type-2 PD would be tested using Type1 Vport Level = 56V during Type-1 power demotion testing and Type-2 Vport Level = 43.5V during Type-2 testing.
The Type-1 Vport Level ranges from 37 to 57 VDC and the Type-2 Vport Level ranges from 42.5 to 57 VDC.
Important! Type-1 PD’s are expected to operate in the voltage range from 37 VDC to 57 VDC while Type-2 PD’s
are expected to operate in the range from 42.5 VDC to 57 VDC when linked to Type-2 PSE’s. Type-2 PD’s connected
to Type-1 PSE’s may experience input voltages as low as 37 VDC. When a Type-2 PD is tested including Type-1
power demotion, both voltage extremes are utilized in the default strategy. Actual PD input voltage may be 0.5V to
1V below the values displayed in Type-1 Vport Level and Type-2 Vport Level.
Dwell Time (see Figure 4.43) configures the amount of time that the PD Conformance Test will assess powered on
parameters of a PD. PD’s can take many seconds or even minutes to achieve a steady state operating mode following
power-up. Measurements such as minimum and maximum power demand are performed over the Dwell Time
window. Users can direct the testing to pause prior to the Dwell Time window as described in section 4.3.3 below.
The Powered Phy dwell time is the time following 1-Event and/or 2-Event classification over which power demand
and MPS parameters are measured. This can range from a minimum of 5 seconds to a maximum of 900 seconds. For
PD’s that need to be assessed over a longer period of time, the Load Monitor (see Section 4.2.8) should be utilized.
The Powered LLDP dwell time is the time following a 1-Event power-up over which LLDP protocol, power demand,
and MPS parameters are measured. This can range from a minimum of 60 seconds to a maximum of 900 seconds.
For PD’s that required a longer powered-on time, the Load Monitor (see Sections 4.2.8 and 4.2.9) should be utilized.
Finally, the Unpowered dwell time is the minimum time that passes between successive power-ups while running
powered tests. As each test sequence does involve multiple power-ups and power-downs of the PD, this dwell time
will allow for PD discharging and any other PD “reset” activities to complete before a following power-up. This can
range from 5 seconds to 60 seconds.
4.3.3.

User Intervention During the Powered-On (Dwell Time) State

Many categories of PD’s will not automatically enter minimum and
maximum power draw conditions without special interventions. Such
interventions may involve combinations of interaction over the LAN and
other external device interventions. Examples include driving a security
camera motor in freezing conditions or getting a wireless access point into
highest possible power utilization.
If the goal is to capture such worst case PD loads during the PD
Conformance Test, users can elect to configure a longer powered-on Dwell
Time (up to 15 minutes) and also to control when that Dwell Time window
starts. In Figure 4.45, the Powered Phy Dwell Time is programmed to 120
seconds and the Prompt before start Dwell Time option is selected. Given
this configuration, the PD Conformance Test will run until the start of the
powered-on phase, then issue a user prompt so the user controls the start of
that two minute time window. This then allows the user a two minute
power-on time to intervene with the PD and configure various loading states.
4.3.4.

Figure 4.45 Dwell Time Pause Mode

Ethernet Alliance Certification Testing

In 2018, the Ethernet Alliance introduced a PoE Certification logo program. The PDA-602 in combination with the PD
Conformance Test Suite has been certified to support comprehensive “first party” testing required for PD logo
certification. The EA Cert Test option will establish fixed testing conditions and route test all results to a specialized
report template in support of first party PD certification testing under the PoE logo certification program.
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4.4.

LAN/LLDP Tab Menu

Note! PD testing of PoE LLDP (or DLL) behavior requires that the PDA-602 instrument be enabled for the Type-2
and LLDP Emulation for 802.3at features. These optional features were introduced earlier in section 1.5.
The primary purpose of the LAN/LLDP Tab Menu is to enable examination of powered device PoE link layer
discovery protocol (LLDP) behaviors including the responses to a range of possible PoE LLDP behaviors on the PSE
side of the link. PoE LLDP was explained earlier in section 2.5.
The PDA-602 can emulate the functionality of an endpoint PSE that uses LLDP interactions with Type-2 PD’s for
power management. This means that while the PD-under-test is connected to the PD port and is powered, it can be
conducting link-level communications with an emulated PSE while also processing traffic to and from the PDA-602
LAN port. The link layer (LLDP) dialog only exists on the PD port, not on the LAN port. At the physical layer, the
PD port can be configured to auto-negotiate 10/100/1000Base-T, or alternatively can be configured to auto-negotiate to
a user-selected link configuration.
The fundamental analysis mechanism for LLDP behaviors is the protocol trace. Protocol traces capture PoE LLDP
messaging exchanges between
an emulated PSE and the PDunder-test. Traces indicate
message source/destination
and message timing as well as
message contents. Figure
4.46 provides an example of
an LLDP protocol trace
report.
All Type-2 PD’s are required
by the IEEE 802.3 standard to
support the use of PoE LLDP
for purposes of authorizing (or granting) power beyond 13 watts and for ongoing PSE power management needs. Type2 PD’s that do not provide PoE LLDP support are not 802.3 compliant and will fail to receive full power from many
endpoint PSE’s currently on the market.
The LAN/LLDP tab menu is shown in
Figure 4.47. It consists of three sub-menus:

Figure 4.46 LLDP Power-Up Protocol Trace (specification compliant)

1.
2.
3.

A PSE Configuration menu for
describing emulated PSE attributes.
A LAN menu for configuring the
physical layer.
A Control menu for managing
protocol traces.

4.4.1.

PSE Emulation Configuration

In order to properly emulate a PSE
conducting an LLDP dialog with a PD, the
PDA-602 must first be aware of the PD’s
physical classification. The PD
classification then affects configuration
options for the emulated PD.
When the LAN/LLDP tab menu is opened, a
Discover PD button is annunciated in red
(see Figure 4.48) and is used to obtain the
PD physical classification. Other controls in
the menu are disabled until this operation is
performed. The PD to be analyzed must be
physically connected to the PD port of the

Figure 4.47 LAN/LLDP Tab Menu

PDA-602 when Discover PD is pressed. Once the PD
physical classification is discovered, it is displayed in the
Discovered Class label and the PSE Configuration
controls become enabled.
Figure 4.48 PD Class Discovery
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Important! If a different PD is connected while the LAN/LLDP tab is open, the PD classification should be rediscovered by pressing Discover PD.
Within the Configuration sub-menu (see Figures 4.47 and 4.49), the PSE Type, the Class Events (at power-up), the
PSE power allocation (Pwr Alloc), and the allocated grant type (Alloc Grant) are settings that impact the LLDP
message content from the emulated PSE. The following table depicts the relationships between the emulated PSE
Type, the range of Class Events, the discovered PD classification, and the maximum power allocation permitted in the
Pwr Alloc entry.
PSE Type

Class Events

Discovered Class

Maximum Allocation

Type-1

1-Event

Type-2

1-Event or
2-Events

0, 3, or 4
1
2
0 or 3
1
2
4

13.0 Watts
3.9 Watts
6.5 Watts
13.0 Watts
3.9 Watts
6.5 Watts
25.5 Watts

While Type-1 PSE’s that support PoE LLDP are rare, Type-2 PD’s are restricted from requesting power levels above
13W from a Type-1 PSE, so Type-2 PD’s should be evaluated with both Type-1 and Type-2 PSE emulations.
The Pwr Alloc setting (see Figure 4.49) defines the maximum power the emulated
PSE will allocate to the PD-under-test. If a PD requests more than this amount of
power, the request will be denied, that is, it will be acknowledged, but not allocated
(or granted). This setting can be used to model PSE ports that under power
management, may have limited power availability. Normally, for an unconstrained
Type-2 PSE port, this setting would be 25.5W to a Class 4 PD. For a Type-2 PSE
port that does not have Type-2 power available, this value could be 13W meaning
Type-1 power is allowed but not Type-2. The Pwr Alloc button enables the PSE
allocated power to be altered during a trace – this is applicable to Power Adj Traces
discussed in section 4.4.3.
Important! The PDA-600 instrument will not actually constrain the power drawn
by the PD-under-test, even if the PD overdraws its allocated power during an LLDP
protocol trace. Testing of PD compliance to PD requests and PSE power allocations
is done using the Load Monitor that is the subject of section 4.2.8.

Figure 4.49 (PSE) Configuration

The Class Events and Alloc Grant settings (see Figure 4.49) work with the Pwr Alloc setting to affect the initial and
final allocated power levels from the emulated PSE. If a PSE performs a single class event at power-up, the initial
power allocation will be 13.0 watts to the PD. If a Type-2 PSE performs 2-Event classification at power-up, the initial
power allocation will be 25.5 watts to the PD.
The Alloc Grant control then offers two options for the maximum power grant the PD will receive during the LLDP
transactions. Most PSE’s that use LLDP for power management will issue a power grant that exactly matches the PD
requested power level. Selecting Request will cause the LLDP emulation to produce that outcome. Alloc Grant can
also be set to Max whereupon the power grant from the PSE to the PD will be the user-entered (maximum) allocation
in the Pwr Alloc entry box. This would be a less typical PSE behavior.
The following table provides several examples of the interactions between Class Events, Alloc Grant, Pwr Alloc, and
LLDP behavior. Note that Pwr Alloc may have been restricted by Discovered Class as explained above.
Class Events

Alloc Grant

Pwr Alloc

Initial Allocation

PD Request

Final Allocation

1

Request
Max
Request
Request
Max

25.5 watts
25.5 watts
13.0 watts
25.5 watts
18.5 watts

13 watts
13 watts
13 watts
25.5 watts
25.5 watts

21.3 watts
21.3 watts
21.3 watts
21.3 watts
16.9 watts

21.3 watts
25.5 watts
13.0 watts
21.3 watts
18.5 watts

2

The Trace Length setting simply determines the length, in time, of an LLDP protocol trace. The trace starts when the
PD is linked to the PDA-600 instrument and message transmission is intiated. The setting can range from a minimum
of 15 seconds to a maximum of 600 seconds.
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As many PD’s will require considerable time (e.g. 10’s of seconds or perhaps over 1 minute) in order to establish link
and begin packet transmissions following a power-up, Trace Length must be selected to be sufficiently long to allow
for this when doing Power Up Traces. Also, the pace of PD PoE LLDP messaging may be quite slow, perhaps slower
than one message every 30 seconds, so traces must allow for this as well.
Emulated PSE LLDP message transmission is affected by the Tx Period and Resp Delay configurations (see Figures
4.47 and 4.49). Tx Period represents the ordinary time period over which PSE PoE LLDP messages are transmitted
from the emulated PSE to a PD. This can be configured between 1 second and 30 seconds in 1 second increments.
When the PDA is providing power to the PD-under-test and after the PD-under-test has linked up to the PD port, the
PD-under-test will receive at least one PoE LLDP message from the PSE every Tx Period.
The Response Delay is used to simulate the time it takes for emulated PSE power management to respond to a new or
different power request from a PD. PSE’s are required to acknowledge a revised power request from a PD within 10
seconds of message receipt. Using this control, users can configure the PSE to delay between 1 second and 20 seconds
before transmitting a PoE LLDP message that acknowledges, and perhaps, grants, a new power request. By ranging to
20 seconds, users can evaluate any PD reaction to a slow acknowledgement from a PSE.
The emulated PSE will transmit responses to power request changes as “additional” messages that may be occur
between regularly transmitted messages every Tx Period. So as an example, if Tx Period is 8 seconds and Response
Delay is 10 seconds (see Figure 4.49), then a PD change of power request will not be acknowledged on the next PSE
LLDP message instead will occur on a PSE LLDP message at 10 seconds after the PD new request.
There are three additional settings that affect the LLDP protocol generated
by the emulated PD. These settings are accessed by pressing the Other
Settings button (see Figure 4.49) that opens the dialog shown in Figure
4.50. Typically, these settings will have little or no effect on PD LLDP
protocol behavior.
The Power Source conveys whether the PSE is operating from Primary
power source, a Backup power source, or an Unknown power source. This
information is unlikely to have much effect on PD behaviors. The Priority
describes the assigned importance or priority PSE power management uses
Figure 4.50 Other LLDP Settings
in powering a PD connected a particular port. The options are Low, High,
or Critical. Multiport PSE’s that distribute a limited power resource to many PD’s will pay attention to these settings
in a PSE and may choose to remove power from or possibly throttle power available to a lower priority port. As with
Power Source, this information is not particularly meaningful to the typical Type-2 PD and may not in any way
influence PD behaviors.
TTL stands for “time-to-live” and provides indication from the PSE to the PD representing time duration for the
validity of message contents. In theory, if a PSE grants a requested power level to a PD, the grant may be considered
invalid after TTL time unless another message comes along from the PSE before the TTL expiration. In practice, PSE
messaging will typically be much more frequently spaced than TTL time frames and it’s not clear that a PD should in
any way alter its behavior if a new PSE message failed to appear before TTL expiration. Generally, TTL should be
configured to be larger than Tx Period.
Note! The Configuration settings established on the LAN/LLDP tab menu will not be preserved when the Load
Monitor is run with LLDP emulation. The LAN/LLDP tab menu has no influence on the Load Monitor LLDP
configuration.
4.4.2.

PD Port LAN Configuration

The PDA-600 PD Port can be configured for full auto-negotiation to
10/100/1000Base-T, or it can be “hard” configured to a particular link rate (10, 100,
or 1000Base-T) and Duplex mode (Half or Full). This is accomplished using the
Speed and Duplex controls (see Figure 4.51). The configuration change occurs
upon selection of the desired setting. When Speed is selected to AUTO, the Duplex
setting is disabled because AUTO establishes full 10/100/1000Base-T autonegotiation to the highest rate and duplex that the PD-under-test will accept.
Figure 4.51 LAN Config.

The speed and duplex settings have no effect on the LAN port, which is always
configured for 10/100/1000Base-T auto-negotiation and therefore should link to any port.
The Connection control is only available for the PDA-604 instrument and will be disabled given a PDA-602
instrument. (With the PDA-604, this setting enables a bypass of the 10/100/1000Base-T interface on the PD port with
a direct physical link between LAN and PD ports that supports up to 10GBase-T link-ups.)
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4.4.3.

Initiating and Stopping Traces

Within the Control sub-menu (see Figure 4.53), the Power Up Trace button initiates a new protocol trace of Trace
Length duration with the PDA starting from a state of DC source turned OFF. The DC source will be applied to the
quadrant (for example, ALT A, MDI) presently defined in the Analyze tab menu.
While a protocol trace is running, the Results area will
indicate both status and partial message content of the PoE
LLDP protocol exchange (see Figure 4.52). This is updated
in real time.
While a trace is running the Stop Trace control (see Figure
4.53) will activate and if pressed, will cause the protocol
trace to stop. This may typically take a few seconds to
complete.
When a Power Up Trace is run, an option exists to leave the
PD powered with active LLDP protocol after the trace
completes. Selecting the Keep Power ON check button (see
Figure 4.54) prior to initiating the Power Up Trace will
have this effect. When the trace completes, the PD will still
be powered, the Power Adj Trace button will be activated,
and the Keep Power ON check button will be renamed to
Uncheck to Power OFF
(see Figure 4.54).
Figure 4.52 Protocol Trace Status & Results

Figure 4.53 Trace Control in
Unpowered State

Power adjust traces start
from a state where the PSE is furnishing power to
a PD and has performed some form of initial
power negotiation and power granting. PSE
LLDP emulation is governed by the PSE
Configuration settings and the Pwr Alloc button
within that sub-menu may be used at any time to
alter the PSE power allocation to the PD.

So, for example, if a PSE decides to “throttle back” Type-2 power to Type-1 levels
Figure 4.54 Trace Control in
on a particular port, the Power Adj Trace is first initiated, then the Pwr Alloc value
Powered State
is changed to 13 watts and the Pwr Alloc button is pressed. The PD will then
receive messaging indicating a revised PSE allocation level of 13W and the PD will be expected to acknowledge this
revised power level. In theory, if the PD desires to stay powered, then it must also produce at least one LLDP message
back to the PSE where it reduces its requested power to that same 13W.
Successive Pwr Adj Traces may be run with
changes in power allocation during those traces, so
long as the Uncheck to Power OFF check button
remains selected (see Figure 4.54). When the
Uncheck to Power OFF check button is
deselected, power to the PD will be removed
immediately.
4.4.4.

Protocol Trace Analysis

Once a protocol trace is completed, Stop Trace
control will disable and if Keep Power ON was
not selected, the PDA-600 will remove power from
the PD.
At this point, a user can view details from the final
packet received from a PD by pressing the View
Pkts button (see Figure 4.55). When pressed, the
Results field will include full protocol detail
regarding construction and content of that LLDP
packet. This is valuable for observing low level
detail where packets may be conveying some
unexpected value.
Figure 4.55 View of most recent packet received from PD
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The View Report button opens the standard LLDP Protocol Trace report. This is an Excel spreadsheet 1 that performs
extensive analysis of the captured protocol and flags various different types of protocol and protocol timing violations.
An example of a specification compliant protocol sequence was provided above in Figure 4.46.
Figures 4.56 and 4.57 include two examples of LLDP traces with one or more PD protocol violations. In figure 4.56,
the PD requests Type-2 power of 24.2 watts at 7 seconds and is granted 24.2 watts by the PSE at 16 seconds.
However, at 35 seconds, or 13 seconds after the PSE allocated the requested power level, the PD fails to acknowledge
that allocation. IEEE 802.3 requires that the PD acknowledge the allocation change from the PSE within 10 seconds.

Figure 4.56 Power-Up Trace: PD fails to acknowledge PSE Allocation within 10 seconds

In Figure 4.57, the PD is a Type-2 PD requesting 18.5 watts, however the reported PD class is “0”. This should be a
class 4 PD in order to request 18.5 watts. Also, the PD is requesting 18.5 watts, or Type-2 power, before receiving a
first LLDP message from the PSE. Given that the PSE has not yet informed the PD that it is Type-2 capable, the PD is
not allowed to be asking for more than Type-1 power, or 13 watts. These are both protocol failures. The PD is also
indicating an UNKNOWN priority – this is just a warning provided in case the PD designer intended to specify
something different. It is not a protocol violation.

Figure 4.57 Power-Up Trace: PD Fails for wrong PD Class & requesting Type-2 before PSE message.

Finally, in Figure 4.58, a Power Adjust trace captures PD response to a PD that was previously granted a 24.2 watt
power allocation, but then has that allocation revised down to 13 watts. The PD, by 802.3 standards, can choose to
ignore this as is the case in figure 4.58, where the PD acknowledges the reduced power allocation at 13 seconds but
never reduces its power request to 13 watts or less. Assuming the PD then continues to draw more than 13 watts, it is
at risk of being shut down by the PSE. Had the PD reduced its power to 13 watts or less in response to the reduced
power allocation, it would have altered its power request to 13 watts or less for at least one message somewhere in the
10 seconds following that allocation change. In the report, a warning that the PSE is not honoring the PD power
request is marked at 21 seconds.

Figure 4.58 Power-Adjust Trace: PD does not respond to power throttle-back by PSE.
1

Note! Microsoft Excel 2007 or later must be separately installed and configured to allow spreadsheet macros to run.
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4.5.

802.3bt Conformance Test Suite Tab Menu

The 802.3bt PD Conformance Test Suite is not available to the PDA-602 instrument.

4.6.

PDA Instrument Configuration Menus

PDA hardware and firmware configuration is viewed by pressing
the PDA Config button in the Analyze tab menu. An example
of the hardware/firmware configuration is provided in Figure
4.60.
PDA Interactive provides two drop-down selections, [File] and
[Help].

Figure 4.60 PDA Config information

The [File] drop-down menu is used primarily to enable firmware updates to the PDA-600 instrument. The [Help]
drop-down menu is used to discover current software version information and selected PDA feature configurations.
4.6.1.

[File] Drop-Down Menu

The File drop-down menu offers an Update Firmware option and an Exit option. Exit will close PDA Interactive.
Current PDA firmware version is found by pressing the PDA Config
button (see above). If new firmware is available, it can be installed using
the Update Firmware menu (see Figure 4.61). From this menu,
firmware can be updated in the currently connected PDA-600 instrument,
or if multiple instruments are available, by selecting the desired PDA-600
instrument from the Select PDA combo box.

Figure 4.61 Update PDA Firmware menu

The PDA-600 firmware file will typically be named
“PDA-600***_INSTR_v****.hex”. The directory path location of this
file can be typed into the Firmware File entry field, or the Browse…
button can be used to search for and select the desired firmware file. The
firmware update process is then started by pressing the Start Update
button. Firmware updates will take 10 or more minutes to complete.
Status of the update is shown in the Status field.

When the update is completed, the instrument will be ready for usage with the
new firmware. Pressing Done closes the firmware update menu.
The File drop-down also includes an instrument Reconnect selection. This may
used to restore a PDA instrument connection, including uploading PDA
configuration data, if the USB is disconnected and re-connected.
4.6.2.

[Help] Drop-Down Menu

Under the Help drop-down menu, there are three selections related to instrument
and software configuration: PDA Features, PDA Version, and About. The
PDA Features selection opens a window (see Figure 4.62) showing the optional
features enabled in the currently selected PDA-600 instrument. Optional features
were the topic of section 1.5. Note that the list of options includes PDA-604
instrument options and hence the 4-Pair Powering, Type-3/4, 802.3bt PD
Conformance Test, and LLDP Emulation for 802.3bt features are not available as
options to the PDA-602 and are therefore DISABLED.

Figure 4.62 PDA Optional Features

The PDA Version selection opens a small window (see Figure 4.63)
displaying the PDA-600 software version information. This includes a
number of modules or software containers that make up PDA-600 software.
Finally, the About selection (see
Figure 4.64) provides the current
version information pertaining to the
PDA Interactive application.

Figure 4.63 PDA Software Versions
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4.7.

PDA Interactive Exercises

4.7.1.

Verify PD Detection Signatures in Four Quadrants over Multiple Cycles

In this exercise, PD detection signature (Rdet, Cdet) is evaluated over 4 quadrants (Alt-A, B and MDI, MDI-x) with 4cycle averaging. In the Alt-B, MDI quadrant, Rdet is measured across detection band voltage with Margin Test option.
Step 1

Measure Rdet and Cdet in Alt A, MDI quadrant
Select ALT A, MDI

Step 2

Select Rdet (ALT A) meter
Select Count= 4, Mode = Average
Press Measure
Rdet= 24.52 KWin Alt A, MDI

Step 3

Select Cdet meter
Press Measure
Cdet= 0.1mF in Alt A, MDI

Step 4
Measure Rdet and Cdet in Alt A, MDI-X quadrant
Select ALT A, MDI-X
Select Rdet (ALT A) meter
Press Measure
Rdet= 24.58 KWin Alt A, MDI-X

Step 5

Select Cdet meter
Press Measure
Cdet= 0.1mF in Alt A, MDI-X

Step 6

Measure Rdet (over voltage) and Cdet in Alt B, MDI
quadrant
Select ALT B*, MDI
Select Rdet (ALT B) meter
Select Margin Test
(PDA-602B Only)
Press Measure
Rdet= 24.82KW(2.7V), 25.16KW(10.1V), and
25.07KW(mid-band)in Alt B, MDI

Step 7

Select Cdet meter
Press Measure
Cdet= 0.096mF in Alt B, MDI

Step 8

Measure Rdet and Cdet in Alt B, MDI-X quadrant
Select ALT B*, MDI-X
Select Rdet (ALT B) meter
Press Measure
Select Cdet meter
Press Measure
Rdet= 24.48KW, Cdet = 0.1mF in Alt B, MDI-X
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4.7.2.

Verify PD Classification Signature from Type-1 and Type-2 PSE’s on Alt-A, MDI-X & Alt-B, MDI

In this exercise, the Classification Signature is measured in 2 quadrants, Alt-A MDI-X and Alt-B MDI. It is measured
with both 1-Event and 2-Event classification. (Note! The 2-Event classification measurement requires the Type-2
feature option. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

Measure Class signature in Alt A, MDI-X
quadrant
Select ALT A, MDI-X
Select Class meter
Select 1-Event classification
Press Measure
Class signature = 40.6 mA
Classification = 4

Step 2

Select 2-Events classification
Press Measure
Event 1 Class signature = 40.1 mA
Event 2 Class signature = 40.1 mA
Mark load current = 1.1 mA
Discovered Class = 4
Assigned Class = 4 (because of 2-Event)

Step 3

Measure Class signature in Alt B, MDI
quadrant
Select ALT B, MDI

Step 4

Select 1-Event classification
Press Measure
Class signature = 40.1 mA
Discovered Class = 4
Assigned Class = 3
(because of 1-Event)

Step 5

Select 2-Events classification
Press Measure
Event 1 Class signature = 40.0 mA
Event 2 Class signature = 40.1 mA
Mark load current = 1.1 mA
Discovered Class = 4
Assigned Class = 4 (because of 2-Event)
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4.7.3.

Evaluate Class 3 PD Inrush Characteristics at 37V With Triggered Trace Measurement (Alt-A, MDI-X)

The inrush load current of a Class 3 PD is evaluated in Alt-A, MDI-X quadrant given the smallest allowed PD input
voltage of 37V. A triggered trace captures the PD behavior.
Step 1

Analyze PD Inrush Current in the Alt A, MDI-X
quadrant given 37V input voltage
Select ALT A, MDI-X

Step 2

In Source sub-menu:
Configure Vport Level to 37V
Configure Class Events= 1-Event

Step 3

In Trace sub-menu: Configure a current trace
triggered on the classification that spans 100 msec
with 1 msec sampling rate.
Select Current
Select Sample Rate (ms) to 1 (msec)
Configure Trace Len. (samples) to 100
Select Trigger = Class
Press Arm

Step 4

In Source sub-menu: Start the triggered trace
with classification followed by power-up.
Press Class & Pwr

Trace report opens.
Peak Inrush Current = 422 mA at 32 msec* following
the start of classification.
*Note: If the trace was configured to trigger on
Source, then the time base would start with the
application of power to the PD.
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4.7.4.

Use Stream Traces to Evaluate Class 4 PD Power Loading After 1-Event and 2-Event Classifications

The stream trace is used to analyze a Class 4 PD power draw over a first minute of power-up following both a 1-Event
and a 2-Event classification. Given the 1-Event classification, a compliant PD would maintain power below 13 watts
over this interval. Given the 2-Event classification, the PD is entitled to draw up to 25 watts starting 80 msec after the
power-up. Analysis is performed with minimum PD input voltage of 42.5VDC. (Note! The Stream trace requires the
802.3at PD Conformance Test feature and 2-Event classification requires the Type-2 feature. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

In Source sub-menu:
Configure Vport Level to 42.5 Volts
Configure Class Events= 1-Event

Step 2

In Trace sub-menu: Configure streaming trace for
duration of 60 seconds with sample rate of 10
msec per sample.
Select Stream
Select Stream Len. (sec) = 60
Select Sample Rate (ms) = 10
Press Start

Step 3

Stream trace report opens. Initially, this report
includes Voltage, Current, Instantaneous Power, and
Average Power.
Select the 1 sec Avg + Inst Pwr control in the report
(to optimize vertical scale for power)
No Pclass_PD and Ppeak_PD violations are reported.
Peak power during the 60 second interval is ~11.5
watts, and average power is well below the 13 watt
maximum allowed given 1-Event classification.

Step 4

In Source sub-menu:
Press Remove Pwr
Configure Class Events= 2-Events

Step 5

In Trace sub-menu:
Press Start

Step 6

Stream trace report opens. Initially, this report
includes Voltage, Current, Instantaneous Power, and
Average Power.
Select the 1 sec Avg + Inst Pwr control in the report
(to optimize vertical scale for power)
`

PD now draws a peak power of 23.2 watts and an
average power below the 25.5 watt maximum for
Class 4. No Pclass_PD and Ppeak_PD violations are
reported.
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4.7.5.

Use Load Monitor to Evaluate Class 2 PD Power Loading over Time with 44V PD Input

In this exercise, the Load Monitor is used to evaluate a marginal Class 2 PD operating at 44V. The PD is allowed to
consume 6.49W continuously with instantaneous peak loads to 8.36W. Additionally, a PSE will police this PSE to not
exceed 6.49W for longer than 50msec contiguously – that would be a window violation. (Note! The Stream trace and
Load Monitor require the 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature option. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

In Trace sub-menu:
Select Stream
Select Load Monitor
Configure Sample Rate to 5 msec
Press Open

Step 2

This opens the Load Monitor.
Adjust Vport voltage to 44V.
Select Events= 1 (default setting)
Press Start

Stop the real-time trace at any time
Discovered Class = 2
Assigned Class = 2
Press Stop

Once stopped, any power violations (average,
windowed, and peak) will be annunciated in
the header Load Monitor.
This PD fails for a Window violation and a
Duty Cycle violation
Study that further by opening the Stream
Trace Report.
Press Display Trace

The Trace Report opens.
Press Inst. Power to see power trace.
In this report, the first instance of a Window
and Duty Cycle violation occurs at 7.54
seconds into the stream trace. In this case,
6.49 watts is exceeded continuously for over
50 msec.
Actual tabular time-value data is available
from the Trace Data tab in the Trace Report.
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4.7.6.

Use Load Mon. to Evaluate Class 4 PD Loading Given 2-Event Classification for 2 Minutes @ 42.5V

A class 4 PD is powered with 2-Event classification to 42.5V and evaluated over a period of over 1 minute for any
power violations. (Note! The Stream trace requires the 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature option and the 2-Event
classification requires the Type-2 feature option. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

In Load Monitor:
Adjust Vport voltage to 42.5V.
Select Events= 2 (to grant up to 25.5 watts)
Press Start

Step 2

The load monitor classifies and powers.
Discovered Class = 4
Assigned Class = 4 (from 2-Event
classification)
Let Load Monitor run for at least 1 minute

Press Stop

Step 3

After 1 minute, stop the Load Monitor.

Press Display Trace to see the captured 2
minute trace in the Trace Report

Step 4

Once stopped, any power violations (average,
windowed, and peak) will be annunciated in
the header of the Load Monitor and also in the
Trace Report.
Press Inst Power to see power trace only.
This PD has no power violations.
Actual tabular time-value data is available
from the Trace Data tab in the Trace Report.
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4.7.7.

Use Transient Triggered Trace to capture a 1 msec, 28.9W Load Transient

A class 4 PD is powered with 2-Event classification to 50V and monitored for the occurrence of a 28.9W load transient
of at least 1 msec duration using the Transient Triggered Power Trace meter. (Note! The 2-Event classification
measurement requires the Type-2 feature option. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

In Analyze menu
Power Type-2 PD with 2-Events
Select Power Trace
Select Sample Rate = 0.2 msec
Select Trace Len. = 120 samples
(This equates to24 msec)
Select Trigger = Transient
Press Start

Step 2

The Transient Meter menu opens
Adjust Vport voltage to 40V.
Select Events= 1 (default setting)
Select Trigger = Above
Select Trigger Units = Power (W)
Select Transient Threshold = 28.9 (W)
Select Num Post Triggered Samples = 60
(This will place transient in middle of trace)

Step 3

Step 4

Press Start
After 3.2 minutes, a PD load exceeds 28.9
watts….

The Transient Triggered Trace opens a trace
report with a power waveform of the load
transient
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4.7.8.

Run PD Conf. Test on Class 3 PD in 2 Quadrants, Evaluate Powered Parameters at Min. Port Voltage

In this exercise, we configure PDA Interactive’s 802.3at CT menu to run the automated PD Conformance Test Suite on
a Class 3 (Type-1) PD in the Alt-A MDI-X and Alt-B MDI quadrants. Both passive parameters (e.g. signatures) and
active parameters (e.g. power demand, on/off thresholds) are to be evaluated. Power demand will be evaluated over a
30 second period given a 37V input. (Note! The Test Suite requires the 802.3at PD Conformance Test feature option.)
Step 1

In 802.3at CT tab menu:
In Passive Tests sub-menu:
Select Alt A, MDI-X
Select Alt B, MDI
In Powered Tests sub-menu:
Select Alt A, MDI-X
Select Alt B, MDI
Select Type 1 Phy
Configure Vport Type 1 to 37 V
Configure Dwell Time Powered Phy = 30 sec
Then press Start Test

Step 2

Wait for test completion – this can take several
minutes

Standard PDA CTS test report will automatically
pop open with two tabs:
Alt-A MDI-X Tab Page

Alt-B MDI Tab Page
Failures:
This PSE reports a high peak power load of 15.5W in
both Alt-A and Alt-B quadrants.
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4.7.9.

Run PD Conf. Test on Class 4 PD, Passive 4 Quadrants, Powered 1 Quadrant, Max. Port Voltage

In this exercise, we configure PDA Interactive’s 802.3at CT menu to run the automated PD Conformance Test Suite on
a Class 4 (Type-2) PD, examining passive signatures in all four quadrants and powered characteristics in just the Alt-A,
MDI quadrant. Testing is performed with both Type-1 and Type-2 PSE emulations, but not including LLDP features of
the Type-2 PD. Power demand will be evaluated over a 20 second period given a (maximum) 57V input from both
PSE types. (Note! The Test Suite requires the 802.3at PD Conformance Test and Type-2 feature options.)
Step 1

In 802.3at CT tab menu:
In Passive Tests sub-menu:
Select All Quadrants
In Powered Tests sub-menu:
Select Alt A, MDI
Select Type 1 Phy
Select Type 2 Phy
Configure Vport Type 1 to 57 V
Configure Vport Type 2 to 57 V
Configure Dwell Time Powered Phy = 20 sec

Step 2

Then press Start Test
Wait for test completion – this can take several
minutes

Standard PDA CTS test report will automatically
pop open with two tabs:
Alt-A MDI Tab Page

Alt-A MDI-X, Alt-B MDI, & Alt-B MDI-X Tab Pages
Failures:
None – this PSE tests successfully.
Warnings:
A Note at the bottom of the report indicates that
this Type-2 PSE was not tested for LLDP features
that are required by the IEEE 802.3 standard.
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4.7.10.

Run LLDP Protocol Trace on Class 4 PD Power-Up, Emulate Type-2 PSE with 3 Sec. Response

Here, we will capture a PoE LLDP power-up protocol trace (or sequence) and produce a standard spreadsheet report
that will record that protocol and flag any violations. The PD is a Class 4 PD that is seeking 21.3 watts at its interface.
We will emulate a PSE that has the full 25.5 watts to allocate and is configured to allocate the PD’s requested power.
The PSE transmits PoE LLDP frames once every 10 seconds and is also configured to respond to a new PD power
request level at 3 seconds from receipt. (Note! This requires the Type-2 and LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature
options. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

In LAN/LLDP tab menu:
With PD connected to the PD port, press the
Discover PD button to read the PD classification
PD is discovered as Class 4.
In PSE Configuration sub-menu:
Select Type-2 (PSE emulation)
Select 1-Event (so PD is granted 13.0 watts prior
to LLDP negotiation)
Configure Power Allocation to 25.5 watts
Select Alloc Grant Request
so that PSE allocates up to PD request but no
higher
Configure Trace Length 45 seconds
Configure Tx Period to 10 seconds
so that PSE will normally transmit 1 message per
10 second interval
Configure Response Delay to 3 seconds
so that PSE will delay 3 seconds before
acknowledging (and granting) PD power request
In Control sub-menu:

Step 2

Press Power Up Trace
Wait for trace completion – this will take at least 45
seconds here.
Then press View Report

802.3 PoE LLDP Protocol Report opens
up.
In this report we can see initial PD
request for 21.3 watts occurs at 19
seconds (from link-up) and PSE
responds with power grant 3 seconds
later at 22 seconds. Subsequent PSE
LLDP messaging is spaced at 10 second
intervals.
There are no protocol violations in this
LLDP trace.
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4.7.11.

Run LLDP Protocol Trace to Evaluate Class 4 PD Response to Altered PSE Power Allocation

In this exercise, we examine how a PD responds when a power allocation is rescinded by a Type-2 PSE. This PD, like
the one in the prior exercise, requires 21.3 watts to fully operate. It may, however, have the ability to return to a sub13 watt power mode where it initially operated prior to being granted 21.3 watts by the PSE. In this exercise, the
emulated PSE is routinely transmitting LLDP packets at 10 second intervals and will re-allocate the PD to 13 watts.
Step 1

In LAN/LLDP tab menu:
A power adjust trace will require that the PD initially
be powered up and transmitting LLDP. So Step 1
is to run a Power Up Trace in a way that power is
maintained by the emulated PSE.
Select Keep Power ON
Press Power Up Trace

Wait for trace completion – this will take at least 30
seconds in this example because Trace Length is set
to 30.
Verify Power Allocation = 21.3 W

Step 2

Configure the Power Adjust trace for 30 seconds, then
start Power Adjust trace.
Select Trace Length = 30
Press Power Adj Trace

Step 3

Apply the new Power Allocation from the PSE to
force PD back to <13W power consumption:
Configure Power Alloc to 13 watts
Press Power Alloc
Note the power re-allocation appears 10 seconds
into the trace here.

Step 4

When Power Adjust trace is completed:
Press View Report
802.3 PoE LLDP Protocol Report opens up.
In this report, the PSE allocation changes from 21.3 watts to 13 watts at 9 seconds and the PD acknowldges
the new allocation at 11 seconds. This PD response acknowledges the power allocation change and signals
the PSE that the PD is willing to reduce its power demand by reducing it’s request to 13 watts at 16 seconds.
From that point forward, the PD returns to requesting 21.3 watts but the PSE holds it at 13 watts, as is
reflected in the highlighted fields.
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4.7.12.

Use Load Monitor to Evaluate Class 4 PD Performance to LLDP Power Request

Here, the Load Monitor is used to assess the actual power demand of a Type-2 PD that requests 19.6 watts of power
and is operating at 42.5V, or minimum voltage input. The emulated PSE will respond by allowing 19.6 watts and then
monitoring Average Power, Peak Power, and Windowed transients based on the PD’s request and accompanying PSE
power allocation. In this example, monitoring is performed for just over 40 seconds. (Note! This requires the Type-2
and LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature options. See section 1.5.)
Step 1

Configure load monitor for 10msec sampling, then
open the Load Monitor.
In Analyze tab menu Trace sub-menu:
In Passive Tests sub-menu:
Select Stream
Select Load Monitor
Select Sample Rate (ms)= 10 msec

Step 2

Step 3

Configure the Load Monitor to emulate PSE, then initiate the Load Monitor
Configure Vport to 42.5 V
Select Events = 1
Configure PSE Allocated
Power to 25.5W
Select Use LLDP
Press Start
The Load Monitor powers the PD with 1
Event classification. Once the PD is
powered, LLDP negotiation is carried out
and upon allocation of the requested 19.6
watts by this PD, the Pavg and Ppeak limit
lines are adjusted for those power levels.
In this Load Monitor trace, the PD appears
to exceed Pavg power limit but there are no
violations meaning the duration of each
power transient is less than 50 msec.
Press Stop to terminate the Load Monitor.
Here the Load Monitor has stopped running at 40 seconds,
showing the most recent ~6 seconds of tracing. The Load
Monitor is reporting no power or MPS violations in this trace
since the start.
To observe the full 40 second trace duration, use the
standard Trace Report:
Press Display Trace
Trace Report opens
Press Inst Power
to observe instantaneous power.
Press 1 sec Avg + Inst Power
to observe instantaneous and average
power traces.
Raw time-value trace data is available on
the Trace Data tab of this report.
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802.3at Conformance Test Suite

5.

Many electrical characteristics of a Powered Device (PD) that are vital important to assure interoperability with all
802.3at compliant PSE’s can be assessed through a fully automated sequence of measurements performed by the PDA600 instrument. The PD Conformance Test Suite for IEEE 802.3at PD’s is an optional feature (802.3at PD
Conformance Test) of the PDA-600 as described earlier in section 1.5. The test suite is, by default, provisioned for
testing Type-1 (< 13 watt) PD’s and may be optionally provisioned for testing both Type-1 and Type-2 (< 25.5 watt)
PD’s with the Type-2 feature option. Further, the test suite will automatically evaluate Type-2 PD LLDP specification
compliance when the PDA-600 is provisioned with the LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature option.

5.1.

802.3at Conformance Test Suite Coverage and Organization

The PD Conformance Test Suite is designed to analyze PD behaviors in response to three fundamental dimensions:
1.
2.
3.

PSE Emulation
Physical Pairset and Polarity
Source Voltage

PSE Emulation simply describes the form of
mutual identification that will take place prior
to and after a power-up. A Type-1 PSE is
emulated with 1-Event classifications prior to
power-up and no further LLDP-based
interactions. A Type-2, 2-Event (or “Phy”)
PSE is emulated with 2-Event classifications
preceding power-ups. A Type-2, LLDP PSE
is emulated with 1-Event classifications prior
to power-up followed by PoE LLDP dialogs
following power-up (see section 2.5). The
standard PD Conformance Test Suite will
emulate Type-1 PSE’s. Type-2, 2-Event PSE
emulation is enabled with the Type-2 feature
option and Type-2, LLDP PSE emulation is
enabled with the LLDP Emulation for
802.3at feature option.
Every measurement performed in the PD
Conformance Test Suite can be targeted at
either pairset, Alt-A or Alt-B, in either the
positive (MDI) or negative (MDI-X) polarity.
Figure 5.1 PD Conformance Test Categories and Coverages
This allows the test suite to mimic PSE’s,
both endspans and midspans, as well as network crossover connection combinations. Typically, it is a good idea to
evaluate at least the passive characteristics of a PD on at least each pairset, if not in all four quadrants, that is, AltPolarity combinations. Powered characteristics can be evaluated in multiple quadrants, though these will often be less
sensitive to quadrant variations.
Figure 5.1 depicts the relationships between testing categories, PSE emulations, parameter types, quadrants, and PDA602 feature options. One final important dimension of PD testing is source voltage. As described in section 2.4, PD’s
must operate over a wide range of input voltage. For Type-1 PD’s, that is 37 to 57 VDC and for Type-2 PD’s, the
range is 42.5 to 57 VDC. Many of the PD electrical characteristics will vary by source voltage meaning it is a good
idea to run PD Conformance Testing at BOTH minimum and maximum source voltages.

5.2.

Accessing and Configuring the 802.3at Conformance Test Suite

The PD Conformance Test Suite is accessed from the 802.3at CT tab in PDA-Interactive. Configuration and
sequencing of the test suite is described in section 4.3 of this manual. In general, the 802.3at CT tab menu of PDA
Interactive provides controls affecting coverage across each of the three coverage dimensions referenced above in
section 5.1.
The test suite may be cycled repeatedly (up to 10 cycles) on a single PD to acquire statistics associated with repeated
measurements and power cycling. This feature is extremely useful for validating PD conformance on a statistical basis.
The PD Conformance Test Suite is also accessible from PowerShell PDA via the pda_conformance command. All
features of the test suite supported in PDA Interactive are also supported under the PowerShell PDA command. See
section 6 for further information.
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One key benefit of running conformance tests from PowerShell PDA is the ability to run individual measurements, for
example Von-Voff threshold testing, without running a sequence of measurements to a report. Using this feature,
customized scripts of particular measurements in particular quadrants are easily created.
A second benefit of running the PD Conformance Test from PowerShell PDA is the ability to automatically sequence
testing across multiple instruments so that multiple PD’s can be automatically tested from a short script.
PD Conformance Testing, with similar feature benefits, can also be accessed from other programming languages as
mentioned in section 3.4.1 earlier. See Sifos publication PDA-600 API Library Reference Manual.pdf for further
information on programming PDA-600 instruments using the PDA-600 API library.
5.2.1.

Ethernet Alliance (EA) Gen1 PoE Logo Certification Testing

The 802.3at PD Conformance Test Suite is certified to support 1st party, or in-house, Ethernet
Alliance (EA) PoE logo testing under the EA Gen1 program. The EA
PoE Logo mark assures end customers that PD’s will interoperate
safely and effectively with any certified, specification compliant PSE in all possible cable
and connection environments. In-house testing allows PD developers to push their designs
into all possible operational states and loading conditions while running the test suite. EA
certification mode is accessed with the EA Cert. Test control (see Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2 EA Cert Test

5.3.

802.3at Conformance Test Suite Reporting

The PDA Conformance Test
Suite will automatically
export test results to a popup Microsoft Excel1 based
test report (see Figure 5.3).
The report is organized as
one tab selected page per
quadrant tested.
On the heading of each page
is coverage information.
This includes the quadrant
covered and the PSE
emulation modes, Type-1,
Type-2 PHY, and/or Type-2
LLDP. The report header
also includes any userfurnished product name or
model number and the count
of test cycles executed. In
Figure 5.2, the PD was
tested twice producing two
test cycles.
The report is subsequently
organized, per page (or
quadrant) into Detection &
Classification parameters
from the passive tests, then
Power-Up/Down and MDI
Powered parameters from
the powered tests. The
parameters included in
Power-Up/Down and all of
the parameters in the MDI
Powered sections are
governed by the selection of
PSE emulations.
MDI Powered Type-1, for
example, includes load

Figure 5.3 PD Conformance Test Report – Type-2 PD

1

Microsoft Excel 2007 or later is required for reporting and is not provided with PDA software.
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power and current analyses applicable to powering the PD from a Type-1 PSE. The sub-header for MDI Powered
Type-1 indicates the source voltage, Vport, applied during power-on conditions and the dwell times (e.g. On Time)
over which current and power measurements are performed.
MDI Powered Type-2 PHY includes power and current analyses applicable to powering the PD from a 2-Event Type2 PSE. Again, the source voltage, Vport, utilized for Type-2 mode testing is provided along with the power-up dwell
times. Vport for Type-2 testing can be identical or different that that used for Type-1 testing.
The coverage included in the report of Figure 5.3 does not include Type-2 LLDP PSE emulation. Since this is a
Type-2 PD and that was tested with Type-2 PHY PSE emulation, a footnote is added to the report indicating that Type2 mode testing was only done with a 2-Event power-granting PSE emulation but not with a Type-2 LLDP PSE
emulation. Type-2 PD’s are required by IEEE 802.3 to interact with both flavors of Type-2 PSE’s.
Figure 5.4 shows the portion of a test report that would include Type-2 LLDP parameters including a section for MDI
Powered Type-2 LLDP parameters and PD LLDP Characteristic parameters. The MDI Powered Type-2 LLDP
parameters reflect PD load behaviors both before and after a power negotiation between a Type-2 PD and a Type-2
LLDP PSE. Type-2 PD’s are required to maintain Type-1 power loading until this flavor of PSE allocates a Type-2
power level, that is a
power allocation greater
than 13 watts, using PoE
LLDP protocols.
Following the LLDP
negotiation, the Type-2
PD is then required to
operate at or below its
requested power level,
as communicated via the
PowerReq parameter.
PD LLDP
Characteristics include
basic PoE LLDP
protocol measurements
including packet timing
and protocol values.
LLDP behaviors
analyzed include both
power-up negotiation
and PD response to
power re-allocation by
the emulated PSE.
Figure 5.4 PD Conformance Test Report – Type-2 LLDP Coverage

It was mentioned earlier that each
quadrant that has test coverage, that is,
either passive and/or powered test
parameters, will produce one tabselected page in the standard report
Figure 5.5 Quadrant Pages in the standard report
spreadsheet. These are accessed at the
bottom of the document as shown in
Figure 5.5. If a given quadrant was not tested, then that tab page will not exist in the final report. These pages are
generally sequenced from Alt A, MDI to Alt B, MDI-X.
Important! The standard test report is automatically produced and pops up on the screen upon completion of a test
sequence. In order to function properly, the report requires the Microsoft Excel on the host computer be configured to
allow macros to execute, either generally or at least for the various spreadsheet reports included in PDA software.
Test report files are generally stored in the directory path c:\Users\Public\Sifos\PDA600\Results\<PDA Serial No.>.
The spreadsheet file includes a Note! Tab (see Figure 5.6) with information briefly explaining test parameters and a
separate raw_data tab that includes all of the test data produced by the PD Conformance Test Suite, originally in the
format of a .csv file, and then imported to the final report document.
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5.4.

Passive Measurements and Parameters

Passive measurements within the PD Conformance Test Suite include both static and dynamic assessments of PD
detection and classification signature characteristics. Many of these parameters are described by IEEE 802.3 clause 33.
Some parameters go beyond 802.3 to assess PD responses to allowable PSE behaviors.
The first group of passive measurements consists of Detection Signatures.
PD Detection Signature Characteristics
Parameter
Description
Rdet
Rdet_final

Rdet_unpwr
Rdet_at_Vmin
Rdet_at_Vmax
Rdet_Voffset
Cdet
Cdet_final

Units

Test Criteria

Detection resistance (2.7 to 10.1 V band) from a single
probe.
Detection resistance after multiple detection and
classification probing sequences. Evaluate response to
PSE's that probe repeatedly prior to power-up.
Detection resistance presented by unpowered pairset.

KW

23.7 to 26.3
802.3at Table 33-14

KW

Detection signature measured in the vicinity of 2.7V.
Detection signature measured in the vicinity of 10.1V.
The approximate full wave bridge DC voltage offset.
Detection capacitance (2.7 to 10.1 V band)
Detection resistance after multiple detection and
classification probing sequences. Evaluate response to
PSE's that probe repeatedly prior to power-up.

KW
KW
VDC

< 12 or > 45
802.3at para. 33.3.4, Table 33-15
23.7 to 26.3
802.3at Table 33-14

mF

≤ 1.9 VDC
0.05 to 0.12
802.3at Table 33-14

The next group of passive measurements consists of PD responses to single, or 1-Event, classification.
PD Response to 1-Event Classification
Parameter
Description

Units

Test Criteria

Iclass
ClassNum
Tclass

Classification current signature (15.5 - 20.5 V band)
PD Class determined from Iclass
Time from when Vport = 15.5 VDC until class
current reaches valid level

mA
PD Class
seconds

0-4, 9-12, 17-20, 26-30, or 36-44
0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 (respectively)

ClassStability

Class current remains in valid range during
classification period that ranges from 6-75 msec

Iclass_at_Vmin
Iclass_at_Vmax

Class signature measured at 14.5 VDC.
Class signature measured at 20.5 VDC.

flag
(1 or 0)
mA
mA

< 0.005
802.3at 33.3.7.8 & Table 33-18
All class samples = Iclass
802.3at para. 33.3.7.8
0-4, 9-12, 17-20, 26-30, or 36-44
0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 (respectively)

The final group of passive measurements consists of PD responses to 2-Event classification. Both Type-1 and Type-2
PD’s must function with 2-Event classification because PSE’s are allowed to always utilize 2-Event classification
regardless of PD Type or class signature.
PD Response to 2-Event Classification
Parameter
Description

Units

Test Criteria

Iclass_event1

Classification current signature (15.5 - 20.5
V band) during 1st Classification pulse
Classification current signature (15.5 - 20.5
V band) during 2nd Classification pulse
Current drawn during mark region

mA

0-4, 9-12, 17-20, 26-30, or 36-44
802.3at Table 33-16

PD Class determined from Iclass
Time from when Vport = 15.5VDC until class
current reaches valid level, during 1st
Classification pulse
Time from when Vport = 15.5VDC until class
current reaches valid level, during 2nd
Classification pulse
Class current remains in valid range during
classification period, 1st class pulse.

PD_Class
seconds

Iclass_event2
MarkI
ClassNum2
Tclass_event1

Tclass_event2

ClassStability_event1
ClassStability_event2

February 2, 2022

Class current remains in valid range during
classification period, 2nd class pulse.
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mA
mA

0.25 to 4
802.3at Table 33-17
0, 1, 2, 3, or 4
< 0.005
802.3at 33.3.7.8 & Table 33-18

seconds

flag
(1 or 0)
flag
(1 or 0)

All class samples = Iclass
802.3at para. 33.3.7.8
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5.5.

Power Transition Measurements & Parameters

A second category pertains to PD behaviors during power-up and power removal. The first group of these parameters
pertains to Type-1 mode testing.
Power Transition Measurements: Type-1 Mode
Parameter
Description

Units

InrushI_1

Highest current drawn during the first 50
msec after power-up. Power-up is preceded
by a 1- Event classification.

mA

IlimMinViolation

Flag indicating if instantaneous peak current
immediately following Tinrush (between
75msec and 1.5sec) exceeds Type-1 PSE
Ilim_min (400mA) because of a delayed or
secondary inrush.

flag
(1 or 0)

Inrush_delayed

Flags a PD behavior where the start of inrush
is delayed by more than 1ms after power-up
and where inrush level (>400mA) may require
current limiting by a PSE. PSE’s that delay
inrush and exceed 400mA may not
experience 450mA current limiting by a PSE
that applies “legacy_powerup” exception.
See 802.3at, para. 3.2.4.4.
Voltage at which PD starts to draw load
current

flag
(1 or 0)

Von

VDC

Voff

Voltage at which PD stops drawing load
current

VDC

Vhyst

Hysteresis band between Von and Voff.

VDC

BackfeedV

Voltage present on the unpowered pair with
Vport_PD max applied. Unpowered pair is
terminated with 100kΩ.
Flag indicating that PD classification signature
following power removal and PD restoration
of a potentially acceptable detection signature
(i.e. between 15KW and 33KW) does not
match expected PD classification signature.
Time to restore expected PD classification
signature if ClassRecover is reported as "1".
Otherwise, value reported is "0 sec".
Measured from PD shutdown.

VDC

ClassRecover

SigRecoverTime

Test Criteria
< 400mA
A PD may draw more than 400mA if it
presents capacitive load, Cport <
180mF. Because Cport cannot be
measured, out-of-limit performance is
flagged with WARN, not FAIL.
802.3at Table 33-18 & para. 33.3.7.3.
=1
A PD that exceeds Ilim_min is at risk
of a PSE rapidly folding back to low
current limit, starving the PD, and then
shutting down.
flag= 0 if;
Inrush Current < 400 mA
or
Inrush Current @ > 1 msec
< Current @ < 1 msec

30 to 42
802.3at Table 33-18
> 30 VDC
802.3at Table 33-18
Provided for information purposes.
There is no explicit value for hysteresis
specified in Table 33-18, but the need
for hysteresis is implied by 802.3at
para. 33.3.7.1 (startup oscillation).
0 to 2.8
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.7.9

flag
(1 or 0)

A value of "1" will be reported with a
WARN status because PSE's will
possibly mis-classify this PD following
power-removal events.

seconds

A PD need not present a valid
classification signature until that PD
first presents a valid detection
signature, so there is no clear
specification time limit.

Where Type-21 powered testing is specified, additional parameters reported include:
Power Transition Measurements: Type-2 Mode
Parameter
Description

Units

Test Criteria

InrushI_2

Highest current drawn during the first 50
msec after power on. Power on is preceded
by a 2 event classification.

mA

Pmax_Tdelay

Highest power consumed during the period
from 50 msec to 80 msec after power-up that
is preceded by 2-Event classification.

Watts

< 400
A PD may draw more than 400mA if it
presents capacitive load, Cport <
180mF. Because Cport cannot be
measured, out-of-limit performance is
flagged with WARN, not FAIL.
802.3at Table 33-18 & para. 33.3.7.3.
< 14.4
A Type-2 PD must not draw a peak
power exceeding Type-1 PD maximum
peak power of 14.4W during 30msec
between end of inrush and Tdelay.
802.3at para. 33.3.7.3.
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5.6.

Type-1 and Type-2 (2-Event) Powered Measurements & Parameters

Type-1 PD’s, once powered, must perform with a power demand constrained by the PD’s classification. Additionally,
the PD must draw sufficient load as required to meet DC Maintain Power Signature (MPS) specification.
Powered Measurements: Type-1 Mode
Parameter
Description

Units

MinI_1

Minimum current drawn by the PD while
powered on at Type-1 VPort_PD

mA

MaxI_1

Maximum current drawn by the PD while
powered on at Type-1 VPort_PD. The
maximum current must exceed Iport_mps.

mA

Vport_1

Measured VPort_PD level at the point
where the MaxI_1 occurs.

VDC

Ppeak_1

Maximum transient (≥ 5msec duration)
power consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-1 VPort_PD

watts

Pavg_1

Average power (1 second moving
window) consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-1 VPort_PD

watts

MPSViolation_1

Flag indicating PD did not satisfy DC
Maintain Power Signature (MPS) and
will be potentially subject to shutdown by
a PSE using DC MPS method.
Flag indicating that PD power draw
exceeded Pclass_PD for longer than
Tcut_min (50 msec). PD is at risk of
overload shutdown by PSE.
Flag indicating that PD power draw is
exceeding Pclass_PD for greater than 5%
of the time. PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE.

TcutWindowViolation_1

DutyCycleViolation_1

flag
(1 or 0)

flag
(1 or 0)

flag
(1 or 0)

Test Criteria
0 to (Pclass_PD / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4, Table 33-18
10 to (Pclass_PD / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4, Table 33-18
Iport_mps > 10, 802.3at para. 33.3.8
VPort_PD should conform to ranges in
802.3at Table 33-18
< PPeak_PD (for PD Classification 0-3)
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.7.4
< Pclass_PD (for PD Classification 0-3)
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.7.2
In order to stay powered, the PD must
draw > 10mA for a time period > 75
msec out of every 325 msec time
interval. 802.3at para. 33.3.8.
In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed Pclass_PD (e.g.
13W) for time duration > Tcut_min, or
50 msec. 802.3at para. 33.3.7.4.
In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed Pclass_PD (e.g.
13W) for > 5% duty cycle. 802.3at
para. 33.3.7.4.

Type-21 PD’s, once powered following 2-Event classification, must draw 25.5 watts or less. Additionally, the PD must
draw sufficient load as required to meet DC Maintain Power Signature (MPS) specification.
Powered Measurements: Type-2 Mode with 2-Event Classification
Parameter
Description
Units
MinI_2

Minimum current drawn by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD

mA

MaxI_2

Maximum current drawn by the PD
while powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD The
maximum current must exceed Iport_mps.

mA

Vport_2

Measured VPort_PD level at the point
where the MaxI_2 occurs.

VDC

Ppeak_2

Maximum transient (≥ 5msec duration)
power consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD

watts

Pavg_2

Average power (1 second moving
window) consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD

watts

MPSViolation_2

Flag indicating PD did not satisfy DC
Maintain Power Signature (MPS) and
will be potentially subject to shutdown
by a PSE using DC MPS method.
Flag indicating that PD power draw
exceeded 25.5W for longer than
Tcut_min (50 msec). PD is at risk of
overload shutdown by PSE.
Flag indicating that PD power draw is
exceeding 25.5W for greater than 5% of
the time. PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE.

TcutWindowViolation_2

DutyCycleViolation_2

1

flag
(1 or 0)

flag
(1 or 0)

flag
(1 or 0)

Test Criteria
0 to (25.5W / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4, Table 33-18
10 to (25.5W / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4, Table 33-18
Iport_mps > 10, 802.3at para. 33.3.8
VPort_PD should conform to ranges in
802.3at Table 33-18
< 28.3
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.7.4
< 25.5
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.7.2
In order to stay powered, the PD must
draw > 10mA for a time period > 75
msec out of every 325 msec time
interval. 802.3at para. 33.3.8.
In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed 25.5W for time
duration > Tcut_min, or 50 msec.
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4.
In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed 25.5W for
> 5% duty cycle. 802.3at para.
33.3.7.4.

Type-2 mode testing requires that a PDA-602 be configured enabled for the PDA-602-TYPE2 feature option.
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5.7.

Type-2 LLDP Powered Measurements and Parameters

Note! LLDP Powered Testing within the PD Conformance Test Suite requires that the PDA-602 instrument be enabled
for the Type-2 and LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature options (see section 1.5).
The PD Conformance Test Suite provides ability to automatically test Type-2 PD’s that, by IEEE 802.3 clause 33
requirements, must support PoE LLDP for power negotiation with PoE LLDP-capable PSE’s. The powered mode
testing is performed with the same PD source voltage as Type-2 mode powered testing described in section 5.6, and
consists of three distinct phases:
1. Powered Testing Prior to LLDP Power Allocation
9. Powered Testing After LLDP Power Allocation
10. Powered Testing After PSE Initiated Allocation Reduction
Important! When configuring and running PD Conformance Testing with Type-2 LLDP Powered mode, the Powered
LLDP (“on”) Dwell Time must be sufficiently long to allow the PD to acquire link and initiate PoE LLDP protocol.
Some PD’s may require over a minute or two to reach this operational state.
Pre-Allocation parameters verify that the PD operates within Type-1 PD power limits and constraints that apply before
a PSE grants a requested power level to a Type-2 PD:
Powered Measurements: Type-2 Mode with 1-Event Classification & LLDP, Pre-Allocation
Parameter
Description
Units
Test Criteria
MinI_PreAlloc

MaxI_PreAlloc

Vport_PreAlloc
Ppeak_PreAlloc

Pavg_PreAlloc

MPSViolation_PreAlloc

TcutWindowViolation_
PreAlloc

DutyCycleViolation_
PreAlloc

Minimum current drawn by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD prior to
LLDP power allocation.
Maximum current drawn by the PD
while powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD
prior to LLDP power allocation. The
maximum current must exceed Iport_mps.
Measured VPort_PD level at the point
where the MaxI_PreAlloc occurs.
Maximum transient (≥ 5msec duration)
power consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD prior to
LLDP power allocation.
Average power (1 second moving
window) consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD prior to
LLDP power allocation.
Flag indicating PD did not satisfy DC
Maintain Power Signature (MPS) and
will be potentially subject to shutdown
by a PSE using DC MPS method.
Measured before LLDP power
allocation.
Flag indicating that PD power draw
exceeded 13W for longer than Tcut_min
(50 msec). PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE. Measured before
LLDP power allocation.
Flag indicating that PD power draw is
exceeding 13W for greater than 5% of
the time. PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE. Measured before
LLDP power allocation.

mA

0 to (13W / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.3.5, Table 33-18

mA

10 to (13W / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.3.5, Table 33-18
Iport_mps > 10, 802.3at para. 33.3.8

VDC

VPort_PD should conform to ranges in
802.3at Table 33-18
< 14.4
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.3.5

watts

watts

< 25.5
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.3.5

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, the PD must
draw > 10mA for a time period > 75
msec out of every 325 msec time
interval. 802.3at para. 33.3.8.

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed 13W for time
duration > Tcut_min, or 50 msec.
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4.

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed 13W for
> 5% duty cycle. 802.3at para.
33.3.7.4.

Post-Allocation parameters verify that the PD operates within Type-2 PD power limits that are “agreed to” through PoE
LLDP power negotiation. Typically, that power limit, Pclass_PD, will be in the range between 13W and 25.5W and the
associated maximum transient load, Ppeak_PD, will be a factor of 1.11 larger than that.
Powered Measurements: Type-2 Mode with 1-Event Classification & LLDP, Post-Allocation
Parameter
Description
Units
Test Criteria
MinI_PostAlloc
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Minimum current drawn by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD following
LLDP power allocation.
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mA

0 to (Pclass_PD / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4, Table 33-18
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Powered Measurements: Type-2 Mode with 1-Event Classification & LLDP, Post-Allocation
Parameter
Description
Units
Test Criteria
MaxI_PostAlloc

Vport_PostAlloc
Ppeak_PostAlloc

Pavg_PostAlloc

MPSViolation_PostAlloc

TcutWindowViolation_
PostAlloc

DutyCycleViolation_
PostAlloc

Maximum current drawn by the PD
while powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD
following LLDP power allocation.
The maximum current must exceed
Iport_mps.
Measured VPort_PD level at the point
where the MaxI_PostAlloc occurs.
Maximum transient (≥ 5msec duration)
power consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD following
LLDP power allocation.
Average power (1 second moving
window) consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD following
LLDP power allocation.
Flag indicating PD did not satisfy DC
Maintain Power Signature (MPS) and
will be potentially subject to shutdown
by a PSE using DC MPS method.
Measured after LLDP power allocation.
Flag indicating that PD power draw
exceeded Pclass_PD for longer than
Tcut_min (50 msec). PD is at risk of
overload shutdown by PSE. Measured
after LLDP power allocation.
Flag indicating that PD power draw is
exceeding Pclass_PD for greater than 5%
of the time. PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE. Measured after
LLDP power allocation.

mA

10 to (Pclass_PD / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4, Table 33-18
Iport_mps > 10, 802.3at para. 33.3.8

VDC

VPort_PD should conform to ranges in
802.3at Table 33-18
< Ppeak_PD
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.3.5

watts

watts

< Pclass_PD
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.3.5

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, the PD must
draw > 10mA for a time period > 75
msec out of every 325 msec time
interval. 802.3at para. 33.3.8.

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed Pclass_PD for time
duration > Tcut_min, or 50 msec.
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4.

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed Pclass_PD for
> 5% duty cycle. 802.3at para.
33.3.7.4.

A third category of powered testing under LLDP includes the case where a PSE “rescinds”, or throttles back a power
allocation to a Type-2 PD. For example, a Type-2 PD may request and be allocated 19.6 watts. Then later, a PSE that
is running short on total power budget may deem that this PD is of lower priority and will need to return to 13 watt (or
less) power load in order to free up power budget in the PSE. A PD, in this condition, has one of two choices
according to PoE LLDP protocol in IEEE 802.3 clause 33.6:




Acknowledge the reduced allocation but maintain full power load: In this case, the PD will acknowledge the
revised allocation of 13 watts but will not alter its requested power and will continue to draw full power (e.g. 19.6
watts). The PSE may then decide to simply remove power from this PD.
Acknowledge the reduced allocation and reduce power demand to 13 watts or below: In this case, the PD will
alter PD requested power to 13 watts for at least one message exchange. This behavior signals the PSE that the
PD has agreed to the lower power allocation, allowing the PSE to maintain power to the PD.

In both cases, the new power allocation has returned to the original pre-allocated power level of 13 watts. A PD that
does not lower power draw will not FAIL the maximum power and load current parameters as they are only
informational.
Powered Measurements: Type-2 Mode with 1-Event Classification & LLDP, Pre-Allocation
Parameter
Description
Units
Test Criteria
MinI_AfterThrottle

MaxI_AfterThrottle

Vport_AfterThrottle
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Minimum current drawn by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD following
allocation reduction (or power demotion)
by PSE.
Maximum current drawn by the PD
while powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD
following allocation reduction (or power
demotion) by PSE. The maximum
current must exceed Iport_mps.
Measured VPort_PD level at the point
where the MaxI_2 occurs.
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mA

0 to (13W / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.3.5, Table 33-18

mA

10 to (13W / VPort_PD)
802.3at para. 33.3.3.5, Table 33-18
Iport_mps > 10, 802.3at para. 33.3.8

VDC

VPort_PD should conform to ranges in
802.3at Table 33-18
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Powered Measurements: Type-2 Mode with 1-Event Classification & LLDP, Pre-Allocation
Parameter
Description
Units
Test Criteria
Ppeak_AfterThrottle

Pavg_AfterThrottle

MPSViolation_
AfterThrottle

TcutWindowViolation_
AfterThrottle

DutyCycleViolation_
AfterThrottle

Maximum transient (≥ 5msec duration)
power consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD following
allocation reduction (or power demotion)
by PSE.
Average power (1 second moving
window) consumed by the PD while
powered on at Type-2 VPort_PD following
allocation reduction (or power demotion)
by PSE.
Flag indicating PD did not satisfy DC
Maintain Power Signature (MPS) and
will be potentially subject to shutdown
by a PSE using DC MPS method.
Measured after LLDP power demotion.
Flag indicating that PD power draw
exceeded 13W for longer than Tcut_min
(50 msec). PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE. Measured after
LLDP power demotion.
Flag indicating that PD power draw is
exceeding 13W for greater than 5% of
the time. PD is at risk of overload
shutdown by PSE. Measured after
LLDP power demotion.

watts

< 14.4
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.3.5

watts

< 13.0
802.3at Table 33-18, para. 33.3.3.5

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, the PD must
draw > 10mA for a time period > 75
msec out of every 325 msec time
interval. 802.3at para. 33.3.8.

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed 13W for time
duration > Tcut_min, or 50 msec.
802.3at para. 33.3.7.4.

flag
(1 or 0)

In order to stay powered, transient
loads may not exceed 13W for
> 5% duty cycle. 802.3at para.
33.3.7.4.

One final category of measurements consists of PoE LLDP Protocol assessments. These parameters relate to physical
link-up, protocol timing, and protocol field values. The parameters are governed by IEEE 802.3 clauses 33 and 79.
Powered Measurements: LLDP Protocol Parameters
Parameter
Description

Units

Test Criteria

TimeToLink

Length of time from power-up until LAN
link was established. Reports ‘-1’ if no
link established.
Speed of the LAN link. Reports ‘-1’ if no
link established.
Length of time after power-up until first
LLDP Power-via-MDI request received.

seconds

Information parameter (INFO).

The length of time it takes the PD to
acknowledge receiving the new alloc
value.
The PD requested power value field in
the LLDPDU containing the Throttle
Ack.

seconds

< 10 seconds
802.3at para. 33.6.2

watts

Information parameter (INFO). A PD
is not required to alter its power
request after power demotion.

LinkSpeed
FirstReqTime

PowerRequest
PDAckTime

AllocPowerEchoed

ThrottleAckTime

ThrottlePowerReq
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10 | 100 | Information parameter (INFO).
1000
seconds Information parameter (INFO).
802.3at requires that a Type-2 PD
should link and initiate PoE LLDP
within 5 minutes of power-up.
Contents of the PD requested power
watts
0.1 to 25.5
value field in the Power-via-MDI TLV.
802.3 Clause 79.3.2.5
Length of time for transmission of an
seconds < 10
updated LLDPDU after an LLDPDU with
802.3at para. 33.6.2
a new PSE allocated power value is
received by the PD.
Contents of the PSE allocated power
watts
= Allocated power value sent by PDAvalue from the LLDPDU
600 – this will be same as
PowerRequest so long as
acknowledgement sent by the PD.
PowerRequest is valid value..
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5.8.

PD Conformance Test Troubleshooting Resources

When the PD Conformance Test Suite is run
and a standard report opens, there are several
resources available to better understand all test
results and to troubleshoot unexpected PD
behaviors.
5.8.1.

Embedded Parameter Descriptions

All of the parameter descriptions and
acceptance criteria presented above in sections
5.4 through 5.7 are also presented in the Note!
tab page (see Figure 5.6) of every standard
report. So without consulting this manual,
users can review parameter meanings and
associated testing limits.
Figure 5.6 PD Conformance Test Report – Note! tab page
5.8.2.

Raw Measurement Data Files

As the PD Conformance Test Suite runs, it produces many “raw data” files that are automatically retained in the
presently active \Results\<PDA Serial No.>\ directory path (see section 3.4.2). Important! All of these files are regenerated each time PD Conformance Test Suite is run with a particular PDA-600 instrument, so they are volatile and
will be removed when a new cycle of testing is initiated.
These files are collected according the following categories:







Current-Voltage Traces Utilized for Class Signature Analysis
Current-Voltage Traces Utilized for Von and Voff Assessments
Current-Voltage Traces Utilized for Inrush Current Analysis
Stream Traces Utilized for Imin/Imax/Pavg/Ppeak & MPS/Tcut Window/Duty Cycle Violation Assessments
LLDP Protocol Traces for Analyzing Pre-Allocation, Post-Allocation, and After Throttle LLDP Behaviors

All of these files are named and organized as follows:
QUAD_m_CYCLE_n_pda600_ct_*.*
Where:
m

Tested Quadrant

0
1
2
3

Alt-A, MDI
Alt-A, MDI-X
Alt-B, MDI
Alt-B, MDI-X

And n= 0 to 9 for Test Cycles 1 to 10 respectively.

The file extensions (*.*) are as described in the following table:

Category

Sub-Category

Extension (*.*) Name

Class Signature Analysis

1 Event Class
2 Event Class
Von Analysis
Voff Analysis
1 Event Class
2 Event Class
Type-1
Type-2 Phy
Type-2 LLDP Pre
Type-2 LLDP Post
Type-2 LLDP Throttle
LLDP Pre-Alloc
LLDP Post-Alloc
LLDP Post-Throttle

…class_1_event_ivtrace.csv
…class_2_event_ivtrace.csv
…von_ivtrace.csv
…voff_ivtrace.csv
…inrush_1_event_ivtrace.csv
…inrush_2_event_ivtrace.csv
…pwrdon_type1_stream.csv
…pwrdon_phy_stream.csv
…pwrdon_lldp_prealloc_stream.csv
… pwrdon_lldp_postalloc_stream.csv
… pwrdon_lldp_throttle_stream.csv
… LLDP_prealloc_trace.txt
… LLDP_postalloc_trace.txt
… LLDP_throttle_trace.txt

Von and Voff Assessments
Inrush Current Analysis
Stream Traces Utilized for Power
& Violation Analysis

LLDP Protocol Traces
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6.

PowerShell PDA Scripting Environment

6.1.

PowerShell PDA Overview

PowerShell PDA is provided with access to both a Tcl shell (PDA-600 Tcl Console), and a Wish shell (PDA-600
Wish Console). Shells are interactive command consoles just like the traditional DOS command shell that
accompanies Windows. In fact, when a Tcl or Wish shell is opened, traditional DOS commands such as “dir” are
fully available. From these shells, PDA-600 specific commands and queries can be executed to perform any of the
tasks described in PDA Interactive (see section 4). In fact, as shown earlier in section 3.4.1, PDA Interactive utilizes
PowerShell PDA exclusively for all the instrument control it performs.
Both Tcl and Wish shells support interpretive command execution, meaning commands may be typed and executed
immediately when the [Enter] key is pressed. There is no compilation or linking required for Tcl/Tk commands. This
feature makes Tcl/Tk an attractive solution for instrument control.
Tcl/Tk is also quite powerful at managing and analyzing arbitrary data structures through its “list processing”
capabilities. There is a considerable body of information regarding Tcl/Tk that is freely available over the Internet.
Additionally there are some commonly used reference books including “Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk” by
Brent Welch. The remainder of this manual will assume that the reader has some familiarity with Tcl – familiarity
with the Tk extensions to Tcl is not necessary.
PDA-600 Tcl Console is purely a command entry and command-line program execution shell that does
not support GUI application development. It supports keyboard entry, mouse operations, and shell
configuration in a manner consistent with the host command shell (cmd.exe). It supports interactive user
prompting (via “standard input”) from a script. The Tcl Shell will not support Tk graphical interface
extensions.
The Wish Shell is designed to enable GUI application development while providing an editing
environment more typical of Windows editing applications. Valid Tcl/Tk and PowerShell PDA
commands are recognized and color coded when typed into the console. Tk utilities including standard
message box and file location functions are available from the Wish console. As with the Tcl Shell, the
Wish Shell may be used either for script execution or interpretive command execution.
6.1.1.

Tcl Versus Wish in the PC Windows Environment

On Microsoft Windows systems, when a Tcl Shell is opened, users may right-click on the title bar to set properties for
the console shell. Generally, PC users will benefit from configuring the shell properties to support “QuickEdit” and
“Insert” modes. Text may be copied using the mouse to select the text and pressing [Enter] on the keyboard. Text
may be pasted by using the mouse or cursor keys to position the cursor and then right-clicking the mouse. One handy
feature of the Tcl shell is ability to select and copy columns of text or data. A second benefit is that the screen buffer
length can also be configured to very large sizes as part of the console settings.
Wish is more “Windows-like” in that users may use typical methods of selecting, inserting, deleting, and copy-paste as
are used in other Windows editing applications. Also, Wish is both Tcl and PowerShell PSA commandknowledgeable and will color code all known commands as they are typed into the shell.
Wish supports Tk graphics and offers easy access to graphical user interface commands and tools such as message
boxes. Wish is also event-driven – this means commands may be entered while scripts are executing. One limitation
with the Wish Shell under Windows is that any applications utilizing command-line prompts to the user will not
function properly since Wish is will not take “standard input” from the command shell.
6.1.2.

PowerShell PDA Software Structure

Standard Tcl and Wish consoles become PowerShell PDA by loading a Tcl extension package implemented in the
library file PDA600TclLib.dll. This library is then dependent on the PDA-600 API Library, PDA600API.dll (see
Figure 3.3).
An executable, PDA600Tcl.exe, opens the PDA-600 Tcl Console and is accessible from the Windows desktop
following installation. A second executable program, PDA600Wish.exe, opens the PDA-600 Wish Console and is
also accessible from the Windows desktop following installation. As the consoles open, they automatically load
runtime configuration (RC) scripts, pda600tclRC.tcl and pda600wishRC.tcl respectively. These scripts then
automatically load the PDA600TclLib.dll library into the respective console and also load any Tcl support libraries for
PowerShell PDA including pda600_library.tbc. PowerShell PDA “utilities” require this library.
The console applications are 32-bit executables, and require Tcl/Tk 8.4. PDA Software includes 32-bit Tcl 8.6.9,
which will be installed if Tcl 8.6 is not located on the host PC during installation.
February 2, 2022
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6.1.3.

PowerShell PDA Command Conventions

Each of the command descriptions in this section include a Proc Signature that shows the command “help” that
appears when any given command is provided with the help query argument -?. So individual command help is
always available in the PowerShell PDA console window. The command pda_command (see section 6.9.1) provides
a listing of all PowerShell PDA commands for the PDA-600 instrument.
Many command arguments are case sensitive and should be entered exactly as shown in the command help.
Additionally, many commands accept a ‘verbose’ argument –v that will return, as text, details of command processing.
6.2.

Connection Management

6.2.1.

pda

This command defines which PDA-600 instrument to control. While the PDA-600 API Library supports up to 8
instruments connected to a single host machine, only one instrument can be controlled at a time. The pda command
enables PowerShell PDA to switch between different PDA-600 instruments that were discovered by PowerShell PDA
when it was opened. The pda_config query (see section 6.2.2) provides information regarding discovered
instruments at any time.
Device discovery automatically occurs when PowerShell PDA is opened. The information learned during device
discovery is stored in memory for as long as PowerShell PDA is open. This means that any PDA-600 plugged in after
PowerShell PDA is opened will not be automatically recognized. If only one instrument is connected to the host
computer, then PowerShell PDA will automatically connect to that instrument.
PowerShell PDA can re-discover any new instrument connections using the shut argument with the pda command
followed by a pda_config query (see section 6.2.2) or more simply by executing the pda_reconnect utility (see
section 6.2.3). This will then update the inventory of PDA-600 instruments known to PowerShell PDA. If more than
one instrument is discovered, then the pda command must be issued to connect to a particular instrument.
Note: The instrument connection cannot be changed to a different instrument if a Conformance Test, a Streaming
Trace, or an LLDP trace is running.
Proc Signature
usage: pda ?switches? dev n <force>| sn str | shut | count | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
dev
next arg is the device number to connect to.
n
integer, 1..8
sn
next arg is the serial number of the device
to connect to.
str
serial number string
force
causes the device settings to be read (normally
done during first connection only)
shut
shuts down API library instrument connection(s).
Allows re-connection without exiting the shell.
?
return currently connected device
count
returns the number of devices discovered
during enumeration.
Examples
A successful connection will simply return to the Tcl command prompt:
PDA>pda dev 1
Connecting to a device using the serial number:
PDA>pda sn 602B0110
Questioning what device is connected:
PDA>pda ?
1 602B0110 602B
A failed connection will display an error message, and then return to the Tcl command prompt:
PDA>pda sn 06001234A
pda: Invalid SN 06001234A. There are no detected devices with this SN.
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PDA>pda dev 3
pda: There is no device number 3 connected.
PDA>pda count
NUM_DEVICES: 1
Shutting down the API Library connections to instruments, then re-connecting to a device using the device number:
PDA>pda shut
PDA>pda dev 1
6.2.2.

pda_config

This command will return the inventory of PDA-600 instruments known to PowerShell PDA. The PDA-600 API
Library supports up to 8 instruments connected to a single host machine. The pda command (see section 6.2.1) is then
used to define which instrument to control.
Device discovery automatically occurs when PowerShell PDA is opened. The information learned during device
discovery is stored in memory for as long as PowerShell PDA is open. This means that any PDA-600 plugged in after
PowerShell PDA is opened will not be automatically recognized.
The pda_config command will retrieve information from the known inventory including version information. So if,
for example, instrument firmware is updated, that will be reflected in the inventory provided.
PowerShell PDA can re-discover any new instrument connections using the shut argument with the pda command
(see section 6.2.1) followed by a pda_config query or more simply by executing the pda_reconnect utility (see
section 6.2.3). This will then update the inventory of PDA-600 instruments known to PowerShell PDA. If more than
one instrument is discovered, then the pda command (see section 6.2.1) must be issued to connect to a particular
instrument.
The pda_config command is also used to manage the optional feature configuration of the presently connected
instrument. The feature status can be queried and optional features can be enabled using license codes furnished by
Sifos.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_config ?switches? <feature <fname <? | <en | dis key>> | ?>
<noconnect>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
fname
lldp | type1 | type2 | stream | 4pair | btct | lldpbt |
type34 | thru
en
enable feature
dis
disable feature
key
16 character hex feature key
?
query the state of all features, or a specific feature
noconnect open I/O channel, do not perform any I/O
Examples
A successful connection will display the list of instruments discovered:
PDA>pda_config
DeviceNum SN
PDA_FW PDA_HW USB_HW SPEED MODEL LAN_FW
1
602B0002 2.05
2
6
HIGH 602B 2.40d
2
602B0016 2.05
3
6
HIGH 602B 2.40d
A failed connection will display diagnostic information. For example, if the USB interface is connected, but the
instrument AC power is not turned on, the command will return:
pda_config: Could not connect to device 1 sn: 602B0002. Reason: 'Problem
reading device settings:
Attempt to read ALT setting from device: 1 failed.
USB status: No Error.'
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To check the features that the instrument is licensed for:
PDA>pda_config feature
FEATURES:
lldp: ENABLED
type1: ENABLED
type2: ENABLED
stream: ENABLED
4pair: DISABLED
btct: DISABLED
lldpbt: DISABLED
thru: DISABLED
type34: DISABLED

?

(PDA-604
(PDA-604
(PDA-604
(PDA-604
(PDA-604

only)
only)
only)
only)
only)

To enable a feature using a key furnished by Sifos (802.3at LLDP feature in this example):
PDA>pda_config feature lldp en 100173271009730f
feature: lldp state: ENABLED
6.2.3.

pda_reconnect

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that performs an API library shutdown, then attempts to reinitialize. This allows discovery of any instrument that was been connected to the system after PowerShell PDA was
opened, and provides the means to re-establish connection after power has been cycled on an instrument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_reconnect
Example:
PDA>pda_reconnect
Reconnected!
DeviceNum SN
1
602B0002
2
602B0016

6.3.

PDA_FW PDA_HW USB_HW SPEED MODEL LAN_FW
2.05
2
6
HIGH 602B 2.40d
2.05
3
6
HIGH 602B 2.40d

Front End Configuration Control

Note! When more than a single PDA instrument is connected to a host PC, the pda command must first be executed to
select a PDA instrument prior to executing any configuration and measurement commands.
6.3.1.

pda_alt

The PDA-602 can provide PoE power to and perform measurements on either the Alt A pairset or the Alt B pairset.
(The PDA-604 will additionally support 4-pair connections using both pairsets). The pda_alt command allows
configuration and query of the powered pairset.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_alt ?switches? alt | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
alt
a | b | 4pr (PDA-604 only)
?
return current ALT setting
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_alt ?
ALT: A
Changing the setting to Alt B:
PDA>pda_alt b
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6.3.2.

pda_polarity

The PDA-600 instrument can furnish power and perform signaling in either voltage polarity, that is positive (MDI) or
negative (MDI-X) on each pairset, Alt A or Alt, independently. Using the pda_polarity command, the polarity of
the Alt A pairset is configured or queried or the polarity of the Alt B pairset is configured or queried. In a PDA-602
instrument, only the polarity setting of the pairset (A or B) selected by the pda_alt command (see section 6.3.1) will
be observable on the PD test port.
Polarities for the Alt A pairset and the Alt B pairset must be set independently, that is, just one pairset at a time.
The PDA-604 will support 4-pair powering, though polarities for Alt A and Alt B may still need to be set
independently unless both pairsets operate at the same polarity.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_polarity ?switches? pol pair | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
pol
pos | neg | mdi | mdi-x
pair
a | b | 4pr (PDA-604 only)
?
return current POLARITY setting
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_polarity ?
PAIR A POLARITY: POSITIVE (MDI)
PAIR B POLARITY: POSITIVE (MDI)
Changing the setting:
PDA>pda_polarity neg b
If the pair (‘a’ or ‘b’) is omitted:
PDA>pda_polarity neg
pda_polarity: You must define the pair!

6.4.

Port Voltage Control

6.4.1.

pda_source

The PDA-600 contains a programmable source, which can be set to any voltage in the range 28.0 – 57.0VDC, with
0.1VDC resolution. The voltage is specified at the plane of the RJ-45 jack, with a load of 50mA present. At heavier
load conditions, the actual voltage will be reduced by the drop across an effective output resistance of 0.3Ω.
The source voltage can be applied immediately, or ramped slowly from 28.0VDC to the defined level when turned
ON. The source can be turned OFF immediately, or ramped slowly from the present powered-on level down to
28.0VDC, then turned off. Ramp configurations step and dwell are applicable to slow rate (ramping) transitions
only and therefore have no effect when fast rate is specified.
Source settings are persistent in the PDA-600 instrument so to alter previously configured behavior, new configuration
settings must be provided.
If a trace meter has been configured to use the Source trigger, and has been started and is pending in the ARMED state,
a source state change (ON to OFF, or OFF to ON) will cause that meter to transition to the MEASURING state.
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Proc Signature
usage: pda_source ?switches? ? | <state> <level>
<slew fast | slow <step stp dwell dwl>>
<delay dly>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
state
on | off
level
28.0..57.0 VDC 0.1 V resolution
fast
change output immediately
slow
ramp source slowly to/from level from/to 28V
stp
step size 0.1..8.0 VDC
dwl
dwell time 1..500 ms
dly
stagger Vport ON, 0..500 ms (PDA-604 only)
?
return Vport state and level
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: OFF
SLEW_RATE: FAST
LEVEL: 48.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
Changing the setting:
PDA>pda_source 52 slew slow
PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: OFF
SLEW_RATE: SLOW
LEVEL: 52.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
Turning the source ON:
PDA>pda_source on
Querying the setting, which will indicate the state as RAMPING until the defined voltage has been achieved, when
slew is set to SLOW, and will indicate the state as ON once the ramp has completed:
PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: RAMPING
SLEW_RATE: SLOW
LEVEL: 52.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: ON
SLEW_RATE: SLOW
LEVEL: 52.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
With the slew rate set to SLOW, the change to OFF will also ramp:
PDA>pda_source off
PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: RAMPING
SLEW_RATE: SLOW
LEVEL: 52.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
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PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: OFF
SLEW_RATE: SLOW
LEVEL: 52.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
Invalid parameters will be detected and reported:
PDA>pda_source slew xyz
pda_source: Unrecognized slew argument: 'xyz'
Programming Notes:
1. If the Vport level is changed by more than 2V in a positive direction, and the new level crosses 43.9VDC, the
change will be broken into either two or three discrete steps, to minimize overshoot that can occur when the
voltage supply in the instrument is switched from a LOW range to a HIGH range.
2.

If the Vport level is changed in a negative direction, and the PD under test is imposing a very light load
(<10mA), there will be a settling time typically in the range of 50 – 100 milliseconds in duration before the new
level is achieved. Some loading is required for the voltage supply regulation to respond rapidly.

6.4.2.

pda_vtrans (Output Transient with the PDA-602B)

The PDA-602B can produce a short, low-going voltage transient with duration up to 250msec. This enables assessment
of PD response to very rapid voltage drops from a PSE. It can be used to trigger any of the four trace meters
(pda_vtrace, pda_itrace, pda_ptrace, or pda_ivtrace).
Proc Signature
usage: pda_vtrans ?switches? alt <dur>| ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
alt
a | b | 4pr (PDA-604 only)
dur
duration, 25..250usec
?
return settings
Examples
Produce 250msec voltage transient on the ALT A pairset
PDA>pda_vtrans a 250

6.5. Measurements
6.5.1.

pda_rdet

The instrument is capable of measuring detection resistance Rdet, using a two-step delta V over delta I technique. The
user has control over how many two-step measurement cycles are performed, the amount of time in between each
measurement cycle, and whether or not their results are averaged.
To mimic the behavior of a power-managed PSE that repeatedly detects and classifies prior to powering a PD, the Rdet
meter can cycle detection interspersed with classification pulses such that any effect of the repeated cycles of detection
and classification on the measured detection signature can be assessed. For example, a count of 5 cycles with
class on configured along with final will assess the detection signature after 4 full cycles of detection and
classification.
If an Rdet measurement is initiated with source turned ON, the source will first be turned OFF before the measurement
is performed. Performing Rdet measurements on an unpowered pairset using the unpowered argument will turn off
the source briefly before the measurement and then permanently following the measurement.
The Rdet measurement is first initiated with a stat query argument. This command may or may not include meter
configuration parameters and it will return with a MEASURING status. Then, to complete the measurement, a second
query that ONLY includes the stat argument must be provided whereupon the READY status and the result are
produced. The pda_wait_meas (see section 6.5.9) may be used to complete an Rdet measurement in a single
command.
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Rdet margining measurements are in section 6.5.2 below.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_rdet ?switches? <count cnt> <avg | final> <backoff dly>
<class on | off> | ? | stat <unpowered | margin>
| conncheck
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
cnt
number of detection cycles to perform. 1..64
avg
return avg of count measurements
final
return last measurement only
dly
number of msec between each measurement
class on perform a classification cycle after each detection cycle
class off no classification cycle after each detection cycle
?
return current settings
stat
return measurement status and/or result
unpowered measure Rdet on the unpowered pairset
margin
perform Rdet measurements at margins (2.7/10.1VDC)
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A.
conncheck 802.3bt connection check (PDA-604 only)
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_rdet ?
COUNT: 1
MODE: FINAL
BACKOFF: 350 msec
CLASSIFY_AFTER_DETECTION: OFF
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that a STATUS of MEASURING indicates the detection process has
started and a STATUS of READY indicates the measurement has completed:
PDA>pda_rdet stat
STATUS: MEASURING
RESISTANCE: 0.0000 kohms
PDA>pda_rdet stat
STATUS: READY
RESISTANCE: 24.5815 kohms
Measuring an open will yield an irrational resistance, and is clipped at 99 kohms:
PDA>pda_rdet stat
STATUS: READY
RESISTANCE: 99.0000 kohms
Invalid parameters will be detected and reported:
PDA>pda_rdet count 512
pda_rdet: Could not configure settings using API: 'Invalid count: 512.'
6.5.2.

pda_rdet (Margin Testing with the PDA-602B)

The pda_rdet meter* within the PDA-602B includes a special utility for measuring detection signatures at the
detection band voltage edges of 2.7V and 10.1V. This measurement is used to build confidence that the PD detection
signature will look the same to all possible PSE implementations. The Rdet margin utility has no impact on Rdet
meter configuration and does not utilize Rdet meter settings described in section 6.5.1.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_rdet ?switches? stat margin
arguments
stat margin perform Rdet measurements at margins (2.7/10.1VDC)
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A.

* PDA software versions 1.17 and later require that PDA-602B and PDA-604 instruments have firmware version 2.07
or later and PDA-602A’s have firmware version 1.09 or later to perform this measurement.
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Examples
PDA>pda_rdet stat margin
RDETECT_2.7V: 25.1263 kohms
RDETECT_STD: 25.2865 kohms
RDETECT_10.1V: 25.2944 kohms
VOFFSET: 1.30 VDC
6.5.3.

pda_cdet

The instrument is capable of measuring detection capacitance, Cdet, using a constant current source and measuring the
charge time in a nominal detection voltage range of 4VDC to 8VDC. The user has control over how many
measurement cycles are performed, the time between each measurement cycle, and outcome of average or final.
The measurement assumes a nominal Rdet value of 24k Ω in parallel with Cdet. If the actual Rdet is different, its
resistance can be specified using the res argument.
If a Cdet measurement* is initiated on the powered pairset with source turned ON, the source will first be turned OFF
before the measurement is performed.
The Cdet measurement is first initiated with a stat query argument. This command may or may not include meter
configuration parameters and it will return with a MEASURING status. Then, to complete the measurement, a second
query that ONLY includes the stat argument must be provided whereupon the READY status and the result are
produced. The pda_wait_meas (see section 6.5.9) may be used to complete an Cdet measurement in a single
command.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_cdet ?switches? <count cnt> <avg | final> <backoff delay> | ? |
<res rval> stat
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
cnt
number of detection cycles to perform. 1..64
avg
return avg of count measurements
final
return last measurement only
delay
number of msec between each measurement
rval
resistance in parallel with Cdet, in kohm units
Default is 24.0 kohm.
?
return current settings
stat
return measurement status and/or result
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_cdet ?
COUNT: 1
MODE: FINAL
BACKOFF: 1500 msec
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that a STATUS of MEASURING indicates the detection process has
started and a STATUS of READY indicates the measurement has completed:
PDA>pda_cdet stat
STATUS: MEASURING
CAPACITANCE: 0.000 uF
PDA>pda_cdet stat
STATUS: READY
CAPACITANCE: 0.105 uF
Invalid parameters will be detected and reported:
PDA>pda_cdet backoff 50000
pda_cdet: Could not configure settings using API: 'Invalid delay: 50000.'

* PDA software versions 1.17 and later require that PDA-602B and PDA-604 instruments have firmware version 2.07
or later and PDA-602A’s have firmware version 1.09 or later to perform this measurement.
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6.5.4.

pda_class

Note! Configuring this meter in a PDA-602 to perform 2-Event classification requires the Type-2 feature option (see
section 1.5).
Using this command, the instrument performs Classification measurements and optionally activates the source upon
completion of a user-defined classification sequence. Classification measurements involve applying class event pulses
in the 15.5VDC to 20VDC range, and measuring the current drawn by the Powered Device. The user can define the
number of event pulses that are used, as well as the duration of the mark region following the last event pulse, to allow
the PD behavior to be assessed when subjected to different Tpon durations. The source can be turned ON or left OFF at
the completion of the measurement.
Classification measurements are initiated and completed with stat queries. These should not be combined with
configuration settings when attempting to complete measurements. See also pda_wait_meas in section 6.5.9.
The Classification measurement cannot be performed if the source is in the ON state. If a Classification measurement
is initiated with source turned ON, the source will first be turned OFF, and the measurement will be performed. The
state of the source after the Classification measurement has completed is based on whether the user has specified the
on or off argument when configuring the Classification measurement.
The Classification Margin measurement is described in section 6.5.5 below.
When configured for 1-Event classification, the delay value* allows the instrument to emulate one of three different
scenarios observed in commercially available PSEs during the transition from Classification to Power Up.





delay = 0 will cause the transition to occur directly from V Class to the VPort_PD level set by pda_source.
delay = 1 will introduce a very brief low voltage “glitch” between end of classification and power-up. Type-2
PD’s that do not debounce Class-to-Mark transitions may falsely interpret this low voltage glitch as a Class-toMark transition and then subsequently mis-interpret the power-up as a second class event.
Setting in the range 2 < delay < 400 will cause the output to transition from V Class to a voltage that will likely
drop below VReset (2.8V) before turning the source ON.

The class-to-power-up delay is a persistent setting, however it is only meaningful during 1-Event classifications.
When configured for 2-Event classification, the mark2 value dictates the duration of the second MARK interval that
occurs between the second class pulse and the power-up. This setting is also a persistent setting, however it is only
meaningful during 2-Event classifications.
If a Trace meter has been configured to use the Class trigger and is pending in the ARMED state, the pda_class
state query that initiates the Classification measurement will cause the meter to transition to MEASURING. If the
Trace meter was configured to use the Source trigger, and the Class meter is configured to turn the source ON after
completing the Classification measurement, the source will be turned ON and the Trace meter transitioned to
MEASURING after mark2 width time has elapsed following the last class pulse.
The reported Class number is based on the current bands listed in IEEE 802.3at Table 33-9. This table includes finite
current bands that identify a specific class, and discretionary bands that may be identified as either a given class
number or the next higher class number. This ambiguity is resolved using these rules:
1. A class current that falls in the lower half of a discretionary band will be reported as the lower class number.
2. A class current that falls in the upper half of a discretionary band will be reported as the higher class number.
Class numbers are resolved for each event during classification. The resulting Iclass signature to class mappings used by
the pda_class meter are:
Measured Iclass
0 – 6.5 mA
> 6.5 – 14.5 mA
>14.5 – 23.0 mA
>23.0 – 33.0 mA
>33.0 – 45.0 mA
>45.0 mA

PD Classification
0
1
2
3
4
Invalid class

* Requires PDA firmware version 1.06 or higher in a PDA-602A.
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The pda_class measurement returns with a Discovered Class value and an Assigned Class value. The Discovered
Class is the measured class signature. The Assigned Class will generally match the Discovered Class with one
exception: A Class 4 PD measured with 1-Event classification will be assigned to Class 3.
The alta and altb arguments are only supported by the PDA-604 instrument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_class ?switches? <events num> <mark2 width> <on <delay dly> | off> |
? <margin> | stat <margin | reset> | cached | clear |
|<alta | altb> <lce | nolce> | autocls |
<vclass clss_v> <vmark mrk_v> <clsevt evtw> <mark mkrw>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
num
number of class events
on
turn Vport ON after last class pulse
dly
length of delay after 1-event class pulse until
power is applied. 0..400ms
off
leave Vport OFF after last class pulse
width
length of mark2 region. min | max | none
or 25..375ms
When used with margin, should list mark2 as last arg.
?
return current settings
stat
return measurement status and/or result
margin
perform class measurements at margins (14.5/20.5VDC)
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A.
reset
perform class reset measurement (PDA-604 only)
vclass
perform class measurement at clss_v
Use with stat, example: pda_class stat vclass 15
cached
return the cached class number
clear
clear the class cached class values
clss_v
Vclass 14.5..20.5VDC
mrk_v
Vmark 6.0..10.15VDC
evtw
Class Event width 6..30ms
mrkw
Mark Region width 6..12ms
alta
classify Alt A only (PDA-604 only)
altb
classify Alt B only (PDA-604 only)
lce
force first class event to Tlce width (PDA-604 only)
nolce
force first class event to Tcev width (PDA-604 only)
autocls determine if PD supports Autoclass (PDA-604 only)
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_class ?
NUM_EVENTS: 1
MARK_2_WIDTH: N/A
VPORT_STATE: ON
Changing the setting to perform a two event Classification:
PDA>pda_class events 2
The resulting settings:
PDA>pda_class ?
NUM_EVENTS: 2
MARK_2_WIDTH: 50 msec
VPORT_STATE: OFF
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Initiating a two event Classification measurement with a stat query. Note that a STATUS of MEASURING indicates
the classification process has started and a STATUS of READY indicates the measurement has completed:
PDA>pda_class stat
STATUS: MEASURING
CURRENT: 0.0 mA
CURRENT2: 0.0 mA
MARK CURRENT: 0.0 mA
DISCOVERED_CLASS: UNKNOWN
ASSIGNED_CLASS: UNKNOWN
PDA>pda_class stat
STATUS: READY
CURRENT: 40.1 mA
CURRENT2: 40.1 mA
MARK CURRENT: 2.3 mA
DISCOVERED_CLASS: 4
ASSIGNED_CLASS: 4
Invalid parameters will be detected and reported:
PDA>pda_class events 4
pda_class: Could not configure settings using API: 'Invalid num_events: 4.'
6.5.5.

pda_class (Margin Testing with the PDA-602B)

The pda_class meter within the PDA-602B includes a special utility for measuring classification signatures at
various classification voltage levels including the classification band voltage edges of 14.5V and 20.5V and with
various pulse widths ranging from 6msec to 30msec. This measurement is used to build confidence that the PD
classification signature will look the same to all possible PSE implementations.
The Classification Margin utility has no impact on Classification measurement configurations described in section
6.5.4. By default, given no other arguments in addition to stat margin, the measurement will measure a one-event
class signature at the PD classification voltage extremes of 14.5V and 20.5V. Nominally for a compliant PD, these two
values will match the classification current measured by standard Classification measurements (see section 6.5.4).
Given other input configuration arguments, the behavior of the utility will change in that classification currents will
only be measured at a single specified voltage described by the mandatory vclass argument. The events count
essentially represents samples of (one-event) classification current and is not related to the events count configured to
the pda_class meter in section 6.5.4. Mark region voltage can also be specified using the vmark argument,
however, Mark region currents are not assessed by the Classification Margin measurement. Classification pulse
duration and Mark region duration can also be configured. Each of these settings are persistent settings in the PDA602B instrument that are only applicable to the Classification Margin measurement.
Unlike the standard Class meter stat query, this query (utility) only returns when the measurement is completed (i.e.
status is READY).
Proc Signature
usage: pda_class ?switches? <events num> <vclass clss_v> <vmark mrk_v>
<clsevt evtw> <mark mkrw> <stat <margin>>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
arguments
num
number of class events (must specify vclass also)
stat
return measurement status and/or result
margin
perform class measurements at margins (14.5/20.5VDC)
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A.
clss_v
Vclass 14.5..20.5VDC
mrk_v
Vmark 6.0..10.15VDC
evtw
Class Event width 6..30ms
mrkw
Mark Region width 6..12ms
Examples
Perform Class Margin Test at classification voltage extremes
PDA>pda_class stat margin
STATUS: READY
CURRENT_14.5V: 41.9 mA
CURRENT_20.5V: 42.4 mA
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Perform user-specified classification measurement at 16V with 15msec wide class pulse:
PDA>pda_class events 1 vclass 16 clsevt 15 stat
STATUS: READY
VCLASS: 16.0
CURRENT1: 42.5 mA
Query Class Margin settings
PDA>pda_class margin ?
NUM_EVENTS: 1
VCLASS: 16.0
VMARK: 9.0
EVENT_WIDTH: 15 msec
MARK_WIDTH: 12 msec
MARK_2_WIDTH: 18 msec
VPORT_STATE: OFF
6.5.6.

pda_vdc

The PDA-602 can measure the DC voltage across either the ALT A or ALT B pair-set. The measurement will choose
the ALT pair-set that is measured based on whether or not the backfeed parameter is specified on the command
line. When backfeed is not specified, the measurement will be made on the ALT pair-set that is furnishing power
(see pda_alt). When backfeed is specified, the measurement will be made on the ALT pair-set that is not
furnishing power, and that unpowered pair-set will be terminated with 100 kΩ, per the IEEE 802.3at standard.
Given the stat query argument, this meter returns a single value, in units of DC Volts. The meter has no
MEASURING state and will return when the measurement result is available.
Meter averaging configuration may be updated as part of the stat query.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_vdc ?switches? <avgs <backfeed>> | ? <backfeed> | stat <backfeed>
| stat vrefl <dual>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
avgs
number of averages 1..64
?
return current settings
stat
return measurement result
backfeed perform the measurement on the ALT pairset that is
NOT being used to furnish power.
The backfeed meter stores avgs seperately from the
normal volt meter.
vrefl
perform a measurement of the Vrefl that develops when
an 802.3bt Single signature PD is powered via
3 pairs. (PDA-604 only)
dual
define the sig type as DUAL (default is SINGLE).
This controls the connection topology when measuring.
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_vdc ?
AVERAGES: 16
Changing the number of averages:
PDA>pda_vdc 32
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that this is a blocking command, which will not return until the
measurement has completed:
PDA>pda_vdc stat
VPORT: 50.5 VDC
Initiating a backfeed measurement with a stat query. Note that this is a blocking command, which will not return until
the measurement has completed:
PDA>pda_vdc stat backfeed
BACKFEED VOLTAGE: 0.19 VDC
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6.5.7.

pda_idc

The PDA-602 can measure the DC current being furnished to the ALT pair-set that has been configured by the user
(see pda_alt). This measurement returns a single value, in units of DC milliamps.
Given the stat query argument, this meter returns value(s) in units of mA. The meter has no MEASURING state and
will block until the measurement result is available, and then return.
Meter averaging configuration may be updated as part of the stat query.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_idc ?switches? <avgs> | ? | stat
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
avgs
number of averages 1..64
?
return current settings
stat
return measurement result
Examples
Querying the setting:
PDA>pda_idc ?
AVERAGES: 16
Changing the number of averages:
PDA>pda_idc 24
Initiating a measurement with a stat query.
PDA>pda_idc stat
CURRENT: 268.9 mA
6.5.8.

pda_pdc

The PDA-602 can measure the DC power being furnished to the ALT pair-set that has been configured by the user (see
pda_alt). This measurement can be performed over a user defined time interval, and returns both the average and
peak power, in units of Watts, measured over that duration.
Given the stat query argument, this meter returns value(s) in units of watts. The meter has no MEASURING state
and will block until the measurement result is available, and then return.
Meter sampling duration may be updated as part of the stat query.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_pdc ?switches? <time> stat
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
time
0.02..2 seconds (default 0.02 if not specified)
stat
return measurement result
Examples
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that this is a blocking command, which will not return until the
measurement has completed:
PDA>pda_pdc 1.5 stat
AVERAGE_POWER: 18.54 W
PEAK_POWER: 18.57 W
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6.5.9.

pda_wait_meas

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that will manage the interaction with a meter, polling the meter
waiting for a READY state for up to a specified timeout. Because none of the supported meters are triggered
externally, they should always resolve to produce a result meaning the timeout parameter is generally not needed.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_wait_meas meter name <timeout tm> <cb proc>
name pda_vdc pda_idc pda_pdc pda_backfeedv pda_rdet pda_rdet_unpowered
pda_rdet_margin pda_cdet pda_class pda_class_margin
tm 1 - 240 seconds default timeout
cb Tcl proc name, must take args: msg:= string clear:= 0 | 1
Example
PDA>pda_wait_meas meter pda_class
STATUS: READY
CURRENT: 39.9 mA
CURRENT2: 40.0 mA
MARK CURRENT: 1.0 mA
CLASS: 4
Programming Note:
The pda_wait_meas command accepts as meter arguments pda_vdc, pda_idc, pda_pdc,
pda_rdet_margin, pda_class_margin, and pda_backfeedv. While these meters do not benefit from this
utility’s ability to wait for a result, there may be applications where it is convenient to invoke all of these types of
meters using just this one command.
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6.5.10.

pda_vtrace

The PDA-602 can measure the DC voltage across the ALT pairset that is being used to furnish power (see pda_alt).
This measurement will return a defined number of sample points organized as a list of time-value pairs. The
measurement can be optionally saved to a Comma Separated Value (.CSV) formatted file to enable display in a
standard Excel spreadsheet report.
The pda_vtrace meter shares configuration settings of trigger method, sampling period, and sample count (or trace
duration) with the pda_itrace (see section 6.5.11) and the pda_ptrace (see section 6.5.12), and the
pda_ivtrace (see section 6.5.13) meters. This means if a configuration setting is altered in any of these four trace
meters, that setting will apply to all four trace meters.
Voltage traces are initiated and completed with stat queries. When initiating a measurement, configuration settings
may be provided as part of the stat query. This will return an ARMED status. To complete a measurement and
obtain the results, only the stat query argument should be provided.
The PDA-602B offers a vtrans (low-going source voltage transient) trigger mode not supported by the PDA-602A.
It also offers faster sampling rates and longer duration traces than the PDA-602A as described in following table:
Sample Rate (msec)
Trace Len. (Samples)

PDA-602A

PDA-602B

0.1 to 20
2 to 1280

0.025 to 20
2 to 5120

The starting subdirectory when saving a trace is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<Inst Ser. No.>\. The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_vtrace ?switches? <alt2pr alt> <trig now | class | source | vtrans>
<period per> <points num> <holdoff smpls>
<stat <save path> <nodata>> | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
now
start the trace immediately
class
start the trace when classification is started
source
start the trace when the source state is changed
vtrans
start the trace when a voltage transient is initiated
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A
per
define the sample period in msec.
0.1 | 0.2 | 0.5 | 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 20
0.05 | 0.025 (PDA-602B)
num
define the number of sample points to acquire.
1..1280 (PDA-602A)
1..5120 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
smpls
the number of sample points to discard before storing
in the trace buffer (fw ver 2.02 or later). Only
used when trig = class | source
?
return current settings
stat
return trace measurement status and/or result
path
path to file to save the trace in, in .CSV format
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
nodata
stat query responds with status only, no data
Examples
Configuring and initiating an immediate triggered voltage trace that will capture 50msec of 1msec spaced samples:
PDA>pda_vtrace trig now period 1 points 50 stat
VTRACE:
ARMED
Retrieving the results from the measurement:
PDA>pda_vtrace stat
VTRACE:
READY
{{0.0000 49.248} {0.0010 49.261} {0.0020 49.286} {0.0030 49.270} {0.0040
49.275} {0.0050 49.270} {0.0060 49.275} {0.0070 49.264} {0.0080 49.270} {0.0090
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49.264}
.
.
. {0.0420 49.275} {0.0430 49.275} {0.0440 49.281} {0.0450
49.275} {0.0460 49.275} {0.0470 49.280} {0.0480 49.279} {0.0490 49.277}}
Configuring the measurement to be triggered coincident with a Classification measurement:
PDA>pda_vtrace trig class period 0.5 points 200
Querying the settings:
PDA>pda_vtrace ?
TRACE_TYPE: VOLTAGE
TRIG_MODE: CLASS
PERIOD: 0.5 msec
POINTS: 200
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that trace indicates a status of ARMED:
PDA>pda_vtrace stat
VTRACE:
ARMED
Completing a Classification measurement with a stat query will then cause the voltage trace to be triggered:
PDA> pda_wait_meas meter pda_class
STATUS: READY
CURRENT: 40.0 mA
CURRENT2: 40.1 mA
MARK CURRENT: 2.3 mA
CLASS: 4
The voltage trace is a set of time, voltage pairs. These are organized as a Tcl list that is N elements long, where each
list element is in turn a 2 element list containing time in lindex 0, and voltage in lindex 1. If the result of the trace is
retained in a Tcl variable, it can then be written to a file using pda_trace_util.
PDA>set rslt [pda_vtrace stat]
VTRACE:
READY
{{0.0000 8.860} {0.0005 17.633} {0.0010 17.674} {0.0015 17.695} {0.0020 17.677}
{0.0025 17.677} {0.0030 17.673} {0.0035 17.664} {0.0040 17.664} {0.0045 17.664}
.
.
.
{0.0925 8.837} {0.0930 8.833} {0.0935 8.833} {0.0940 8.837} {0.0945 8.837}
{0.0950 8.837} {0.0955 8.837} {0.0960 8.833} {0.0965 8.837} {0.0970 8.842}
{0.0975 8.837} {0.0980 8.837} {0.0985 8.839} {0.0990 8.841} {0.0995 8.844}}
Outputting the trace data directly to a CSV file when the measurement completes:
PDA>pda_vtrace stat save pda600_trace_data.csv
or
PDA>pda_vtrace stat save
/temp/myTraceFile.csv
The resulting voltage trace may be
observed using a Microsoft Excel trace
report furnished with the PDA-600
software: pda600_trace_report.xlsm,
(located under the results directory root –
see section 3.4.2).
The trace report template looks for a file
named pda600_trace_data.csv in the same
subdirectory. If this file cannot be located,
a message box prompt will be displayed,
asking whether or not you want to specify a
file to load.
Figure 6.1 is an example voltage trace
produced with the template.

Figure 6.1 Voltage Trace in Excel template pda600_trace_report.xlsm
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6.5.11.

pda_itrace

The PDA-602 can measure the DC current on the ALT pairset that is being used to furnish power (see pda_alt).
This measurement will return a defined number of sample points organized as a list of time-value pairs. The
measurement can be optionally saved to a Comma Separated Value (.CSV) formatted file to enable display in a
standard Excel spreadsheet report.
The pda_itrace meter shares configuration settings of trigger method, sampling period, and sample count (or trace
duration) with the pda_vtrace (see section 6.5.10) and the pda_ptrace (see section 6.5.12), and the
pda_ivtrace (see section 6.5.13) meters. This means if a configuration setting is altered in any of these four trace
meters, that setting will apply to all four trace meters.
Additionally, the sample rate and trace duration settings are shared with the pda_transient meter (see section
6.5.16) that implements load transient triggered current traces.
Current traces are initiated and completed with stat queries. When initiating a measurement, configuration settings
may be provided as part of the stat query. This will return an ARMED status. To complete a measurement and
obtain the results, only the stat query argument should be provided.
The PDA-602B offers a vtrans (low-going source voltage transient) trigger mode not supported by the PDA-602A.
It also offers faster sampling rates and longer duration traces than the PDA-602A as described in following table:
Sample Rate (msec)
Trace Len. (Samples)

PDA-602A

PDA-602B

0.1 to 20
2 to 1280

0.025 to 20
2 to 5120

The starting subdirectory when saving a trace is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<Inst Ser. No.>\. The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_itrace ?switches? <alt2pr alt> <trig now | class | source | vtrans>
<period per> <points num> <holdoff smpls>
<stat <save path> <nodata>> | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
now
start the measurement immediately
class
start the measurement when classification is started
source
start the measurement when the source state is changed
vtrans
start the trace when a voltage transient is initiated
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A
per
define the sample period in msec.
0.1 | 0.2 | 0.5 | 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 20
0.05 | 0.025 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
num
define the number of sample points to acquire.
1..1280 (PDA-602A)
1..5120 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
smpls
the number of sample points to discard before storing
in the trace buffer (fw ver 2.02 or later). Only
used when trig = class | source
?
return current settings
stat
return trace measurement status and/or result
path
path to file to save the trace in, in .CSV format
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
nodata
stat query responds with status only, no data
Examples
Configuring and initiating an immediate triggered current trace that will capture 1 second of 20msec spaced samples:
PDA>pda_itrace trig now period 20 points 50 stat
ITRACE:
ARMED

Retrieving the results from the measurement:
PDA>pda_itrace stat
ITRACE:
READY
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{{0.0000 375.728} {0.0200 375.194} {0.0400 374.927} {0.0600 375.156} {0.0800
375.099} {0.1000 375.270} {0.1200 375.328} .
.
. {0.8200 375.156}
{0.9200 375.099} {0.9400 375.194} {0.9600 375.087} {0.9800 375.127}}
Configuring the measurement to be triggered coincident with the source being turned ON after a 2 event classification:
PDA> pda_itrace trig source period 0.5 points 160
Querying the settings:
PDA>pda_itrace ?
TRACE_TYPE: CURRENT
TRIG_MODE: SOURCE
PERIOD: 0.5 msec
POINTS: 160
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that trace indicates a status of ARMED:
PDA>pda_itrace stat
ITRACE:
ARMED
Completing a Classification measurement configured to turn on the source will cause the current trace to be triggered as
the source turns on following the 2-event classification:
PDA>pda_class on
PDA>pda_wait_meas meter pda_class
STATUS: READY
CURRENT: 39.9 mA
CURRENT2: 39.9 mA
MARK CURRENT: 1.0 mA
CLASS: 4
The current trace is a set of time, current pairs. These are organized as a Tcl list that is N elements long, where each
list element is in turn a 2 element list containing time in lindex 0, and current in lindex 1. If the result of the trace is
retained in a Tcl variable, it can then be written to a file using pda_trace_util.
PDA>set rslt [pda_itrace stat]
ITRACE:
READY
{{0.0000 1.085} {0.0005 27.931} {0.0010 1.486} {0.0015 1.218} {0.0020 1.218}
{0.0025 1.257} {0.0030 1.257} {0.0035 1.314} {0.0040 1.314} {0.0045 1.314}
{0.0050 1.314} {0.0055 1.715} {0.0060 1.352} {0.0065 2.287} {0.0070 3.890}
.
.
.
{0.0750 21.634} {0.0755 21.806} {0.0760 21.863} {0.0765 21.921} {0.0770 22.092}
{0.0775 22.264} {0.0780 22.264} {0.0785 22.255} {0.0790 22.321} {0.0795
22.422}}
Outputting the trace data directly to a CSV file when the measurement completes:
PDA>pda_itrace stat save
PDA-600 Trace File
pda600_trace_data.csv
Date: Oct 18, 2017
Time: 12:29 PM
or
Stats
Max.
@time
Min.
@time
Average
Current(mA)
27.931
0.0005
1.085
0
15.6
PDA>pda_itrace stat save
/temp/myTraceFile.csv

The trace report template looks for a file
named pda600_trace_data.csv in the same
subdirectory. If this file cannot be located,
a message box prompt will be displayed,
asking whether or not you want to specify a
file to load.
Figure 6.2 is an example current trace
produced with the template.
February 2, 2022
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The resulting current trace may be observed
using a Microsoft Excel trace report
furnished with the PDA-600 software:
pda600_trace_report.xlsm, (located under
the results directory root – see section
3.4.2).
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Figure 6.2 Current Trace in Excel template pda600_trace_report.xlsm
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6.5.12.

pda_ptrace

The PDA-602 can measure the DC power on the ALT pairset that is being used to furnish power (see pda_alt). This
measurement will return a defined number of sample points organized as a list of time-value pairs. The measurement
can be optionally saved to a Comma Separated Value (.CSV) formatted file to enable display in a standard Excel
spreadsheet report.
The pda_ptrace meter shares configuration settings of trigger method, sampling period, and sample count (or trace
duration) with the pda_vtrace (see section 6.5.10) and the pda_itrace (see section 6.5.11), and the
pda_ivtrace (see section 6.5.13) meters. This means if a configuration setting is altered in any of these four trace
meters, that setting will apply to all four trace meters.
Additionally, the sample rate and trace duration settings are shared with the pda_transient meter (see section
6.5.16) that implements load transient triggered power traces.
Power traces are initiated and completed with stat queries. When initiating a measurement, configuration settings
may be provided as part of the stat query. This will return an ARMED status. To complete a measurement and
obtain the results, only the stat query argument should be provided.
The PDA-602B offers a vtrans (low-going source voltage transient) trigger mode not supported by the PDA-602A.
It also offers faster sampling rates and longer duration traces than the PDA-602A as described in following table:
Sample Rate (msec)
Trace Len. (Samples)

PDA-602A

PDA-602B

0.1 to 20
2 to 640

0.05 to 20
2 to 2560

The starting subdirectory when saving a trace is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<Inst Ser. No.>\. The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_ptrace ?switches? <alt2pr alt> <trig now | class | source | vtrans>
<period per> <points num> <holdoff smpls>
<stat <save path> <nodata>> | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
now
start the measurement immediately
class
start the measurement when classification is started
source
start the measurement when the source state is changed
vtrans
start the trace when a voltage transient is initiated
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A
per
define the sample period in msec.
0.1 | 0.2 | 0.5 | 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 20
0.05 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
num
define the number of sample points to acquire.
1..640 (PDA-602A)
1..2560 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
smpls
the number of sample points to discard before storing
in the trace buffer (fw ver 2.02 or later). Only
used when trig = class | source
?
return current settings
stat
return trace measurement status and/or result
path
path to file to save the trace in, in .CSV format
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
nodata
stat query responds with status only, no data
Examples
Configuring and initiating an immediate triggered power trace that will capture 1 second of 5 msec spaced samples:
PDA>pda_ptrace trig now period 5 points 200 stat
PTRACE:
ARMED
Retrieving the results from the measurement:
PDA>pda_ptrace stat
PTRACE:
READY
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{{0.0000 18.490} {0.0050 18.490} {0.0100 18.493} {0.0150 18.491} {0.0200
18.493} {0.0250 18.490} {0.0300 18.491} {0.0350 18.489} .
.
.
{0.9750 18.491} {0.9800 18.489} {0.9850 18.492} {0.9900 18.498} {0.9950 8.497}}
Configuring the measurement to be triggered coincident with the source being turned ON:
PDA>pda_ptrace trig source period 10 points 500
Querying the settings:
PDA>pda_ptrace ?
TRACE_TYPE: POWER
TRIG_MODE: SOURCE
PERIOD: 10.0 msec
POINTS: 500
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that trace indicates a status of ARMED:
PDA>pda_ptrace stat
PTRACE:
ARMED
Turning the source on, causing the power trace to be triggered:
PDA>pda_source 54 slew fast on
The power trace is a set of time, power pairs. These are organized as a Tcl list that is N elements long, where each list
element is in turn a 2 element list containing time in lindex 0, and power in lindex 1. If the result of the trace is
retained in a Tcl variable, it can then be written to a file using pda_trace_util.
PDA>set rslt [pda_ptrace stat]
PTRACE:
READY
{{0.0000 0.000} {0.0100 2.228} {0.0200 2.245} {0.0300 2.256} {0.0400 2.255}
{0.0500 2.262} {0.0600 2.263} {0.0700 2.264} {0.0800 3.991} {0.0900 3.998}
{0.1000 3.991} {0.1100 3.984} {0.1200 3.981} {0.1300 3.978} {0.1400 3.977}
{0.1500 3.977} {0.1600 3.980} {0.1700 3.980} {0.1800 3.985} {0.1900 3.987}
{0.2000 3.985} {0.2100 3.982} {0.2200 3.982} {0.2300 3.979} {0.2400 3.974}
{0.2500 3.972} {0.2600 3.972} {0.2700 3.973} {0.2800 3.975} {0.2900 3.981}
.
.
.
{4.8000 12.003} {4.8100 12.001} {4.8200 12.003} {4.8300 12.004} {4.8400 12.005}
{4.8500 12.010} {4.8600 12.014} {4.8700 12.015} {4.8800 12.019} {4.8900 12.019}
{4.9000 12.020} {4.9100 12.020} {4.9200 12.019} {4.9300 12.019} {4.9400 12.020}
{4.9500 12.016} {4.9600 12.016} {4.9700 12.016} {4.9800 12.016} {4.9900
12.011}}
Outputting the trace data directly to a CSV
file when the measurement completes:
PDA>pda_ptrace stat save
pda600_trace_data.csv
or
PDA>pda_ptrace stat save
/temp/myTraceFile.csv
The resulting power trace may be observed
using a Microsoft Excel trace report
furnished with the PDA-600 software:
pda600_trace_report.xlsm, (located under
the results directory root – see section 3.4.2).
The trace report template looks for a file
named pda600_trace_data.csv in the same
subdirectory. If this file cannot be located, a
message box prompt will be displayed,
asking whether or not you want to specify a
file to load.
Figure 6.3 is an example power trace
produced with the template.
February 2, 2022
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6.5.13.

pda_ivtrace

The PDA-602 can simultaneously measure both voltage and current on the ALT pairset that is being used to furnish
power (see pda_alt). This measurement will return a defined number of sample points organized as a list of timevalue triplets (time, voltage, current). The measurement can be optionally saved to a Comma Separated Value (.CSV)
formatted file to enable display in a standard Excel spreadsheet report.
The pda_ivtrace meter shares configuration settings of trigger method, sampling period, and sample count (or trace
duration) with the pda_vtrace (see section 6.5.10) and the pda_itrace (see section 6.5.11), and the
pda_ptrace (see section 6.5.12) meters. This means if a configuration setting is altered in any of these four trace
meters, that setting will apply to all four trace meters.
Additionally, the sample rate and trace duration settings are shared with the pda_transient meter (see section
6.5.16) that implements load transient triggered voltage+current traces.
I-V traces are initiated and completed with stat queries. When initiating a measurement, configuration settings may
be provided as part of the stat query. This will return an ARMED status. To complete a measurement and obtain the
results, only the stat query argument should be provided.
The PDA-602B offers a vtrans (low-going source voltage transient) trigger mode not supported by the PDA-602A.
It also offers faster sampling rates and longer duration traces than the PDA-602A as described in following table:
Sample Rate (msec)
Trace Len. (Samples)

PDA-602A

PDA-602B

0.1 to 20
2 to 640

0.05 to 20
2 to 2560

The starting subdirectory when saving a trace is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<Inst Ser. No.>\. The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_ivtrace ?switches? <alt2pr alt> <trig now | class | source | vtrans>
<period per> <points num> <holdoff smpls>
<stat <save path> <nodata>> | ?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
now
start the measurement immediately
class
start the measurement when classification is started
source
start the measurement when the source state is changed
vtrans
start the trace when a voltage transient is initiated
Note: not supported by the PDA-602A
per
define the sample period in msec.
0.1 | 0.2 | 0.5 | 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 20
0.05 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
num
define the number of sample points to acquire.
1..640 (PDA-602A)
1..2560 (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
smpls
the number of sample points to discard before storing
in the trace buffer (fw ver 2.02 or later). Only
used when trig = class | source
?
return current settings
stat
return trace measurement status and/or result
path
path to file to save the trace in, in .CSV format
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
nodata
stat query responds with status only, no data
Examples
Configuring and initiating an immediate triggered V+I trace that will capture 1 second of 5 msec spaced samples:
PDA>pda_ivtrace trig now period 5 points 200 stat
IVTRACE:
ARMED
Retrieving the results from the measurement:
PDA>pda_ivtrace stat
IVTRACE:
READY
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{{0.0000 53.210 406.181} {0.0050 53.198 406.448} {0.0100 53.185 406.581}
{0.0150 53.205 406.581} {0.0200 53.205 406.581} {0.0250 53.210 406.467} {0.0300
53.205 406.410} .
.
. {0.9850 53.210 406.247} {0.9900 53.210 406.341}}
Configuring the measurement to be triggered coincident with a Classification measurement:
PDA>pda_ivtrace trig class period 1 points 640
Querying the settings:
PDA>pda_ivtrace ?
TRACE_TYPE: VOLTAGE+CURRENT
TRIG_MODE: CLASS
PERIOD: 1.0 msec
POINTS: 640
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that trace indicates a status of ARMED:
PDA>pda_ivtrace stat
IVTRACE:
ARMED
Initiating a Classification measurement with a stat query will then cause the source to be turned on, causing the curent
trace to be triggered:
PDA>pda_wait_meas meter pda_class
STATUS: READY
CURRENT: 40.0 mA
CURRENT2: 40.1 mA
MARK CURRENT: 2.0 mA
CLASS: 4
The voltage+current trace is a set of time, voltage, current triplets. These are organized as a Tcl list that is N elements
long, where each list element is in turn a 3 element list containing time in lindex 0, voltage in lindex 1, and current in
lindex 2. If the result of the trace is retained in a Tcl variable, it can then be written to a file using
pda_trace_util.
PDA>set rslt [pda_ivtrace stat]
IVTRACE:
READY
{{0.0000 17.633 39.631} {0.0010 17.674 40.071} {0.0020 17.695 40.291} {0.0030
17.686 40.103} {0.0040 17.695 40.150} {0.0050 17.695 40.103} {0.0060 17.691
40.055} {0.0070 17.691 40.103} {0.0080 17.691 40.103} {0.0090 17.682 40.055}
.
.
.
{0.6310 53.896 73.939} {0.6320 53.896 73.939} {0.6330 53.891 73.939} {0.6340
53.891 73.939} {0.6350 53.887 73.986} {0.6360 53.882 73.892} {0.6370 53.878
73.876} {0.6380 53.878 73.854} {0.6390 53.878 73.903}}
Outputting the trace data directly to a CSV file when the measurement completes:
PDA>pda_ivtrace stat save
pda600_trace_data.csv
or
PDA>pda_ivtrace stat save
/temp/myTraceFile.csv
The resulting current-voltage trace may be
observed using a Microsoft Excel trace
report furnished with the PDA-600
software: pda600_trace_report.xlsm,
(located under the results directory root –
see section 3.4.2).
The trace report template looks for a file
named pda600_trace_data.csv in the same
subdirectory. If this file cannot be located,
a message box prompt will be displayed,
asking whether or not you want to specify a
file to load.
Figure 6.4 is an example current-voltage
trace produced with the template.
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6.5.14.

pda_manage_trace

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that provides tools to manage trace acquisition and display. It can
be used to:
1.
2.
3.

Arm a trace meter
Acquire a trace and return the result data to the console
Acquire a trace and display the result data with the Microsoft Excel trace report template
pda600_trace_report.xlsm

When called with the rtn_data or plot_data action, the command will poll the instrument for up to tm seconds
waiting for the READY state.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_manage_trace meter name action act <file path> <timeout tm>
<cb proc> <nodata>
name
action
path
tm
cb
nodata

pda_vtrace | pda_itrace | pda_ptrace | pda_ivtrace
arm | rtn_data | plot_data | store_data
pathname to file to use with store_data
1 - 240 seconds default 30
Tcl proc name, must take args: msg:= string clear:= 0 | 1
inhibit the return of trace data in the Tcl result

Example
Plot a trace of 2-Event classification voltage and current
PDA>pda_class events 2
PDA>pda_ivtrace trig class period 0.1 points 800
PDA>pda_manage_trace meter pda_ivtrace action arm
ARMED
PDA>pda_wait_meas meter pda_class
STATUS: READY
CURRENT: 40.0 mA
CURRENT2: 40.1 mA
MARK CURRENT: 2.0 mA
CLASS: 4
PDA>pda_manage_trace meter pda_ivtrace action plot_data
PLOTTED
Date: Oct 18, 2017
Stats

Time: 3:05 PM

Max.

@time

Min.

@time

Average

Voltage(V)

17.728

0.0009

8.82

0.0413

15.7

Current(mA)

60.387

0.0005

0.283

0

30.7

Report Version 2.00

Voltage+Current Trace
20.0

70.0

18.0

60.0
16.0
50.0

14.0
12.0

40.0

10.0
30.0

8.0
6.0

An example trace is shown in Figure 6.5:

Current (mA)

The trace will then be loaded in a formatted
report, produced by loading the Excel template
file pda600_trace_report.xlsm, which will have
been copied to the results directory for the
selected instrument.

PDA-600 Trace File

Voltage (VDC)

At this point, the V+I trace meter should resolve
to READY, with the trace result retrieved and
stored in a file named pda600_trace_data.csv
located under the results directory for the selected
instrument (see 3.4.2 Directory and File
Organization).

20.0

4.0
10.0
2.0
0.0
0.000

0.016

0.032

0.048

0.0
0.080

0.064

Time (seconds)
Voltage (VDC)

Current (mA)

Figure 6.5 V+I Trace Exported to Excel from pda_manage_trace
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6.5.15.

pda_trace_util

This PDA-600 command provides tools to manage trace data. It can be used to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Determine the type of trace contained in a file
Read trace data from a file
Write trace data to a file
Display trace data with the Microsoft Excel trace report template pda600_trace_report.xlsm

The default, or starting subdirectory is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<PDA Ser. No.>\. (The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory.)
If traces are written to the path pda600_trace_data.csv, then they can be opened by simply opening the Excel report
pda600_trace_report.xlsm that resides in the default subdirectory. When specifying subdirectory paths use forward
slashes (“/”) consistent with Tcl file handling commands. See also pda_load_excel_template in section 6.9.7
for a utility to automatically open the trace report template.
If a trace is captured to a Tcl variable, e.g. set trace [pda_vtrace stat], then the actual trace data that
should be saved to a file is the third list element of that variable, in other words, [lindex $trace 2]. This is the
nested list of time-value pairs (or triplets).
Proc Signature
usage: pda_trace_util ?switches? id file path | rd file path <mem> |
wr file path type typ trace trc |
display | free | smooth
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
id
determine the trace file type
rd
read a trace file, return the trace as a list of
2 element lists
mem
causes trace data to be stored in DLL allocated memory
wr
write the input trace list to a .CSV file
path
path to a PDA-600 .CSV format trace file
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
typ
v | i | p | c
trc
trace list, each element a list: {time, value}
for typ = v | i | p, or {time, voltage, current}
for typ = c.
display
load pda600_trace_report.xlsm with Excel, which
will display pda600_trace_data.csv, if it exists
free
releases DLL allocated memory
smooth
dev support, calls smoothing using mem based data
Examples
Check a file and determine what type of trace it contains, and how long the trace is:
PDA>pda_trace_util id file /temp/itrace.csv
TYPE: CURRENT
NUM_POINTS: 160
Read a CSV file into a Tcl variable:
PDA>set currTrace [pda_trace_util rd file /temp/itrace.csv]
TYPE: CURRENT
NUM_POINTS: 160
DATA:
{{0.0000 0.320} {0.0005 39.961} {0.0010 40.181} {0.0015 40.291} {0.0020 40.150}
{0.0025 40.103} {0.0030 40.008} {0.0035 40.008} {0.0040 39.961} {0.0045 39.867}
.
.
.
{0.0750 2.066} {0.0755 2.066} {0.0760 2.066} {0.0765 2.066} {0.0770 2.113}
{0.0775 2.066} {0.0780 2.113} {0.0785 2.137} {0.0790 2.170} {0.0795 2.137}}
Write a trace to a CSV file from a Tcl variable (in this case, the result from the pda_vtrace command):
pda_trace_util wr file /temp/example_vtrace.csv type v trace [lindex $rslt 2]
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6.5.16.

pda_transient

The PDA-600 can trigger current traces (see pda_itrace section 6.5.11), power traces (see pda_ptrace section
6.5.12), and voltage+current traces (see pda_ivtrace section 6.5.13) with user-specified load current or load power
transitions. This feature enables waveform analysis of rare intermittent load excursions by the PD-under-test. The
load excursions may be power overshoots or MPS low current events.
The command specifies the type of trace (current, power, or voltage+current), type of transient (current or
power), the direction (rising or falling), and the applicable threshold (current or power), and the number of trace
samples that should follow the triggering transient event. Users therefore can control both pre-trigger and post-trigger
durations. The minimum supported sampling period is 0.2 msec.
The pda_transient meter shares configuration settings of sampling period and sample count (or trace duration)
with the pda_vtrace, pda_itrace, pda_ptrace, and pda_ivtrace meters. This means if a configuration
setting is altered in any of these five trace meters, that setting will apply to all five trace meters. The maximum duration
is dependent upon PDA-602 version and is specified in pda_itrace, pda_ptrace, and pda_ivtrace meters.
The Transient Triggered Trace measurement will only operate when the source is ON. Attempting to start a Transient
Triggered Trace with the source OFF will cause an error to be returned.
The Transient Triggered Trace meter is armed by any instance of the pda_transient command that excludes the
stop argument. The meter will run for an indefinite period of time, and will not return any measurement data if the
trigger event never occurs. Since the Transient Triggered Trace meter blocks access to any other use of the instrument,
the meter has been configured so that once the meter is running, executing any command that performs I/O with the
instrument other than pda_transient stat will terminate that active transient measurement.
pda_transient stop will also disarm the measurement.
If triggered, Transient Triggered Trace meter will return a defined number of sample points organized as a list of timevalue pairs (or triplets given the voltage+current trace). The measurement can be optionally saved to a Comma
Separated Value (.CSV) formatted file to enable display in a standard Excel spreadsheet report.
The default, or starting subdirectory is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<PDA Ser. No.>\. (The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory.) If traces are written to
the path pda600_trace_data.csv, then they can be opened by simply opening the Excel report
pda600_trace_report.xlsm that resides in the default subdirectory.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_transient ?switches? <points num> <post pnum> <type typ>
<trig above | below> <thresh lvl units>
<period per> <save path> | ? | stat | stop
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
num
number of sample points to acquire
1..1280 for current, 1..640 for power
or voltage+current (PDA-602A)
1..5120 for current, 1..2560 for power
or voltage+current (PDA-602B, PDA-604)
pnum
number of post trigger sample points to
acquire. 0..(num - 1)
typ
trace type: current, power, voltage+current
lvl
trigger threshold, in mA or Watts (based on units)
units
trigger threshold type,
ma for current, w for power
per
define the sample period in msec.
0.2 | 0.5 | 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 20
path
path to file to save the trace in, in .CSV format.
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
?
return current settings
stat
return trace measurement status and/or result
Status will be MEASURING or READY.
stop
terminate a running trace
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Examples
Configuring the measurement:
pda_transient points 100 post 50 trig above type power period 0.5 thresh 26 w
SPECIFIED POWER: 26.0 W
CALCULATED THRESHOLD: 488.4 mA
Note that the power threshold of 26W was converted to current threshold of 488.4mA using supplied voltage level.
In this example, the source settings are:
PDA>pda_source ?
PORT_STATE: ON
SLEW_RATE: FAST
LEVEL: 54.0 VDC
STEP_SIZE: 0.1 VDC
DWELL_TIME: 40 msec
Querying the settings:
PDA>pda_transient ?
POINTS: 100
POST_TRIG: 50
PERIOD: 0.5 msec
TRIG_LEVEL: ABOVE
TRESHOLD: 488.3
TRACE_TYPE: POWER
Initiating a measurement with a stat query. Note that the stat query will return a status of MEASURING until the
trigger event occurs:
PDA>pda_transient stat
TRANSIENT: POWER
MEASURING
The source must be ON when the transient measurement is initiated, or the stat query will return an API error:
PDA>pda_transient stat
pda_transient: Could not retrieve measurement using API: 'Device: 1 indicated
Error: SOURCE MUST BE ON
If the trigger event occurs, the meter will return the READY state, and the trace list:
PDA> set rslt [pda_transient stat]
TRANSIENT: POWER
READY
{{0.0000 2.186} {0.0005 2.186} {0.0010 2.175} {0.0015 2.176} {0.0020 2.177}
{0.0025 2.172} {0.0030 2.169} {0.0035 2.172} {0.0040 2.171} {0.0045 2.171}
.
.
.
{0.0200 2.171} {0.0205 2.171} {0.0210 2.169} {0.0215 2.166} {0.0220 2.169}
{0.0225 2.166} {0.0230 2.169} {0.0235 2.169} {0.0240 2.151} {0.0245 26.845}
{0.0250 26.601} {0.0255 26.472} {0.0260 26.460} {0.0265 26.455} {0.0270 24.349}
{0.0275 24.358} {0.0280 24.352} {0.0285 24.356} {0.0290 24.365} {0.0295 24.363}
{0.0300 24.358} {0.0305 24.366} {0.0310 24.363} {0.0315 24.364} {0.0320 24.373}
{0.0325 24.369} {0.0330 24.379} {0.0335 24.409} {0.0340 2.130} {0.0345 2.162}
{0.0350 2.175} {0.0355 2.166} {0.0360 2.172} {0.0365 2.174} {0.0370 2.174}
.
.
.
{0.0450 2.164} {0.0455 2.166} {0.0460 2.163} {0.0465 2.163} {0.0470 2.166}
{0.0475 2.163} {0.0480 2.166} {0.0485 2.168} {0.0490 2.168} {0.0495 2.173}}
Outputting the trace data directly to a CSV file when the measurement completes:
PDA>pda_transient stat save pda600_trace_data.csv
or
PDA>pda_transient stat save /temp/myTraceFile.csv
The resulting current trace, may be read with a Microsoft Excel template workbook furnished with the PDA-600
software: pda600_trace_report.xlsm, (located under the results directory root - see 3.4.2 Directory and File
Organization). Note that the trace report template looks for a default file named pda600_trace_data.csv. If this file
cannot be located, a message box prompt will be displayed, asking whether or not you want to specify a file to load.
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6.5.17.

pda_stream

Note! Streaming trace measurements and Load Monitor activation within the PDA-600 require that the PDA-600
instrument be enabled for the 802.3at PD Conformance Test option (see section 1.5).
The PDA-600 is capable of outputting measurement data in a continuous stream, providing a trace with a sample period
of either 5msec or 10msec. The resulting trace can be stored in a file and optionally displayed in a strip chart on the
Load Monitor dialog (see section 4.2.8).
A unique feature of the streaming trace is that it performs 802.3at limit checking in real time. Specifically, it will
continuously monitor and flag average power, peak power, Tcut_min window power, and DC MPS violations.
Streaming the Trace to a File
When the streaming trace is started, a classification measurement is performed, and the source is turned ON. The
existing Classification settings (see pda_class, section 6.5.4), and source settings (see pda_source, section 6.4.1)
will be used. If the source is in the ON state, the default behavior when the trace is started will be to turn the source
OFF, perform the Classification measurement, then turn the source back ON for the streaming trace capture.
The inhibit argument can be used to override the Classification measurement, and will not alter the source state as
the trace is started. However, the inhibit argument cannot be used until at least one stream trace is started without
that argument, or a pda_class measurement has been performed. This is to assure that the streaming trace is aware
of the PD classification.
The file containing the stream data must be specified when not using the chart mode and is formatted as a Comma
Separated Values (CSV). A plot, including limit checking, of the stream can be produced using the
pda600_trace_report.xlsm Excel trace report template. The default, or starting subdirectory for the file path is
\Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<PDA Ser. No.>\. The pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will
produce this default subdirectory.
Data field limitations of Excel constrain the maximum stream duration depending upon sample period. A 5msec period
will support stream traces to 5242 seconds and a 10msec period will support stream traces to 10485 seconds duration.
Streaming the Trace to the Strip Chart:
The chart argument opens the Load Monitor (strip chart) window. When the Load Monitor window is initially
opened, a Classification measurement is performed, to allow the Pclass and Ppeak limits to be determined when setting
up the chart. If the source is ON when the Load Monitor dialog is opened, the source will always be turned OFF to
allow the Classification measurement to be performed.
The source will be turned ON when the Start command button in the Load Monitor window is clicked (see section
4.2.8). The user can specify whether or not the source should be left ON or turned OFF, by checking or clearing the
Leave Pwr ON when stopping checkbox in the Load Monitor window.
As the data is received and displayed in the Load Monitor, it is also written to the file pda600_trace_data.csv under
the results directory for the selected instrument (see 3.4.2 Directory and File Organization).
Proc Signature
usage: pda_stream ?switches? file path <period per> <inhibit> <length len> |
stat | stop | chart <period per | stop>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
path
define the file to store the trace in
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory.
chart
open the Load Monitor strip chart GUI
per
sample acquisition period, in msec (5 | 10)
inhibit
inhibit class measurement prior to starting trace
Note: requires class previously measured.
len
time that the stream should run for, in seconds
for per=5, 5242s max; per=10, 10485s max
Maximum acquisition is 1048500 samples.
stop
stop the trace, complete write to file
Close the strip chart, if open.
stat
return trace status (samples collected, elapsed
time, stream ON or OFF).
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Examples
Start a streaming trace running, storing the results to a file:
PDA>pda_stream file /temp/example.csv
STREAM STARTED
or stream to the standard CSV file that pda600_trace_report.xlsm will open
PDA>pda_stream file pda600_trace_data.csv
STREAM STARTED
Using a stat query to determine how many samples have been accumulated:
PDA>pda_stream stat
SAMPLES: 2500
TIME: 25.000 seconds
LATENCY: -1.001 seconds
STREAM: ON
STRIP_CHART_ACTIVE: NO
Stopping the streaming trace:
PDA>pda_stream stop
STREAM STOPPED
SAMPLES: 8400
TIME: 84.000 seconds
LATENCY: -0.890 seconds
STREAM: OFF
STRIP_CHART_ACTIVE: NO
The resulting trace contains the following information:
PDA-600 Trace File,Wed Feb 03 16:13:25 2016
Type,s,STREAM
Class,4,PClassLimit,25.5 W,PPeakLimit,28.3 W,VportMin,42.5 VDC
Time(sec),Voltage(VDC),Current(mA),Power(W),AvgPower(W),PpeakViol,PclassViol,
WinViol,DutyCycleViol,MPSViol,MPSDutyCycleViol
0.000,17.7,39.6,0.7,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0.010,17.7,40.0,0.7,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0.020,17.7,2.3,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0.030,8.8,39.6,0.3,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
.
.
.
0.960,53.6,223.0,12.0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0.970,53.6,223.0,12.0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0.980,53.6,222.9,12.0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0.990,53.6,222.9,12.0,3.7,0,0,0,0,0,0
1.000,53.6,222.9,12.0,3.9,0,0,0,0,0,0
1.010,53.6,223.0,12.0,4.0,0,
1.020,53.6,222.9,12.0,4.1,0,
Note that the AvgPower is a 1 second moving
average, and cannot be computed until 1 second
of trace data has been accumulated. Also note
that violations are binary indications where “1”
represents a violation condition.
Opening the Load Monitor window displays the
dialog shown in Figure 6.6. See section 4.2.8 for
further information on using the Load Monitor.
PDA>pda_stream chart

Figure 6.6 PDA Load Monitor Opened from pda_stream chart
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6.6.

802.3at Conformance Test Suite

Note! The 802.3at Conformance Test Suite command requires the PDA-600 instrument be enabled for the Conf_Test
feature option. Testing Type-2 powered modes (using phy argument) further requires that the PDA-600 instrument be
enabled for the Type-2 feature option. Testing Type-2 LLDP powered modes (using lldp argument) further requires
that the PDA-600 instrument be enabled for the LLDP Emulation for 802.3at feature option (see section 1.5).
6.6.1.

pda_conformance

The PDA-600 can automatically test a PD for compliance to a high percentage of IEEE 802.3at specifications. The test
suite can be configured and initiated from PowerShell PDA. It can produce colorful spreadsheet reports and provide
statistics covering parameter stability and repeatability.
Unless running a specific test using the test argument, pda_conformance will launch a thread and return control
to the PowerShell PDA console. Test status may be queried at any time as the test runs using the stat argument.
The test sequence, which can take many minutes to complete, can be arbitrarily terminated using the stop argument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_conformance ?switches?? <rpt path> <id idstr> <pass quad>
<cycles cnt> <multi num> <pwr quad>
<type1> <phy> <lldp> <-prompt> <-ea>
<v1 level> <v2 level> <off toff>
<t1 time> <t2 time> <test tst>
| pipe <open ppath | close>
| stat | stop | err
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
path
path to the location to store results file in
NOTE: not including the file name
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory
pass
PASSIVE (Powered OFF) test quadrant(s) Default all
pwr
ACTIVE (Powered ON) test quadrant(s) Default altamdi
quad
altamdi | altamdix | altbmdi | altbmdix | all | none
combine using '+': altamdi+altamdix
cycles number of times to repeat the tests
Range 1..10 Default 1
multi number of detection cycles performed before measure Rdet/Cdet
Range 1..64 Default 3
type1 powered test, 1 event classification (emul. Type 1 PSE)
phy
powered test, 2 event classification (emul. Type 2 PSE)
lldp
powered test, 1 event classification, LLDP (emul. Type 2 PSE)
NOTE: requires the optional LLDP feature
-prompt prompt before applying power
-ea
perform an EA Test run
id
user defined text to include in report header
idstr id string, up to 38 characters long
v1
source level for type 1 tests, VDC
Range 37..57 Default 56
v2
source level for type 2 PHY and LLDP tests, VDC
Range 42.5..57 Default 43.5
off
time source is off in between each powered test, seconds
Range 5..60 seconds Default 10
t1
time source is on time for type1 and phy powered tests, seconds
Range 5..900 seconds Default 10
t2
time source is on time for lldp powered tests, seconds
Range 60..900 Default 60
test
defines a specific powerup/powered test to run
tst: vonvoff | inrush | poweredon
pipe
open or close a named pipe (status message output)
ppath path to use for named pipe (see documentation)
stat
query Conformance Test status
stop
signal Conformance Test to stop
err
check to see if an error occurred while thread running
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Test results are output in a CSV file named pda600_conf_test_data.csv, located by default under the results directory
for the selected instrument (see 3.4.2 Directory and File Organization). The test results can be viewed in a formatted
report, produced by loading the Excel template file pda600_ct_report.xlsm in the same directory as the
pda600_conf_test_data.csv file. See also pda_poll_for_ct_done in section 6.6.2 below)
Examples
The simplest form of the command uses the default settings for various parameters:








Passive Tests: All quadrants
Powered Tests: Alt A, MDI quadrant
Type-1 PD Input Voltage: 48VDC
Type-2 PD Input Voltage: 54VDC
Powered-On Dwell Time: 10 seconds
Idle Time between Type-1 & Type-2 Power-Ups:
10 seconds

Run PD Conformance Test on PD, emulating both Type1 and Type-2 PSE’s:
PDA>pda_conformance type1 phy
Started
Query status of the PD Conformance Test
PDA>pda_conformance stat
….
PDA>pda_conformance stat
STOPPED
When PD Conformance reaches the STOPPED state, the
Figure 6.7 PD Conformance Test Report
test report spreadsheet template,
pda600_ct_report.xlsm, can be opened to observe the test results (see Figure 6.7). For more information on the PD
Conformance Test Suite, see section 5. Also, to automatically open the PD Conformance Test report, see section 6.9.7,
pda_load_excel_template.
In this example, four cycles of active and passive tests will be performed in two quadrants Alt A MDI-X and Alt B
MDI. Non-LLDP (PHY) powered tests will keep the DUT ON for 15 seconds, LLDP powered tests will keep the
device ON on for 75 seconds, and the DUT will be kept powered off for 20 seconds between each powered-on test.
PDA>pda_conformance pass altamdix+altbmdi type1 phy lldp t1 15 t2 75 off 20
cycles 4
RUNNING
Note: If run in PowerShell Tcl, the test status will automatically be displayed as the test runs.
The Conformance Test uses meters that can be accessed separately, such as the BackfeedV measurement, or any of the
passive test measurements (Rdet, Cdet, Class). Certain specific measurements and tests that cannot be accessed as
discrete measurements can be run using the test argument. These include:





Inrush Measurements (Type-1, Type-2 PSE emulation)
Von/Voff Measurements
Powered-On State Measurements

The selected measurement is performed in the quadrant presently configured (Alt and Polarity) in the PDA-600 and is
not sensitive to the pwr argument. For example, to run the Inrush measurement while emulating a Type-1 PSE
sourcing 48V to the PD, the command would be:
PDA>pda_conformance type1 test inrush
Inrush Results
InrushI: 16.9 mA
Pmax_Tdelay: 0.0 W
Using two event classification to emulate a Type-2 PSE and sourcing 54VDC to the PD:
PDA>pda_conformance phy test inrush
Inrush Results
InrushI: 17.2 mA
Pmax_Tdelay: 1.2 W
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6.6.2.

pda_poll_for_ct_done

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that will poll the API library to determine when a Conformance
Test has completed and terminated, either successfully or due to an error. The Conformance Test runs in a separate
thread in the API library, and once it has been started, no other I/O can be performed with the instrument until the
Conformance Test has completed.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_poll_for_ct_done <max time> <poll interval>
time -- max time to poll, in seconds. Default 0 polls infinitely.
interval -- polling period, in seconds. Default 1 sec.
Example
Start the PD Conformance Test:
PDA>pda_conformance type1 phy
Started
Poll for completion of the PD Conformance Test:
PDA>pda_poll_for_ct_done max 120 poll 5
DONE
Open the PD Conformance Test Report:
PDA>set pdaSN [lindex [pda ?] 1]
PDA>pda_load_excel_template dir $pdaSN rpt ct
DONE
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6.7. LAN Control
6.7.1.

pda_link

The pda_link command provides the ability to control or interrogate the LAN interfaces connected to the PD and
LAN ports of the PDA-600 instrument. The PD port of the PDA-600 can operate much like a PSE with PoE LLDP
capability, inserting and extracting PoE LLDP messaging to and from the PD.
Both the LAN and PD ports may be configured for auto-negotiation to maximum rate (10/100/1000Base-T) and
maximum duplex (half/full) where maximum rate and duplex can be user-specified (e.g. 10/100Base-T, half-duplex),
or they may be hard-configured to a user-specified link rate and duplex mode (e.g. 1000Base-T, full). This feature
enables determination of power draw by a PD operating in different LAN link configurations.
Both ports support auto-MDI/MDI-X and will auto-negotiate 1000Base-T MASTER/SLAVE mode.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_link ?switches? port speed <duplex> <force> <arm>| port ?
| port stat | reset | connect <path | ?>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
arguments
port
pd | lan | eth (only valid with reset)
NOTE: port MUST be first argument!
speed
10 | 100 | 1000 | auto
duplex
half | full
force
disable autonegotiation, force settings
arm
change settings, do not wait for link
?
return current settings
stat
return port state
reset
reset individual port, or ethernet controller
path
thru | instrument (thru available on PDA-604)
Examples
PDA>pda_link pd ?
AUTONEGOTIATION: ENABLED
RATE: AUTO
DUPLEX: AUTO
PDA>pda_link pd stat
LINKED
10
HALF
PDA>pda_link lan stat
LINKED
1000
FULL
PDA>pda_link lan 100
LINKED
100
FULL
Configure the PD port to advertise 10Base-T only, don’t wait for link status check:
PDA>pda_link pd 10 arm
ARM_PROCESSED
LINK_STATE_UNKNOWN
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6.7.2.

pda_mac

Provides the ability to change the MAC address used by the LAN interfaces connected to the PD and LAN jacks. The
MAC address is a six octet value, and octets 3 and 4 can be altered (octets numbered from 0..5 in this context).
NOTE: the MAC address is volatile, and will revert to the default setting if the instrument is power cycled, or reset.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_mac ?switches? port ? | modify b3 b4
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
arguments
port
pd | lan
NOTE: port MUST be first argument!
?
return current MAC address
modify
modify the MAC address root
b3
value to set mac_addr[3] to
b4
value to set mac_addr[4] to
Values can be decimal, or hex (starting with '0x').
Examples
Query the existing MAC address for the interface connected to the PD jack:
PDA>pda_mac pd ?
PORT: PD
MAC_ADDR: 00-01-c1-00-00-04
Modify the MAC address for the interface connected to the PD jack:
PDA>pda_mac pd modify 0x55 0x66
Verify the change:
PDA>pda_mac pd ?
PORT: PD
MAC_ADDR: 00-01-c1-55-66-04
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6.8. LLDP Control
Note! LLDP commands & utilities require the PDA-600 instrument be enabled for the LLDP-at feature option.
6.8.1.

pda_lldp

The instrument contains an Ethernet interface that is capable of transmitting and received LLDPDUs via the PD port
under host control. All LLDPDUs are handled completely within the instrument, and are not forwarded to the LAN
port. All other network traffic received at the PD port will be bridged to the LAN port.
Various field values to be used in forming an LLDPDU to be transmitted by the instrument to the PD can be defined,
received LLDPDUs can be inspected, and LLDPDUs can be transmitted. An LLDP “trace” can be used to dynamically
respond to power requests from the PD without user intervention, and the trace can be displayed in the console, and
optionally buffered to a named pipe.
When a trace is running, all LLDPDUs transmitted and received are buffered in a log file. The log file can be parsed to
view all of the TLVs in each LLDPDU. The log file can also be used in conjunction with an LLDP report template
furnished with the software, to highlight any conformance violations by the PD being tested with regard to the behavior
defined by IEEE 802.3at for the use of the Power-via-MDI TLV.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_lldp ?switches? config | rx <-raw | -mdi> | tx <-raw pkt>| stat | ?
| ttl tval | init pwr | alloc pwr | req pwr
| type ptyp | source psrc | priority pri | clear
| mac addr | period tp | resp rt | grant bhvr
| start <path name> <pipe pnam> <inhibit> | stop
| parse pkt | <nostdout> | filter dir trctype <csv>
with LLDP BT feature: at | bt (PDA-604 Only)
| dsreqa pwr | dsreqb pwr | dsalloca pwr | dsallocb pwr
| inita pwr | initb pwr
| pse btyp | maxpwr pwr | auto aarg | ameas aarg
| clsovr class ascovr class sigovr sigtype
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
config
configure TEST port for LLDP operation
rx
perform read next available packet
parses for known TLVs, display as text
-raw
returns pkt as hex values
-mdi
checks for pkt, returns decoded Power-Via-MDI info
clear
empty the Rx buffer, reset Rx count
tx
transmit pkt using stored values
-raw
accepts pkt as hex values (does not use stored values)
pkt
hex representation of LLDPDU
stat
query LLDP status
mac
define src MAC address
addr
MAC address as exactly 12 ASCII hex characters
tval
value in seconds. Range 0..65535
init
define initial power level to tx in allocated field
alloc
define power level to allocate after PD request
pwr
value in watts. Range 0.1..25.5 (.bt 0..99.9)
ptyp
type1 | type2
psrc
unknown | primary | backup | reserved
pri
unknown | critical | high | low
period
define transmit period
tp
value in seconds. Range 1..30
resp
define response time to received LLDPDU
rt
value in seconds. Range 1..20
bhvr
request | max
name
pathname to file to store trace in
See Tcl var pdaResultsPath for default directory
pnam
pathname to named pipe (see documentation)
inhibit do not initialize alloc and request fields
(used for subsequent traces after first alloc.)
parse
define raw packet, submit to parser
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nostdout inhibit writing messages to stdout
filter
process a log file for use with the LLDP
report template.
dir
the directory containing the log file
trctype prwup or pwradj
csv
output a .csv file (default format is .txt file)
inita
define initial power level to tx in Alt A alloc field
initb
define initial power level to tx in Alt B alloc field
btyp
type3 | type4
aarg
1 | 0
clsovr
class number: 1..8, 1D..5D, unknown
ascovr
assigned class: 1..8, 1D..5D, unknown
sigovr
sigtype: single | dual | unknown
Examples
Configure the LLDP receiver, set values to defaults:
PDA>pda_lldp config
Check to see if any LLDPDUs have been received:
PDA>pda_lldp rx
LENGTH: 0
PKT: none
Define the allocated power field value for the Power-Via-MDI that will be transmitted in the LLDPDU (NOTE: this
will be overridden if pda_lldp config is subsequently called):
PDA>pda_lldp alloc 16.2
Query the current settings:
PDA>pda_lldp ?
TTL: 120 seconds
SOURCE_ADDR: 0004a60208f0
RESPONSE_TIME: 1 seconds
TRANSMIT_PERIOD: 10 seconds
ALLOCATED_POWER: 16.2 watts
REQUESTED_POWER: 13.0 watts
Start an LLDP trace:
PDA>pda_lldp start
located PDA600_HOME: C:/Users/Public/Sifos/PDA600PDA>LLDP TRACE STARTED
02/03/2016 16:58:58
0 s LAN_STATE: LINKED
0 s SRC: PSE REQ: 13.0 ALLOC: 13.0
2 s SRC: PD REQ: 17.8 ALLOC: 13.0
3 s SRC: PSE REQ: 17.8 ALLOC: 13.0 *
6 s SRC: PD REQ: 17.8 ALLOC: 13.0
9 s SRC: PSE REQ: 17.8 ALLOC: 13.0
If a streaming trace is running when the LLDP trace is started, the sample time from the stream will be included in the
trace (allows the LLDP events to be correlated to the analog measurements):
LLPD TRACE STARTED 01/22/2014 17:07:06
0 s LAN_STATE: NOT LINKED
15 s LAN_STATE: LINKED SMPL_TIME: 13.000000
16 s LAN_STATE: NOT LINKED
18 s LAN_STATE: LINKED SMPL_TIME: 16.000000
20 s SRC: PSE REQ: 13.0 ALLOC: 13.0 SMPL_TIME: 22.0
30 s SRC: PSE REQ: 13.0 ALLOC: 13.0 SMPL_TIME: 32.0
40 s SRC: PSE REQ: 13.0 ALLOC: 13.0 SMPL_TIME: 41.0
44 s SRC: PD REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 10.6 SMPL_TIME: 43.0
45 s SRC: PD REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 10.6 SMPL_TIME: 44.0
45 s SRC: PSE REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 16.0 SMPL_TIME: 47.0
49 s SRC: PD REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 13.0 SMPL_TIME: 48.0
49 s SRC: PSE REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 16.0 SMPL_TIME: 51.0
53 s SRC: PD REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 16.0 SMPL_TIME: 52.0
53 s SRC: PSE REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 16.0 SMPL_TIME: 55.0
57 s SRC: PSE REQ: 11.2 ALLOC: 16.0 SMPL_TIME: 59.0
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Retrieve a complete LLDPDU:
PDA>pda_lldp rx
LENGTH: 1904
PKT: Source: 0180c200000e
Destination: 1c17d341929d
Ethertype: 0x88cc
Type: Chassis_ID
Length: 6
Subtype: Network_address
Value: 01-c0-a8-dd-09
Type: Port_ID
Length: 16
Subtype: Local
Value: 1C17D341929D:P1
Type: TTL
Length: 2
Value: 180 seconds
Type: Port_Description
Length: 7
Value: SW PORT
Type: System_Name
Length: 25
Value: SEP1C17D341929D.cisco.com
Type: System_Description
Length: 42
Value: Cisco IP Phone 9971, V1, sip9971.9-1-0VD-6
Type: Management_Address
Length: 12
Value: hex 0501c0a8dd09010000000000
Type: Organizationally Specific
Length: 9
OUI: 802.3 (0x00120f)
Subtype: MAC_PHY_Configuration_Status
Auto-negotiation_support: supported
Auto-negotiation_status: enabled
PMD_auto-negotiation_advertised_capability: 0x80
Operational_MAU_type: 13824
Type: Organizationally Specific
Length: 12
OUI: 802.3 (0x00120f)
Subtype: Power_Via_MDI
Port_Class: PD
PSE_MDI_Power: not_supported
PSE_MDI_Power_State: not_enabled
PSE_Pairs_Control_Ability: not cannot_be_controlled
Power_Pair: signal(ALT_A)
Power_Class: Class_4
Power_Type: Type_2_PD
Power_source: PSE
Power_Priority: unknown
PD_requested_power: 11.2
PSE_allocated_power: 13.0
Retrieve just the Power-Via-MDI TLV:
PDA>pda_lldp rx -mdi
Power-Via-MDI_Info:
Port_Class,PSE_MDI_Power,PSE_MDI_Power_State,PSE_Pairs_Control_Ability,
Power_Pair,Power_Class,Power_Type,Power_source,Power_Priority,
PD_requested_power,PSE_allocated_powerPD,not_supported,not_enabled,cannot_be_co
ntrolled,signal(ALT_A),4,Type_2_PD,PSE,unknown,11.2,13.0
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6.8.2.

pda_parse_raw_packet

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that will accept a ‘raw’ LLDPDU (in ASCII hex format), and
return a human readable string containing recognized TLVs with the fields decoded, and unrecognized TLVs broken
out as Type, Length, and Value fields. This parser does not support any possible TLV that might be sent in an
LLDPDU. It does support all of the TLVs that are required for Clause 79 PoE support, a number of additional TLVs
defined by 802.1AB, and a number of TLVs defined by TIA for “LLDP-MED”.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_parse_raw_packet <pkt data> | <log path>
pkt
data
log
path

-----

defines a packet to be parsed.
packet in ASCII hex format.
defines that packets are in a log file.
path to the log file.

Individual packets are passed with the “pkt” argument. The “log” argument is used to define the path to a log file
produced while an API Library based LLDP trace is running. This log file will contain a series of records, including a
time stamp, a flag that indicates whether the packet was transmitted or received, and the actual packet:
15:37:15 R 0180c200000e008ef263f4d488cc020704008ef263f4...
15:37:19 T 0180c200000e0001c100000488cc0207040001c10000...
15:37:26 R 0180c200000e008ef263f4d488cc020704008ef263f4...
Example
PDA>pda_parse_raw_packet pkt 0180c200000e0001c100000488cc0207040001c10000040
407030001c10000040602001e0c0e5369666f73205044412d36303000fe0c00120f020f01051300
8200ff0000aaceed35
PARSED RAW PACKET
LENGTH: 610
Type: Chassis_ID
Length: 7
Subtype: MAC_address
Value: 00-01-c1-00-00-04
Type: Port_ID
Length: 7
Subtype: MAC_address
Value: 00-01-c1-00-00-04
Type: TTL
Length: 2
Value: 30 seconds
Type: System_Description
Length: 14
Value: Sifos PDA-600Type: Organizationally Specific
Length: 12
OUI: 802.3 (0x00120f)
Subtype: Power_Via_MDI
Port_Class: PSE
PSE_MDI_Power: supported
PSE_MDI_Power_State: enabled
PSE_Pairs_Control_Ability: can_be_controlled
Power_Pair: signal(ALT_A)
Power_Class: Class_4
Power_Type: Type_2_PSE
Power_source: Primary_source
Power_Priority: low
PD_requested_power: 13.0
PSE_allocated_power: 25.5
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6.9.

Miscellaneous

6.9.1.

pda_command

Displays a list of the available PDA-600 related commands.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_command
Example
PDA>pda_command
pda
pda_alt
pda_cdet
pda_class
pda_config
pda_conformance
pda_idc
pda_itrace
pda_ivtrace
pda_lan_version
pda_link
pda_lldp
pda_mac
pda_mfg_test
pda_pdc
pda_polarity
pda_ptrace
pda_rdet
pda_selftest
pda_source
pda_stream
pda_trace_util
pda_transient
pda_update_fw
pda_vdc
pda_version
pda_vtrace
pda_vtrans
6.9.2.

pda_version

Display the version information for the binary libraries that are used to connect to the instrument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_version ?switches? <hw> <fw>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
arguments
none
return Software versions.
hw
return instrument Hardware version.
fw
return instrument Frimware version.
Example
PDA>pda_version
Version Information
----------------------------------PowerShell PDA 2.00
----------------------------------PDA_Tcl_Extension_Lib: 2.0.0.1
PDA_API_Lib:
2.0.0.1
PDA_USB_Lib:
2.1
PDA_USB_Driver:
2.18.40
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6.9.3.

pda_lan_version

Display the version information for the Ethernet switch contained in the instrument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_lan_version ?switches?
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
arguments
none
Example
PDA>pda_lan_version
Version Information
Hardware: 27385
Firmware: 2.40d
6.9.4.

pda_selftest

Runs a selftest on the connected instrument. NOTE: there should not be anything connected to the TEST RJ-45 jack on
the front panel of the instrument while the selftest is running.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_selftest ?switches? instr | lan <save path>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
instr
perform instrument source/meter tests
lan
perform LAN tests (not currently supported)
save
keyword, defines next arg is path
path
path to .csv file that will record the test results
Examples
PDA>pda_selftest instr
SELFTEST RESULTS:
OVERALL STATUS: PASS
COMPLO,2.02,1.90,2.10,P
VREG33,3.32,3.15,3.45,P
TI_ID,0,-,0,P
TI_REV,0,0,3,P
TI_SYN,277.4,245.0,285.0,P
FULLRPM,7650,7400,7650,P
LOWRPM,30,0,120,P
VA28,27.98,27.80,28.20,P
VA439,43.90,43.70,44.20,P
VA44,44.02,43.80,44.30,P
VA57,57.04,56.70,57.30,P
ALTAVSP28,28.30,27.90,28.40,P
ALTAIS6,5.09,4.00,7.00,P
ALTAVSP57,57.26,56.80,57.40,P
ALTAIS12,11.10,10.00,14.00,P
ALTARELAY,0.15,0.00,0.50,P
ALTAPOLPRELAY,1.18,0.90,1.40,P
ALTASRCRELAY,0.02,0.00,4.00,P
ALTAPOLNRELAY,2.09,1.90,4.30,P
ALTAVSN28,28.11,27.90,28.40,P
ALTAVSN57,57.03,56.80,57.40,P
ALTBVSP28,28.14,27.90,28.40,P
ALTBIS6,5.06,4.00,7.00,P
ALTBVSP57,57.13,56.80,57.40,P
ALTBIS12,11.51,10.00,14.00,P
ALTBRELAY,0.06,0.00,0.50,P
ALTBPOLPRELAY,1.19,0.90,1.40,P
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ALTBPOLNRELAY,2.10,1.90,4.30,P
ALTBVSN28,27.98,27.90,28.40,P
ALTBVSN57,56.94,56.80,57.40,P
ALTBSRCRELAY,0.02,0.00,4.00,P
PICCOMPHI_L,0.02,0.00,0.50,P
PICCOMPLO_L,0.02,0.00,0.50,P
PICCOMPLO_H,5.00,4.20,5.20,P
PICCOMPHI_H,5.00,4.20,5.20,P
CURRENT_MIRROR_OFF,12.00,11.50,12.50,P
VMARK_OFF,0.44,0.00,0.50,P
VMARK_ON,2.04,1.00,3.00,P
VCLASS_LOW,5.47,4.00,6.00,P
VCLASS_HIGH,8.68,7.00,10.00,P
6.9.5.

pda_reset

Reset the instrument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_reset ?switches? <finish> <dev n>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
arguments
finish
directs the reset function to send a 'finish boot'
command to the instrument controller.
dev
next arg is the device number to attempt a forced reset with.
n
integer, 1..8
Examples
PDA>pda_reset
This will cause the current active instrument to be reset, and will simply return with the Tcl prompt. You must
reconnect to the instrument using the “pda dev n” command, where n = device number that was originally identified
when the shell was started. With a single isntrument connected to the host, you can also use the pda_reconnect
command.
PDA>pda_reset dev 1
This will cause the instrument associated with dev to be reset, if I/O can be performed to the instrument’s USB
controller. If recovering from a failed firmware update, this should leave the PDA-600 Controller is a state where a
firmware update may now be performed (see pda_config noconnect).
6.9.6.

pda_update_fw

This command provides the means to update the firmware. Note that the firmware is stored in Flash memory. The
update process involves erasing the Flash memory a block at a time, and reprogramming each block.
In the event that power fails in the middle of an update, the instrument will be left in a non-operational state. The onboard microcontroller has a Flash memory loader stored in a protected area of memory that is not touched during the
update process. In the case of an update that terminates abnormally, the pda_config command can be used with the
noconnect argument to force a connection to the non-operational instrument, which should allow the firmware
update to be performed. Contact Sifos technical support for assistance.
The target for the firmware update is the main PDA-600 instrument controller and is referred to as instr in the
command.
The starting subdirectory when saving a trace is \Users\Public\PDA600\Results\<Inst Ser. No.>\. The
pda_get_results_path command in section 6.9.8 will produce this default subdirectory. Firmware may be
loaded from this directory using just the firmware file name, subdirectories below this (e.g. /PDA
FIRMWARE/<filename>), or an absolute directory path (e.g. D:/<filename>).
It is recommended that PowerShell Tcl be used as opposed to PowerShell Wish for this operation in order to monitor
status of the update. See example below. Firmware updates will take many minutes to complete.
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Proc Signature
usage: pda_update_fw ?switches? target path
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
-v
verbose
arguments
target
instr
path
path to the image file
Note: path must use the '/' delimeter.
Example:
pda_update_fw instr /temp/PDA600hw2_INSTR_v0207.hex
Example
Initiating an update
PDA>pda_update_fw instr "/PDA FIRMWARE/ PDA600hw2_INSTR_v0207.hex "
Number of blocks in image: 466
Remaining blocks: 465 464 463 462 461 460 459 458 457 456 455 454 453 452 451
450 449 448 447 446 445 444 443 442 441 440 439 438 437 436 435 434 433 432 431
430 429 428 427 426 425 424 423
.
.
.
93 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68
67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42
41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
DONE.
Firmware update completed successfully.
If you encounter a problem performing an update, requiring using the pda_config noconnect command to establish
communication with the instrument, it will be necessary to specify the optional hwver argument to provide information
that pda_update_fw will not be able to determine at runtime:
For a PDA-602A:

pda_update_fw instr /temp/PDA600_INSTR_v0109.hex hwver 1

For a PDA-602B:

pda_update_fw instr /temp/ PDA600hw2_INSTR_v0207.hex hwver 2

6.9.7.

pda_load_excel_template

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that will load the specified results template under the specified
directory. The specified results template is copied to that directory from the results path root ($pdaHomePath/results).
Proc Signature
usage: pda_load_excel_template dir dname rpt type
dname -- name of the subdirectory to open the template
under. Template is copied from $pdaHomePath.
type -- ct | trace
Example
This command will copy the template pda_ct_report.xlsm to the results directory for the connected instrument (see
section 3.4.2), then start Excel and load that template. The auto run macro in the template file will look for the data file
pda600_conf_test_data.csv, and will populate the report if the data file exists.
PDA>pda_load_excel_template dir [lindex [pda ?] 1] rpt ct
6.9.8.

pda_get_results_path

This is a PowerShell PDA utility (see section 6.1.2) that returns the absolute path to the results path related to a specific
instrument.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_get_results_path
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Examples
When successfully connected to an instrument:
PDA>pda_get_results_path
C:/Users/Public/Sifos/PDA600/results/602B0002
When there are two or more instruments attached to the host, and the pda command has not yet been used to connect
to a specific instrument, this path will be returned:
C:/Users/Public/Sifos/PDA600/results/UNKNOWN
6.9.9.

pda_mfg_test

This command runs an example manufacturing test, which performs the following actions:
1.
2.
3.

Check Rdet in all four quadrants (Alt A MDI, MDI-X, Alt B MDI, MDI-X) to verify that the diode bridge
correctly conducts on both pair sets and polarities.
Check Cdet in a single quadrant (last one configured for Rdet test, to minimize switching time), to insure that the
correct component is loaded.
Powers up the PD Under Test following the completion of a Classification measurement. The user defines whether
to perform the test using 1-event or 2-event classification. Once powered, the PD Under Test is kept powered on
for the caller defined time period, during which average and peak power are measured.

The measured values are error checked against limits defined in IEEE 802.3at-2009, an overall Pass/Fail indication is
provided, as well as a Pass/Fail indication per parameter. Test results are stored under the results directory for the
connected instrument, in the file mfg_test_results.txt.
Approximate total test time is 33 seconds + powered on time.
Proc Signature
usage: pda_mfg_test ?switches? <ton time> <pipe ppath> <on>
<volt level> <events num> <4pr>
version 2.0.0.1 (01-Mar-2021)
switches
-?
print this usage
arguments
ton
defines the on time for the test
time
5..600 seconds (default 10)
pipe
open a named pipe
ppath path to use for named pipe
on
keep DUT powered on when test completes
volt
defines the Vport level to apply to the DUT
level voltage level (default 48)
events defines the number of class events to use
num
number of class events (default 1)
4pr
run the 4 pair mfg test (PDA-604 only)
Examples
Running the test emulating a Type 2 PSE:
PDA>pda_mfg_test ton 10 volt 54 events 2
PDA_MFG_TEST
OVERALL STATUS: PASS
DUT POWER STATE: OFF
TEST DETAILS WRITTEN TO:
C:/Users/Public/Sifos/PDA600/results/602A0002/mfg_test_results.txt
The file mfg_test_results.txt contains:
Overall status: PASS
Quadrant ALTA MDI
ALTA MDIX
Rdet
24.4 P
24.4 P
Cdet
0.10 P uF
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Iclass
10.7 P mA
Class
1 P
Pload
2.6 P W
Ppeak
2.9 P W
Vport
54.0 VDC
User defined power on time: 10 seconds
Total Test time: 40 seconds
Instrument SN: 602A0002
Software Version: 1.2
Library Version: 1.2
Firmware Version: 1.02

6.10.

Loading the PDA-600 Extension Library into a Tcl/Wish Console

For those that may choose to add PowerShell PDA to another Tcl application environment, the PowerShell PDA
extension package is loaded into the Tcl interpreter using the native Tcl load command:
load PDA600TclLib.dll
When the binary extension package is loaded, the Tcl commands that are defined in the library are added to the Tcl
interpreter running in the shell in which the load command was executed. No I/O is performed with the instrument – it
is necessary to execute the pda_config command or the pda command to initialize the connection to the
instrument(s).
When PDA600TclLib.dll is loaded, it will cause the dependent libraries PDA600API.dll and PDA600USB.dll to be
subsequently loaded. Standard Windows search rules for DLLs apply. The standard PDA-600 software installation will
place all related DLLs under the directory:




C:\Program Files\Sifos\PDA600\bin
(32-bit machine)
C:\Program Files (x86)\Sifos\PDA600\bin (64-bit machine)

Load problems will produce a result like this in the Tcl console:
couldn't load library "PDA600TclLib.dll": this library or a dependent library
could not be found in library path
A Windows diagnostic tool such as Depends.exe can be used to determine
which underlying library is not loading correctly. If a library cannot be
loaded, you will see a view such as
shown in figure 6.7.
When all components can be located, the
dependency hierarchy will look like
figure 6.8.

Figure 6.7 Library Load Problem

Figure 6.8 Library Dependencies

6.11.

Named Pipes

For those commands that offer a named pipe argument, the name must comply with the Windows operating system
requirements. Pipes are created under the path \\.\pipe. To specify a pipe in a Tcl string, the ‘\’ character must be
escaped. For example, this statement can be used to define the pipe to be used with the pda_conformance command:
set ctPipePath "\\\\.\\pipe\\ctpipe"
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7.

PDA-600 Application Programming Interface

There is a binary Application Programming Interface (API), furnished as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL), available for
remotely controlling the PDA-600. Any programming language that can call a Win32 function should be able to be
used with the PDA-600 API. The PDA-600 API is separately documented in the PDA-600 API Library Reference
Manual.
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